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A research study on an unusual pattern in conspicuous housing consumption in Thai 
real estate market by gaining insights through the study of Thai upper class consumers 
who engage in such consumption in regard to their specific motives. The qualitative 
research methodology was applied with the use of in-depth and focus group 
interviews given that the nature of this dissertation study aimed to explore consumer 
behavior in a social context. The five main research areas of interests and their 
findings are as follow; Thai consumers are more materialistic and engage in 
conspicuous consumption in opposition to the former proposition of collectivistic 
countries are negatively related to materialism and conspicuous consumption (Wong, 
1997); Thai culture is tight and high in conformity in divergent to ‘Thailand is a 
country of prototypical loose culture’ proposed by Triandis (1989); Thai upper class 
consumers are in reality sophisticatedly cultivating both cultural dimensions of 
individualism and collectivism; in deviation to earlier literatures which explain 
innovators are independent of interpersonal influence pragmatically not applicable in 
all cultural contexts given that Thai innovators are highly receptive to new products 
ideas/concepts, yet they are susceptible to interpersonal influence and pay ATSCI as 
they are collectivistic culturally embedded individuals; and to the last area of research 
interests - Thai culture is an exceptional case of collectivistic culture that is low in 
ethnocentrism who preferably consumes the FCCP conspicuous products in differing 
view to Steenkamp et al (1999) who proposed the collectivistic countries are high in 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
In a light of previous theories related to cultural impacts on consumer 
behaviors, it is indisputable that culture plays great role on consumer perceptions and 
attitudes formations as well as affecting the consumers to behave in particular way. 
However, though most of the literatures have provided valuable frameworks in an 
attempt to understand cultural impacts on consumer behaviors which greatly 
contribute to an explanation of various types of sophisticated consumption patterns, 
some deviations from the former theories could be expected to occur given the time 
and cultural context changes.  
 
As in Wong’s (1997) study, it was explained that the collectivistic countries 
are negatively related with materialism and conspicuous consumption. Whereas, 
Thailand is one of the collectivistic countries that scores high on collectivism 
(Hofstede, 1980). Then theoretically speaking of Wong (1997) and Hofstede (1980), 
Thailand is a country of collectivistic culture that is negatively related to materialism 
and conspicuous consumption. However, in the light of their theories which have been 
proposed almost two decades ago, the pattern could be expected to alter. As it is 
noticeable that nowadays, Thai consumers are more materialistic and engage in 
conspicuous consumption much more than ever.  
 
Therefore, in subsequence and additional to the prior studies, this dissertation 
proposes an investigation into the consumption pattern of Thai consumers on the ‘real 
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estate consumption’. Given that the real estate consumption, is one of the most overt 
type of consumptions that people do publicly consume. More precisely, this 
dissertation focuses on an uncovering of unusual pattern in conspicuous housing 
consumption in Thai real estate market by gaining insights through the study of Thai 
upper class consumers who engage in such consumption in regard to their specific 
motives. Thus, an investigation permits the researcher to profoundly explore into Thai 
upper class consumer perceptions, attitudes and behaviors which contribute to an 
understanding of consumers’ unique culturally embedded consumption pattern in Thai 
complex cultural setting. 
 
The five main research areas of interests await to be investigated given they 
are in contrary view to the earlier literatures shall be proposed as follow; a shift 
towards individualism reflected in an increase of conspicuous housing consumption in 
Thailand; Thai culture is tight and high in conformity in divergent to ‘Thailand is a 
country of prototypical loose culture’ proposed by Triandis (1989); Thai upper class 
consumers might be in reality sophisticatedly cultivating both cultural dimensions of 
individualism and collectivism; in deviation to earlier literatures which explain 
innovators are independent of interpersonal influence might not be applicable in all 
cultural contexts given that Thai innovators are highly receptive to new products 
ideas/concepts, yet they are susceptible to interpersonal influence and pay ATSCI as 
they are collectivistic culturally embedded individuals; and to the last area of research 
interests - Thai culture can be an exceptional case of collectivistic culture which is 
low in ethnocentrism who preferably consumes the FCCP conspicuous products in 
differing view to Steenkamp et al (1999) who proposed the collectivistic countries are 
high in ethnocentrism and the product should be positioned as LCCP. 
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In the next chapter, the Literature Reviews related to the topic areas of 
dissertation interests will be presented in the following order: - Conspicuous 
Consumption; Individualism and Collectivism: The Self and Social Behavior; Social 
Comparison, Consumer Conformity and Interpersonal Influence; Consumer 
Innovativeness; and Brand Images Strategies and Its Effects on Product Perceptions 
and Attitudes.    
 
In Chapter 3 of Research Methodology, the chapter explains the rationale of; 
research paradigm adopted as an “interpretive” approach given that the nature of this 
dissertation study is to explore consumer behavior in a social context; the 5 research 
questions derived from literature reviews in chapter 2; the primary data collection of 
semi-structured in-dept and focus groups interviews; the research subjects, the key 
informants and sampling method; the method of data analysis; and the research ethical 
implications.  
 
The full transcriptions of all interviews and a supplementary data presentation 
of interviewees’ responses in form of matrix sheet are intended to be produced to 
facilitate the researcher in achieving a more effective way of data interpretation and 
analysis. Hence in Chapter 4 of Analysis and Discussion, the data interpretation and 
analysis of research associated themes for each research question will be based upon 
interpretation of data from transcripts and matrix sheet in respective to the 5 research 
questions elaborated in an orderly manner.  
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Conclusion of this research study will be presented in Chapter 5, where the 
summary of key research findings to 5 research questions are conclusively presented 
in contrary view to the previous literatures. Furthermore, the general knowledge 
obtained from the research about Thai upper class consumers and their conspicuous 
consumption useful for broader managerial and marketing implications are as well 
summarized and presented. Finally, limitations regarding to research conduction in 
Thai culture shall be explained, and an additional suggestion for further research is 
proposed.   
  
  Hopefully, this dissertation study could partly contribute to an understanding 
of how sophisticated cultural elements could exert such immense amount of impacts 
on consumer behaviors. Given that the cultural impacts on consumer behaviors are 
















Chapter 2: The Literature Reviews 
 
 Under the literature review section, it is further subdivided into five sections 
covering the five areas of dissertation interest. The five sections of literature reviews 
are presented as the following respective order: - Conspicuous consumption; 
Individualism and collectivism: the self and social behavior; Social comparison, 
consumer conformity and interpersonal influence; Consumer innovativeness; and 



















“Conspicuous consumption of valuable goods is a means of reputability to the 





The earlier literatures are being reviewed in the light of theoretical 
understanding of conspicuous consumption, the knowledge attained are critically 
analyzed, compared and contrasted for similarities and differences, as well as an 
attempt to identifying prior research limitations to provide further insights for further 
research study.  
 
The Theory and Criticisms___________________________________________                       
 
More than a hundred years ago, Veblen had developed a theory of 
conspicuous consumption which is the opposite of microeconomic utility theory. The 
opposite is true in conspicuous consumption where “the higher the price, the more 
attractive is the product, because the price is taken as an indicator of the prestige 
value” Braun and Wicklund (1989). Through the consumption of socially 
recognizable symbols, individuals occupy an inherited ‘social rank, occupation or 
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political status’ that attached to such symbolic products. The community can then 
expect to see a person higher in social status hierarchy to consume, collect, and 
exhibit more costly and exclusive goods. Over the actual price, the prestige 
possessions allow the owners to impress others of their ‘good taste’ through their 
reference group’s perspective.    
 
In Trigg (2001), the paper discussed this original conception to the theory by 
Veblen as well as the contemporary contribution of Bourdieu providing such 
development in building upon the insights of Veblen’s writing. Trigg (2001) has 
explained the problems and defended the 3 main criticisms of Veblen’s theory being 
encountered from those outside mainstream as well as extended the conspicuous 
consumption theory.   
 
In the first criticism, it has been argued that Veblen’s approach of “trickle 
down” is too restrictive in stating that the consumption patterns only flow from the 
top of the social hierarchy downwards, where individuals emulate the consumption 
patterns of those individuals at higher stage of the hierarchy. Instead of one-
directional downwards flow of Veblen, Bourdieu develops a more circular model 
reflecting as well a “trickle up” of tastes from the working class upwards to the upper 
class. The model thus results in the one of “trickle round” of tastes embracing the 
trickle-down effect as the same time allowing for “status float” resemble to two-way 
interpersonal influence in Myers and Robertson (1972) and Wood (1989).   
 
In the second criticism, it has been argued that consumers no longer display 
their wealth conspicuously but conveyed status in a more subtle way. Nonetheless, 
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Trigg (2001) explained that this criticism is an overlook of Veblen’s theory where it is 
in fact mentioned that consumers are not necessarily consciously trying to consume 
conspicuously at all time. Later, formalized in Bourdieu’s framework that individuals 
are not always conscious of their cultural merit which is naturally embedded and 
guide their conspicuous consumption as an unconscious act.    
 
The last criticism presented in Trigg (2001) is that of an opposed view from 
the postmodern tradition, arguing consumer behavior is no longer shaped by their 
positions engaged in social hierarchy but by lifestyles that cut across the hierarchy. 
Trigg (2001) explains that Veblen did not overlook and yet represent the concept as 
what is close to “lifestyle” expressing as “changing styles” and “schemes of life” in 
his work.  
 
In 1950, apart from ‘Veblen effect’ in which Leibenstein has explained that 
such effect would arise whereas the high price of goods potentially impresses others 
by those who consume them, he also additionally introduces another two social 
interdependence effects of ‘bandwagon’ and ‘snob’. The Bandwagon effect describes 
the situation in which the demand for a good is positively related with the number of 
consumers already seen to be buying it, whereas, the snob effect describes a situation 
where consumers are willing to pay for a good that is unique and would in turn 
increase the attention drawn to them.  
 
In Mason (1984) literature review, it explains that the “potential role” and 
“influence of reference groups” as well as of “individual aspiration” have an effect 
on conspicuous consumption. The importance of “ego-bolstering” needs that serve to 
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enhance individual’s personality to gain such prestige and recognition through 
domination of the others also drew to attention by Bayton (1958) further explained 
conspicuous consumption phenomenon.  
 
As in 1973 revision of Engel, Kollat and Blackwell (1968), it was found that 
the newly-rich who have not yet been accepted socially by the former traditional 
upper classes would turn to conspicuous consumption in order to be socially 
acceptable by the upper class. This conforms that the display of wealth alone is not 
adequate but it yet has to be complemented by significant others which hold true in; 
Wong (1997) and O’Cass and McEwen (2004) holding that an engagement in 
conspicuous consumption is about a recognition of symbolic objects or symbolic 
values in which individuals consume by the “public”, or else such special meanings 
would be lost without audience. The aspect of ‘publicly consumed’ is an important 
element of conspicuous consumption as reflected in many literatures; Bearden and 
Etzel, 1982; Bourne, 1957; Fisher and Price, 1981; Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999; and 
Leibenstein, 1950.    
 
Mason (1984) explained further a “Howard-Sheth theory” regarded as the 
most satisfactory model available for consumer decision processes developed after 
Engel, Kollat and Blackwell, which incorporates an irrational aspect of decision. 
Nevertheless it makes little references to conspicuous consumption in particular. The 
limitation in the earlier general utility theories, which, do not accommodate much of 
conspicuous consumption into their models and result in limitations of such theories 
on conspicuous consumption aspect were due to the belief that; product utility is a 
prime consideration in decision process and that rational decision is more dominant in 
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consumption behavior than irrational aspect to purchase decision. Nonetheless, in the 
present time where an attention is moving towards to an “irrational” aspect of 
consumption, the former model can be revised and built up upon to incorporate more 
of irrational aspect in consumer behavior.    
 
As moving attention towards an “irrational” aspect in decision process, Woods 
(1960) attempted to incorporate social and psychological influences on the basis of 
non-cognitive forces into theory, whereas it was later on that Grubb and Grathwohl 
(1967) formalized a theoretical framework that accommodates conspicuous 
consumption proposed as “partial theory”.   
 
In 1973, Schewe has extended social psychological in the Veblenian sense and 
identified the four models relevant to conspicuous consumption consisting of 
“achievement motivation theory, role theory, cognition consistency theories and 
social character formation”. From there, Mason (1984) has derived in an appropriate 
composite model where Veblenian model and Schewe’s model are the most 
appropriate for conspicuous consumption in concern (please refer to a composite 
model presented on the next page). Finally, Mason (1984) has concluded that when 
the economics and social psychology of consumer behavior are drawn together, the 





Source: Mason, R. (1984). “Conspicuous Consumption: A literature Review”, 




 In the earlier works economic variables were often used, for instance price and 
supply determinant of effects as antecedents of conspicuous consumption; however in 
Braun and Wicklund (1989) research study, they have moved towards the use of 
“psychological antecedents” which brought about a differentiated view. The study 
examined psychological antecedents which are the subject’s level of “commitment” 
and “completeness/incompleteness” to the desired “self-definition” effect on the 
consumption of symbolic objects as a central focus of “compensatory relation”. It is 
noticeable that this research studied beyond the notion of “luxurious objects” 
concerned in Veblen’s earlier theory to the “lifestyle” aspect of the subject as well.  
 
 This compensatory relation in Braun and Wicklund (1989) is also similarly 
reflected in Belk (1985) and Richins and Dawson (1992) that the low levels of 
individual’s happiness and life satisfaction result in a high level of materialism, 
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whereas materialism has a positive correlation to conspicuous consumption tested to 
be true in Wong (1997).  And by acquiring such possessions, these possessions 
become the means to “complete” an “ideal self” explained Belk (1985).  
 
 In O’Cass and McEwen (2004), the paper attempted to stress on the 
assumption where the terms “Status consumption” and “Conspicuous consumption” 
being used interchangeably, in fact, presents significant theoretical and empirical 
problems. O’Cass and McEwen (2004) argue that status consumption is affected by 
“self-monitoring and interpersonal influences”, while Conspicuous consumption is 
only affected by “interpersonal influences”. Thereby, according to O’Cass and 
McEwen (2004) definition of conspicuous consumption, it is contradict to that in 
Braun and Wicklund (1989) and  Grubb & Grathwohl (1967) which incorporate both 
intrinsic and external values into conspicuous consumption.  
 
 O’Cass and McEwen’s (2004) study indicates that Status consumption and 
Conspicuous consumption are conceptually and empirically separate constructs 
though related positively. The relationship is similar to that in Wong (1997) whereas 
Materialism and Conspicuous consumption are not the same constructs but positively 
related. As a result of O’Cass and McEwen (2004), it is suggested that Status 
consumption and Conspicuous consumption should be used in separation. 
  
 O’Cass and McEwen (2004) define “interpersonal relationship” as similar to 
that in Mason (1984) where reference groups typically convey an image of group 
members, as form of common identity of interests in which consequently effects 
consumer to engage in both “status consumption” and “conspicuous consumption”. 
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However, their results indicate that “self-monitoring” or the personal factor only 
influences the desire for status consumption but not that of conspicuous consumption.  
 
 In Wong (1997), the paper investigates into the different cultural dimensions; 
individualism and collectivism on Materialism and Conspicuous consumption. Where, 
Materialism and Conspicuous consumption are positively correlated; individualists 
who value their possessions more for public meaning are correlated positively with 
materialism and conspicuous consumption, while collectivists who value objects that 
enhance their relationship with other members in social groups are correlated 
negatively with materialism and conspicuous consumption.  
 
 Considering papers by Belk (1985), Richins and Dawson (1992) and Wong 
(1997), there is one commonality where all three of them indicated that the 
materialists do tend to link conspicuous consumption by displaying their success as to 




A few centuries after Veblen’s original theory on conspicuous consumption, 
the theory has been further built upon, developed and extended by many authors. 
Though, each research reflects some limitations, the insights reviewed provide a 
contribution to the knowledge of conspicuous consumption over time.  
 
Braun and Wicklund (1989) study indicates that the higher the level of 
commitment and incompleteness to the desired self-identity, result in a higher 
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conspicuous consumption as a compensatory means to achieve such identity. For 
further clarification, O’Cass and McEwen (2004) propose in addition to the literature 
that “Status consumption” and “Conspicuous consumption” are separate constructs 
though related. The clear definitions are proposed; “status consumption” as to acquire 
and consume products that provide status while “conspicuous consumption” as 
tendency for individuals to enhance image through overt consumption which 
communicates status to others.  
 
Further research could be conducted in different cultural context whereas 
country of origin, lifestyles, values and other alternative consumption related concepts 
can be differed for further insights into the study of conspicuous consumption. As 
noted in Wong (1997) that nowadays collectivism in some Asian countries becomes 
more materialistic which is in contradictory to an existing research, giving a rise of 
interests for this dissertation investigation.  
 
Essentially, the next section aims to expand the understanding of culture 
differences in conspicuous consumption argued in Wong (1997). The following 
section would explore more of the literatures concern collectivism and individualism 
cultural effects on consumer behaviors and consumptions. As such, the further study 
would expect to discover many other new insights for valuable contribution to 






Individualism and Collectivism: The Self and Social Behavior 
 
Individualism-Collectivism constructs have been popular in most of the social 
sciences for about a century, nonetheless, not until 1980 when the two constructs are 
seriously investigated under a systematic work conducted individually by Hofstede 
(Triandis, McCusker and Hui, 1990). More recently in the past decades, the theory 
was further developed extensively through more of the literatures and articles by 
Triandis and colleagues. In this section, theoretical analysis of individualism and 
collectivism relevant to the study of interests is initially presented. Next, the three 
types of self and social behavior in differing cultural contexts are explored. And the 
shift of collectivistic cultures towards individualism, the antecedents of individualism 
are finally discussed.   
 
Theoretical Analysis of Individualism and Collectivism_______________________                       
 
 Theoretically, ‘individualism and collectivism’ are the terms labeled by 
Hofstede (1980) characterizing cultures and the whole societal level, whereas, the 
terms ‘idiocentric’ and ‘allocentric’ should be used to describe and characterize  
individuals on their psychological level dimension (Triandis, 1989; Triandis, 
Bontempo, Villareal, Asai and Lucca, (1988); Triandis, McCusker and Hui, 1990). 
Through this clarification, a person who is idiocentric but resides in collectivism 
society can then be identified and interpretable as individuals who would relate to 
their groups differently than do allocentric individuals in collectivist cultures.  
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 Triandis et al. (1988) explains an essential attribute of collectivist culture that 
individuals are induced to subordinate their personal goals to ‘collective’ goals of 
their important ingroups (eg. Family, coworkers, friends, neighbor, social collective), 
where much of the behaviors of individuals are, therefore, conform and consistent to 
the ingroups’ goals. Therefore, social relations tend to be more enduring and 
involuntary and to occur in large groups, where these relationships are intensive and 
interdependency is high in collectivist cultures. On the other hand, the opposite 
phenomenal can be observed in individualist cultures.  
 
 In the collectivist cultures, the ingroup’s influence on social behavior is 
‘broad, profound, and diffuse’ while it is more ‘narrow, superficial, and specific’ in 
individualistic culture. And the members in collectivist cultures also perceive their 
ingroups to be homogeneous than their outgroups, where the opposite pattern is found 
in individualistic cultures (Triandis, McCusker and Hui, 1990). However, individuals 
may be allocentric in relation to one ingroup but idocentric in other groups (Triandis 
et al., 1988).  
 
Certain values such as ‘family integrity, security, obedience, and conformity’ 
are then regarded highly by collectivists, while ‘achievement, pleasure, and 
competition’ are more emphasized in individualistic cultures (Triandis, McCusker and 
Hui, 1990).   
 
 Interestingly Triandis, Bontempo, Villareal, Asai and Lucca, (1988) explain 
that the act to ‘conform’ can also be used as technique for gaining acceptance from 
the others in individualistic society. Idiocentric individuals have to work harder to get 
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into and remain in the specific ingroup they wish to belong to and be socially 
recognizable or accepted in such ingroup.  
 
The Self and Social Behavior in Differing Cultural Contexts__________________ 
 
The Self 
Individual comprises of three aspects of self which are private, public and 
collective self (Baumeister, 1987). For which, self-definition is defined by an 
individual, it results in behavior consistent with that definition (Wicklund and 
Gollwitzer, 1982). And through the combination of these three aspects of self, an 
individual processes and evaluates information from environment, thus leads to a 
particular consequence of social behavior accordingly (Triandis, 1989). 
 
 Triandis (1989) explains that the ‘private self’ is an assessment of self by the 
self, what an individual think of oneself (e.g. I am…). The public self concerns with 
the generalized other’s view of the self (e.g. People think I am…). And the collective 
self corresponds to an assessment of self by a specific reference group (e.g. My family 
think I am… My friends think I am… My coworkers think I will…).  
 
The Self and Social Behavior  
 As mention earlier that the social behavior will be influenced by the particular 
self, Triandis (1989) argues that public and collective elements would suggest 
‘allocentric self’ while the private element suggests an ‘idiocentric self’. As 
Davidson, Jaccard, Triandis, Morales and Diaz-Guerrero argued in 1976 that social 
behavior is a function of ingroup norms to a greater extent in collectivist than 
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individualist cultures. Triandis (1989) also further accounts that the elements of 
reference groups (public and collective), for instance group norms or group goals, will 
be more salient among Asians than Westerners. Conclusively, the differing cultural 
context is accounted for difference in social behavior.    
 
Social Behavior in Differing Cultural Contexts 
 Interestingly, an increased in rewards achieved from being an ingroup 
membership and complying with the ingroup’s norms, the more likely an individual 
will use ingroup goals and norms as guidance for their social behavior. Therefore, the 
rewards such as ‘emotional security, status, information, willingness to spend time 
with the person’ would increase the tendency of individuals’ commitment to the 
ingroup and to the culture’s collectivism (Triandis, 1989).   
 
 Pelto (1968) explains that in the tight cultures, individuals have clear norms to 
comply and only little deviation from the normative behavior can be tolerated, 
therefore, the severe sanctions are administered to those who deviate, and to the 
opposite; the loose culture where deviations from norms are tolerable. Later on 
Triandis (1989) has proposed that collectivism and tightness are related. And Thailand 
is considerable a prototypical country of loose culture. Thoroughly interpreted 
Triandis’s statement, then Thai culture is collectivistic but loose. From there, I would 
critically address that in Thai collectivistic culture, though some groups are loose, 
some groups are yet tight in culture. For instance, the upper class members are highly 
comply with their high-society norms, they hardly deviate in their social behavior in 
order to be socially recognizable and accepted as members of the upper class.  
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The Self in Differing Cultural Contexts 
 Triandis’s (1989) findings indicate that in collectivist culture, public self is 
most identifiable whereas the public self is also an extension of the collective self. 
Respectable, private self is most identifiable in an individualistic culture. Wherein, the 
cultures of homogeneity and tightness, collective self are the most identifiable. And, 
in the increasing complex culture; public and private self are more identifiable than 
the collective self.    
 
A Shift of Collectivistic Cultures towards Individualism______________________  
 
 As cultural elements change to be more complex over time, Triandis, 
Bontempo, Villareal, Asai and Lucca (1988) have explained that the exchange in 
modern cultures had shift from particularistic (e.g. love, status and service) to 
universalistic type of exchanges (e.g. money, information and goods). For instance; in 
a busy world, parents give more money than the attention to their children. They also 
proposed that particularistic type of exchanges are expected to be more in collectivist 
culture, while more universalistic exchanges can be seen in the individualistic 
cultures. Undoubtedly, the new generations tend to be more individualist, materialistic 
and increase in conspicuous consumption.  
 
Evidently, such complex cultural evolution has contributed to a shift in 
collectivistic cultures toward more of individualistic cultures in many part of the 
world. Hofstede (1980) has found that the level of individualism is positively 
correlated to the country gross national product per capita, therefore, as the level of 
affluence increases in the country, the more likely its culture shifts towards 
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individualism. Moreover, he found the population in urban are more affluent than in 
the rural and they are found to be more individualistic respectively. Therefore, 
affluent is found to be major determinant of individualism. 
    
Triandis, McCusker and Hui (1990) further explains that affluence is 
associated with industrialization and cultural complexity, and, as people become more 
affluent, they become financially independent and independent from their ingroups 
and become more individualistic.  
 
In such complex industrialized culture, the upper class emphasizes 
independence and are individualistic than in the lower social class. And the upper 
class that are affluent is related to having smaller size of family, a smaller family 
allows the children to do more things on their own and become more individualistic, 
less dependent and so the new generations tend to be more idiocentric. 
 
Furthermore, the increase in exposure to other cultures through modern mass 
media that are produced from individualistic cultures, the increase in mobility in 









Social Comparison, Consumer Conformity and Interpersonal Influence 
 
The following section concerns with a literature review of consumer 
conformity, social comparison theory, and interpersonal influence on consumer 
behavior from various studies. Exploring these literatures, the review brings about an 
insightful understanding of what could be the major determinants contributing to the 
predisposition of consumer conformity and consumer decision making on the 
consumption of conspicuous property in Thai housing market under an interest of this 
dissertation investigation.    
 
Consumer Conformity__________________________________________________                       
 
Interpersonal influences are a key explanatory variable in many marketing applications. 
While individuals are frequently directed in their product choice and usage by referent 
others and may conform to these directions to gain group acceptance… (Lascu and 
Zinkhan, 1999) 
 
In 1999, Lascu and Zinkhan presented their study in the light to explore 4 main 
factors namely; personal, group, brand and task/situation characteristics that 
predispose individuals to conform to the influence of others. Lascu and Zinkhan had 
adapted Burnkrant and Cousineau’s (1975) definition of conformity as a tendency of 
opinions to establish a group norm and a tendency of individuals to comply with the 
group norm to a more of a mixture between consumer behavior and marketing 
perspective type of definition as “a change in consumers’ product evaluations, 
purchase intentions, or purchase behavior as a result of exposure to the evaluations, 
intentions, of purchase behaviors of referent others”.  
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Considering, the first factor of ‘personal characteristics’ as a predisposition 
to the consumer conformity to the influence of others. Personal characteristics that are 
‘self-confidence and self-esteem, attention to social comparison information, public 
self-consciousness, self-monitoring, status and no leader characteristics’ produce  
significant effects on individual’s level of conformity.  
 
Bearden and Rose (1990) explain that individuals high on self-confidence and 
self-esteem are less concerned about the others; therefore, they are less likely to 
conform. On the other hand, those individuals who have less confidence and are 
considered ‘self-doubt’ as explained by Campbell and Tesser (1989) are more likely 
to conform to their frame of reference.  
 
Furthermore, Bearden and Rose (1990) find that individuals high on self-
esteem are low in their ‘attention to social comparison information or ATSCI’ and 
thus, they are less likely to concern and conform to others. As such, ATSCI is 
positively related to conformity and found to be uniquely correlated with social 
anxiety of being unapproved and negative evaluated by the others (Abe, Bagozzi and 
Sadarangani, 1996; Bearden and Rose, 1990).  
 
 ‘Public self-consciousness’ in Feningstein, Scheier, and Buss (1975) defined 
as the extent to which individuals pay direct attention toward themselves as ‘social 
objects’ is also accounted as another dimension affecting the level of individuals’ 
‘conformity’ by Bearden and Rose (1990). As reflected in both Davis (1984) and 
Bearden and Rose (1990), Public self-consciousness is positively related to 
conformity whereas the more individuals are public self-consciousness, the more 
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likely they conform to the public. Alike individuals high in ATSCI, individuals high 
in Public self-consciousness are aware of others who form impressions of them based 
on their ‘product choice and usage behavior’.  
 
People also tend to engage in self-monitoring. Snyder (1974) defined 
individuals who engage in self-monitoring as individuals who ‘identify social cues for 
appropriate behavior’ as well as ‘modify their self-representation’ accordingly 
(Lennox and Wolfe, 1984).   As such, those individuals who consider much of social 
cues are then likely to conform as they engage in self-monitoring.  
 
Conformity also serves as a purpose of maintaining status or being regarded as 
‘membership’ in the group. Individuals are insecure of their prestige and status within 
the group unless they conform to public or private standards of the group to maintain 
such membership and status quo (Bourne, 1957).  
 
Interestingly in the last ‘personal characteristics’ predispose to the consumer 
conformity to the influence of others; as when there is no particular leader in such 
group, members who have a desire for ‘control and affection’ lead to even higher 
conformity (Huertas and Powell, 1986).  
 
Essentially, turning an attention towards the second factor predisposing 
individuals to conform to the influence of others – the ‘group characteristics’. The 
greater conformity is expected when the ‘composition’ of the group composes of 
those who are similar, where the group is deemed as an acceptable reference group 
(Festinger, 1953).  
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Also, the higher the ‘attractiveness’ of the group or the more desirable the 
group position is to obtain and maintain for individuals (Kelman, 1961) as well as the 
more ‘interdependence and interaction’ (Deutsch and Gerard, 1955) are taken place 
in the group, the higher the conformity to the influence of referent others can be 
expected. However, in contrast to the study of Deutsch and Gerard (1955), in 1966 
Stafford argues that ‘cohesiveness’ or the level of ‘interdependence and interaction’ 
has no positive relationship with conformity, but only if cohesiveness were to be 
combined with ‘opinion leadership’ characteristic in-group would it result in positive 
relationship in correlation to conformity. 
 
Last but not least, the ‘peer support for brand’ in product styles and choices 
also has a significant positive relationship to conformity as perceived as important 
normative social influence (Midgley, Dowling and Morrison, 1989).  
 
 The third factor predisposing individuals to conform to the influence of others 
is the ‘brand characteristics’, whereas the product or the brand itself also plays role 
in the level of conformity by individuals. Fisher and Price (1992) state that whether or 
not individuals would conform and be influenced depends on the social visibility of 
the product or brand, comparable to the ‘bandwagon effect’ of Leibenstein in 1950 
where the demand for good is positively associated with how much the goods are 
seen in use by others. As such, Lascu and Zinkhan (1999) conclude that the more 
observable are the products, the more likely consumers are triggered to conform, and 
the more rapid product diffusion process would there be.  
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In addition to the social visibility of the products or brand, the degree of 
interpersonal influence to individuals to conform also depends on the level of 
‘perceived conspicuous’ of brand choices (Bearden and Etzel, 1982; Bourne, 1957; 
Witt and Bruce, 1972). It is clearly presented in Bearden and Etzel’s (1982) findings 
that the ‘reference group’ influence on the product or brand choice to individuals’ 
conformity would be stronger when the nature of the product is luxury than for 
necessities, and, for products that are publicly consumed rather than privately 
consumed in consistency with Bourne’s (1957) framework originally proposed the 
two formed of conspicuousness (luxury in degree of exclusivity, and, publicly 
consumed in nature). Consumers therefore do advertise their ‘social status’ and/or 
signaling their ‘aspirational references group’ in which they desire to belong to 
through the consumption of luxury goods (Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999).  
 
Finally, the fourth factor predisposing individuals to conform to the influence 
of others is the ‘task/situation characteristics’. Lascu and Zinkhan (1999) explain 
that the more difficult the task is, or, the more complex and difficult the purchasing 
situation is to the individuals, the more likely they would conform to reduce any 
experienced difficulties and ambiguity.   
 
Social Comparison and Interpersonal Influence_____________________________ 
 
Originally, the social comparison theory is developed by Festinger in 1954. 
Festinger proposed that individuals have a drive to evaluate their ‘opinion and 
abilities’ with those who are comparably ‘similar’ to them. On contrary to original 
theory, the recent researches have evolved considerably as argued in Wood (1989).  
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Wood (1989) explains that not only the individuals do compare and evaluate 
themselves to those who are ‘similar’ for the purpose of self-evaluation, but also they 
seek many other goals through social comparison. Individuals also seek for ‘self-
improvement’ through upward social comparison as an achievement motive, though 
the drive upwards normally leads to competition (Wheeler, 1966). On the other hand, 
Wills (1981) explains that individuals as well engage in ‘self-enhancement’ since 
people have a motive to protecting or enhancing their own self-esteem through a 
downward social comparison to those who have less than their own. Convincingly, 
Wood (1989) argues that self-evaluation is not the only motive behind social 
comparison, but also individuals seek other goals such as self-improvement and self-
enhancement as motives behind social comparison.    
 
Furthermore, Wood (1989) explains that the social environment may impose 
an ‘unwanted comparison’ to individuals. As in an addition to Wood’s (1989) 
unwanted comparison, Richins (1994) and Richins and Dawson (1992) also explain 
that as person envy of others, being dissatisfied with less pleasure of joy and lack of 
satisfying relations, a person who fall short in intrinsic value would satisfying 
engagement with others by an emphasis on ‘material accumulation’. In other words, 
a person would engage themselves in materialistic orientation, and, subsequently 
conspicuous consumption.  
 
From the time being of 1954 when the original theory was developed by 
Festinger until Wood (1989) who proposes the contrary view. Many theorists have 
extended the original theory and contributed to the understanding of the social 
comparison process.  
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In 1976, Moschis has sought to extend Festinger’s theory and proposed that 
individuals can compare their behavior with that of reference group in two ways. 
Firstly, individuals engage in a direct interaction with their reference others and 
secondly by engaging in a passive observation of their referents’ behavior. The two 
ways of comparison proposed by Moschis is, however, resemble to Jones and 
Gerard’s (1967) ‘reflected appraisal’ and ‘comparative appraisal’ in an orderly 
manner. Later, the comparative appraisal of referent others whom individuals do not 
have direct interaction with is also reflected in ‘Socially distant reference groups and 
consumer aspirations’ by Cocanougher and Bruce (1971).    
 
‘Co-orientation’ or similarity is an important term reflected in social 
comparison theory defined by Jones and Gerard (1967) as refers to ‘the extent to 
which one person thinks he is similar to another person or group of persons with 
respect to various attributes relevant to the object of orientation’. And this co-
orientation or similarity results an informal groups to be able to exert a great 
influence on consumer product choice reflected in Moschis (1976) study. His findings 
also suggest that interpersonal interaction in the social comparison process provides 
additional information to marketers about the ‘diffusion of innovations’. Therefore, a 
new product can be diffused to its fastest rate as when the consumers are similar in 
‘value orientations’ or high in co-orientation. 
 
In 1966, Stafford explains that the group interaction is seen as a major 
determinant in its members’ attitude formation and attitude change. The ‘reference 
group’ can include the groups to which; a person actually belongs, a person aspires to 
belong, or dissociative groups in which a person aspires not to belong. Hence, a group 
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can be a membership group or a reference group to a person. And the reference 
groups are deemed as person’s major sources of ‘values, norms and perspectives’.   
 
Stafford (1966) argues reference groups influence consumer behavior in two 
major ways. First, the reference groups influence ‘aspiration levels’ to individuals as 
comparable to ‘comparative function’ in Cocanougher and Bruce (1971).  
 
In aspiration levels, a person engage in social comparison with their aspiration 
groups as their frames of reference, however, such comparison would result them to 
experience either ‘satisfaction or dissatisfaction’. If there is a gap or discrepancy; for 
instance, reference groups are wealthier and more famous, the perceived difference to 
their actual states results them in dissatisfaction and in turn, influence them to strive 
to do as well as others. This is also later reflected and explained in Braun and 
Wicklund (1989) that a desire to be recognizable as a member of the aspired group is 
in accordance to actual falling-short of attainment. Therefore, as individuals lack of 
symbolic evidence for an aspired-to status, it would result in a starting point that 
triggers individuals to engage in ‘material accumulation’ and displaying of 
unnecessary possessions.  
 
Later in 1971, Cocanougher and Bruce proposed similar concept to Stafford 
(1966) explaining that a person further engages in a ‘comparative function’ with 
socially distant reference groups and develop his aspirations. Thereby, results in a 
consumer whom in turn influenced by such reference groups which exert an authority 
on the consumer’s development of ‘ideal-self’.   
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Subsequently, the second way Stafford (1966) proposes that reference groups 
also influence consumer behavior by establishing ‘approved patterns’ of using one’s 
wealth and prestige as standard to produce conformity, which is comparable to 
‘normative function’ of  Cocanougher and Bruce (1971) arguing the function involves 
setting and enforcing standards for the individuals.  
 
To summarize Stafford (1966) and Cocanougher and Bruce (1971), reference 
groups influence individuals in their values systems and behaviors by exemplifying 
standards in which the individuals voluntarily use in making judgments.    
 
In Stafford’s study (1966), he has demonstrated that consumers’ brand 
preferences are conditioned by the intergroup communications. And the extent to 
which consumer conform to the group is resulted from an opinion influenced by 
informal leader than the level of cohesiveness of the group members. The ‘social 
power’ that has been defined as the total amount of opinion change one person 
(opinion leader) could induce another to make. And for the effect of cohesiveness and 
the role it plays on interpersonal influence is later confirmed in Witt (1969).   
 
Myers and Robertson (1972) further explain that the opinion leader is only 
relatively influential than an average person and is also a recipient of influence from 
the rest in the group specifying the concept of two-way influence as well. The two-
way influence is also supported in Wood (1989) who explains that in the process of 
social comparison, individuals involve more than selecting their comparison target; it 
is rather bidirectional and engaged the two-way influences.  
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Later in 1983, Midgley has paid a particular attention on pre-purchase patterns 
of interpersonal information seeking for the purchase of product which is ‘socially 
symbolic’ rather than utilitarian. In Holbrook and Hirschman (1982), they explain that 
consumers are not always rational, they do not consume only functional products, nor 
do they always engage in a linear decision making process. And as Woods (1960) 
explains the ‘information search process’ may be very different between hedonic, 
symbolic and functional products. Ultimately, the process of information search in the 
consumption of symbolic product can be expected to illustrate a different mechanism 
than that of functional products consumption.  
 
Bearden and Etzel (1982) and Midgley (1983) explain that the issue of risk 
inherent in any purchase. Especially the ‘psychological risk’ or ‘social risk’ may be 
relatively more concerned in the symbolic products consumption, therefore, 
presumably results in the high level of external information search. ‘Co-oriented’ 
peers are deemed as source of external information and play a great deal of influence 
on individuals purchase decision (Jones and Gerard, 1967;  Moschis, 1976; Myers 
and Robertson, 1972) which is later well explained in  Westbrook and Fornell’s 
notion (1979) who specify that ‘peers’ are the sources of information in influencing 
peer group norms in verbal, visual and specification of style.   
 
To summarize Midgley (1983), the purchase of symbolic product which 
involves social risk would result individuals to engage in interpersonal information 
search than an objective search or impersonal source. With respect to interpersonal 
information sources, the findings reveal the sources can be contacted in the direct 
manner or the less obvious observational manner, as comparable to Jones and 
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Gerard’s (1967) ‘reflected appraisal’ and ‘comparative appraisal’ and Moschis 
(1976) ‘direct interaction’ and ‘passive observation’ for individuals’ social 
comparison process. 
 
In the literature of Deutsch and Gerard (1955), they explain that ‘consumer 
conformity’ is a result of ‘informational influence’ and ‘normative influence’ on 
consumers. Informational influence on individuals leads to the acceptance of 
information from referent others, whereas, normative influence results individuals to 
conform to the expectations of the referent others or group members. However, the 
other researches have sub-divided ‘normative influence’ into utilitarian influence 
(Bearden and Etzel, 1982) and value-expressive influence (Park and Lessig, 1977).  
 
Utilitarian influence is generally defined as an individual’s tendency to 
comply with the expectations of others to avoid punishment or to receive rewards 
(Bearden and Etzel, 1982; Burnkrant and Cousineau, 1975). However, Bearden and 
Etzel (1982) explain that value-expressive type of influence is characterized by the 
need for psychological association with referent others. And this psychological 
association can take two forms; an attempt to be resemblance to their referents and an 
attachment or liking for the reference group, whereas both of the forms are similar to 
‘comparative appraisal’ in Cocanougher and Bruce, 1971; Jones and Gerard, 1967; 
and Moschis, 1976. In 1961, Kelman has illustrated that individuals who are value- 
expressive influenced, they look forward to improve their self-image or to create the 
impression of attachment to such referent groups.   
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In conclusion, the reference groups expose individuals to specific 
consumer behavior and lifestyles, influence individuals’ self-concept 
development, contribute to the formation of consumers’ values and attitudes, 
and generate pressure for conformity to group norms through the process of 
social comparison.  Therefore, a thorough understanding of how the process of 
social comparison and interpersonal influence play parts on consumer behaviors 
lead the marketers to an understanding of how they can successfully market the 
products and brands, as well as how a new product or brand can be diffused in 
an interlinked consumer market. Considering innovation diffusion, the next 
section aims to review and explore more literatures on consumer innovativeness 


















 Innovators represent only a small fraction of the market, and somewhat 
an elusive group of consumers who are often the earliest adopters of new 
products and concepts, also they are whom regarded as the key to successful 
innovation diffusion (Clark and Goldsmith, 2006; Goldsmith, D’Hauteville and 
Flynn, 1998). Therefore, this section aims to review the relevant literatures to 
gain an insight of how the innovation can be diffused among such consumers 
through the perspective of interpersonal influence on differing cultural contexts.  
 
Consumer Innovativeness and Interpersonal influence___________________ 
 
 In the earlier literatures; it is explained that innovators make an 
innovation decisions independently to ‘communicated experience of others’ and 
rely on impersonal sources instead of interpersonal sources of information in 
Midgley & Dowling (1978) and willing to take risk without obtaining 
information from referent others in Manning, Bearden, and Madden (1995). 
However, Hirschman (1980) argues that consumers have a desire to obtain 
information from others and yet they are ‘inherent novelty seeking’ individuals 
who seek out the new and different. Later on, Clark and Goldsmith’s (2006) 
findings reveal that there is no strong negative linear correlation between 
susceptibility to interpersonal influence and the extent to which innovators 
respond to social comparison cues in making purchasing decisions. 
Respectively, Clark and Goldsmith (2006) propose that perhaps innovativeness 
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is accompanied more by independence and lack of attention to others’ opinions 
rather than a complete rejection of interpersonal influence.   
 
However, the earlier literatures had not yet paid a particular attention on 
‘symbolic’ type of consumptions, in which such product consumption involves 
‘social risk’ (Midgley, 1983). Stafford (1966) explains that susceptibility to group 
influence probably varies across products that are more conspicuous or socially 
important products. Also, Bearden and Rose’s (1990) findings have shown that there 
is a positive correlation between an attention to social comparison information 
(ATSCI) and public-self consciousness of individuals who view themselves as ‘social 
objects’ and consequently focus their attention inward. Critically, it is not highly 
conclusiveable to presume that innovators are not susceptible to interpersonal 
influence nor they pay low attention to social comparison information. And thus, 
individuals who are regarded as innovators can yet be influenced by referent others in 
the decision making of conspicuous consumption. Moreover, noticeably in Clark and 
Goldsmith’s study (2006), it was conducted in American individualistic culture, 
therefore the results might be different if the same test was conducted in collectivist 
culture where as though the consumers are innovators, they might still susceptible to 
group influence and pay attention to social comparison cues.     
 
 In 1972, Myers and Robertson explain that an ‘opinion leader’ have a 
moderate relationship between opinion leadership and innovative behavior. In 
contrary, Goldsmith, D’Hauteville and Flynn (1998) findings indicated that 
innovativeness has been shown to be strongly associated with ‘opinion leadership’. 
And that innovativeness is more strongly associated with ‘opinion leadership’ than 
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with ‘opinion seeking’. For instance; this later statement is evidently reflected in Thai 
upper-class culture where individuals do not always ask for opinion, instead, they 
either speak of (acting as a source) or passively listen to the information (playing a 
role of an up-to-date recipient) in order to comply to what they learn to be group’s 
expectations and accordingly acquire ‘symbolic products’ or engage in ‘conspicuous 
consumption’ through ‘innovation diffusion’ among innovators in order to enhance 
one’s image. The social validation then comes from the visibility of many adoptions 
where others can see the innovators using the new products (Clark and Goldsmith, 
2006) comparable to the ‘bandwagon effect’ of social interdependence of individuals’ 
demand functions in Leibenstein (1950).  
 
Individual and National Cultural Antecedents of Consumer Innovativeness_______ 
 
Steenkamp, Hofstede and Wedel (1999) have proposed a conceptual 
framework which includes both individual difference and national cultural variables 
as antecedents that explain the level of consumer innovativeness is presented on the 
following page. Apart from individual values, Triandis (1989) explains that 
consumers are members of a society, whereby the norms of cultural environments 
would in turn affects their attitudes and behaviors as reflected in the incorporation of 
‘national cultural dimensions’ into the conceptual model by Steenkamp et al. (1999). 
Also, Roth (1995) supports that nation’s culture does affect the needs of consumers to 
satisfy through specific consumption and use of goods. Furthermore, Steenkamp et al. 
(1999) proposed that the sociodemographic characters of consumer as ‘age, annual 




Source: Steenkamp, J.B.E.M.,  Hofstede, F. ter, and Wedel, M. (1999). “A Cross-National 
Investigation into the Individual and National Cultural Antecedents of Consumer Innovativeness”, 
Journal of Marketing, Vol. 63, April, pp.55-69. 
 
 Considering the personal values; openness to change is congruent with 
novelty, variety seeking and stimulation; self-enhancement is congruent with power, 
personal success and achievement. Therefore, through purchasing new items, it can be 
one of the means to promote consumer personal values and social status.  
   
 Steenkamp et al. (1999) explains that consumers who are highly ethnocentric 
would have a negative attitude toward buying foreign products and are less 
innovative. Therefore, in the culture that is not high in ethnocentrism, the Foreign 
consumer culture positioning (FCCP) or Global consumer culture positioning 
(GCCP) can be applied to positioning the new products by adding novelty or 
creditability to the products as so to increase the generation of consumer interests 
(Alden, Steenkamp and Batra, 1999). However, whether which of the positioning is 
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most appropriate is depending on the nature of products, therefore, the local products 
are then most appropriately positioned with local consumer culture positioning 
(LCCP).  
 
 In 1980, Hofstede has identified three cultural dimensions namely; 
individualism, uncertainty avoidance and masculinity as national cultural 
determinants of consumer innovativeness. The individualistic and masculine society 
emphasizes ambition, achievement, wealth and materials success. Thereby, the 
purchases of new items enable individuals to show off, in other word, engage in 
conspicuous consumption.   
 
 Considering collectivistic countries, the marketing communications of new 
items should emphasize that; through such product consumption, consumers are 
socially acceptable and desirable (Steenkamp et al., 1999). Furthermore, the findings 
suggest that collectivistic countries are high in ethnocentrism, therefore, the product 
should be positioned as LCCP.  
 
However, Appadurai (1990) states that in less advanced countries the FCCP 
and GCCP are preferably perceived as the means to convey products quality. 
Critically analyze Thailand, the developing and collectivist country; Thai people 
highly favor FCCP and GCCP especially in conspicuous consumption. For instance, 
even the most famous Thai silk sold in Thailand branded Jim Thompson. Therefore, 
the consideration of unique positioning strategies offering product attributes that gain 
self-relevance and desirability to innovative consumer must be linked to appropriate 
consumers’ important values (Reynolds, Gengler, and Howard, 1995).  
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Brand Image Strategies and Its Effects on Product Perceptions and 
Attitudes  
 
In 1963, Ogilvy once addressed that a key to product success depends on the 
firm’s ability to position its brand through effective brand image management that 
enables consumers to successfully identify and satisfy their needs through the 
consumption of such brand. As seen in the previous section, the concept of product 
positioning by Alden et al. (1999) was essentially explained. And to the study of 
interest, Thailand, a developing and collectivist country that favors FCCP and GCCP 
than LCCP corresponding to Appadurai (1990) but in opposition to Steenkamp et al. 
(1999). As such, this section would review the relevant literatures on the effects of 
culture and socioeconomics performance on ‘brand image strategies’ which in turn 
affect the product perceptions and attitudes.  
 
Roth (1995) proposes a framework for selecting appropriate brand image 
strategies (functional, social and sensory) under the consideration of national culture, 
socioeconomic (modernity) and the market and firm conditions factors is presented on 






Source: Roth, M.S. (1995). “The Effects of Culture and Socioeconomics on the Performance of Global 
Brand Image Strategies”, Journal of Marketing Research, Vol.32, May, pp.163-175.  
 
The three brand images can be used as the strategies to fulfill the basic 
consumer needs; functional brand image positioned to offer consumers problem 
solving and prevention; social brand image positioned to portray consumer as 
achieving group membership and affiliation; and sensory brand image positioned to 
offer consumers who are seeking for novelty, variety and sensory gratification (Roth, 
1995). 
 
Hofstede (1980) identifies three aspects of culture that relate to consumer 
needs and brand images as power distance, uncertainty avoidance and individualism. 
The country of high social distance is high in social inequality, whereas, the 
individuals seek to maintain and increase their power as source of satisfaction. Hence, 
in Roth’s (1995), his findings suggest that a social brand image strategy is the best fit 
for individuals who are highly motivated by social status and affiliation norms. And 
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the sensory brand image is the most appropriate strategy for individualistic 
individuals who emphasize novelty, variety, and gratification.  
 
Interestingly, Roth (1995) addresses that though the ‘national culture’ 
transcends the entire nations; the social and economic conditions vary substantially 
within the country. Therefore, the level of region’s modernity (e.g. disposable income, 
mobility, media access, employment) indicates the willingness to spend on social and 
sensory consumptions to satisfy more of symbolic, hedonic and sensory needs. And 
remarkably, Roth’s (1995) argument of modernity to the extent of consumer exposure 
to Western, material-oriented consumption cultures which result in symbolic 
consumptions are in line with Belk (1988) and Triandis et al. (1990).  
 
As the levels of modernity and exposure to materialistic culture increase, the 
more motivated are the consumers towards desirable products seen to being consumed 
in other cultures. In turn, leading them to more purchases of products associate with 
materialistic culture. Hence, the social and sensory brand images can be used to 
promote the products in high modernity regional markets (Roth, 1995).  
 
In 1994, Leclerc, Schmitt and Dube propose a foreign branding strategy as a 
means to trigger cultural stereotypes and influence consumers’ product perceptions 
and attitudes. Since Aaker (1991) explains that for most of the products, especially 
‘experiential and hedonic’ products, a name can make substantial contributions to 
brand’s equity. Hence, Leclerc et al. (1994) suggests that the strategy of spelling or 
pronouncing a brand name in foreign language, foreign name could carry a specific 
function and association to such products which eventually affect on how consumers 
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would perceive and evaluate the brand accordingly. This concept is comparable to the 
country of origin (COO) effect stated in Kotobe and Helsen (1998) whereas 
consumers hold cultural stereotypes about countries that will influence their product 
assessment. 
 
Batra & Ahtola (1990) and Holbrook & Hirschman (1982) explain that 
hedonic products are judged in terms of how much pleasure they provide in opposed 
to utilitarian products which provide consumers with the basic functions. And that the 
contribution to how the consumers would engage in private vs public consumption of 
luxury vs necessity products in Bourne (1957) and Bearden and Etzel (1982) are 
emphasized. Considerably, the COO effect on the consumption of hedonic, luxury 
products are expected to be varied from that in utilitarian and necessity products. 
Accordingly, as reflected in Piron’s (2000) findings revealing that the COO effect on 
consumers’ purchasing intentions is stronger on luxury, publicly consumed products 
















Under positivism and postpositivism traditions, researchers presume a “stable, 
unchanging reality” that is studied under “empirical method of objective science” 
(Huber, 1995). Positivist’s aim is to “control” and “predict” (Buchanan, 1992) one 
version of truth (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). While, postpositivism argues that reality 
can not be fully determined but “approximated” (Guba, 1990) and reality is “subtle 
realism” (Hammersley, 1992).  
 
Positivism and postpositivism, nonetheless, do not account for “social and 
cultural construction” of the variables under the study (Silverman, 1993). Instead of 
interpreting their meaning, researchers use quantifiable measurement to “define, count 
and analyze” their variables (Blumer, 1956; Cicourel, 1964; Silverman, 1975) for 
“neutrality” and “universal validity” to produce “casual laws” (Seale, 1999). Deeming 
its result universal in “unchanging social world”, it results in problematic concept of 
impracticable “replication” over time (Marshall and Rossman, 1989), presenting a 
direct contradiction with interpretive and postmodern views of ever-changing world.  
 
In contrary, interpretive tradition aims to “describe” and “illuminate” the 
meaning of the social word (Silverman, 1993) through examining “social phenomena 
as procedural affairs” (Cicourel, 1964; Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983). As the 
positivist concerns ‘society’ to make generalization of deductive reasoning, an 
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interpretivist focus on ‘individual’ to derive in “inductive, hypothesis-generating” 
rather than “deductive, hypothesis-testing” approach in positivism approach (Glaser 
and Strauss, 1967). Thus, an interpretive research does not aim to produce 
generalization from “randomly selected samples of human experience” (Denzin, 
1983), nor to create “concepts and theories” in an early stage (Bryman, 1988). 
Interpretive research aims to interpret the world comprises of multiple meanings in 
realities, where descriptions and understandings of actions & meanings derived from 
an original “social contexts” (Bryman, 1988; Hammersley, 1990).  
 
Since facts, figures or ‘one version of truth’ (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000) derived 
from objective approach alone would only provide superficially knowledge of the 
world, whereas the deeper and a more explosive of humans type of research as 
“interpretive” would augment positivism and postpositivism traditions to attain a 
profound comprehension than seeing only the tip of iceberg. As stated in Gephart 
(1988) even the survey research itself, cannot provide “contextual” details needed to 
interpret its own results. Where the generalizations are not possible since any 
phenomena are “neither time- nor context-free” (Guba and Lincoln, 1982). And with 
the consideration of the nature of this dissertation study on consumer behavior in a 
social context, therefore, to truly understand the social world and appreciate its 
meaning beyond an objective reality into what, when, where, how and why it is 
structured, created and maintained, this dissertation would adopt a relativist view of 
the world for more on an “interpretive” approach.  
 
In 1991, Baker addresses that a qualitative research is an appropriate approach 
applicable to understand why people behave the way they do. The qualitative research 
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is in a particular use to elicit attitudinal and motivational factors which influence 
consumer behavior in their social context. And as Hammersley (1992), argues “which 
of these approaches is most appropriate should depend on our purposes, and the stage 
that your research has reached, not on paradigmatic commitments”. Then, under a 
specific interest of this dissertation study on consumer behavior, an investigation on 
why and how Thai collectivist consumers’ consumption patterns are shifting toward 
behavior patterns of that in individualistic culture, as reflected in an increase of 
conspicuous consumption evidently in luxurious real estate property consumption. 
And in addition to Baker’s (1991) suggestion of qualitative study for the purpose of 
exploring and identifying market opportunities for new product development in 
accordance to change in consumption patterns and behavior by defining the 
parameters and characteristics of newly emerging market. The qualitative research 
approach is deemed to be the most appropriate under this dissertation study.     
 
The Research Questions______________________________________________ 
 
The main purpose of this dissertation is to discover why and how Thai 
collectivist consumers’ consumption patterns are shifting toward behavior patterns of 
that in individualistic culture, as reflected in an increase of conspicuous consumption 
evidently in luxurious real estate property consumption, which is in an opposite 
direction to earlier literature proposed of collectivistic culture as less materialistic and 
low in conspicuous consumption. Addition to a thorough literature reviews relevant to 




1. What are the major contributions leading the middle affluent (the newly rich) 
and the traditional upper class, towards individualism who emphasize in 
achievement and competition among themselves expressing through an 
increase in overt real estate property conspicuous consumption in Thailand? 
 
2. Deviation of norms is less tolerable in the high class group of individuals, in 
the way that all shall be able to engage in conspicuous consumption, or else 
the individuals fall short of belonging to such high social class.  Then, is Thai 
culture really a prototypical loose culture?  
 
From research questions 1 and 2, it seems complicated as high class individuals may 
emphasizes greatly on individualistic values that are; achievement, competition and 
materialistic orientation. But yet they are highly susceptible to distinct group norm 
(high social class norm) characterized by collectivistic culture. Respectively, the next 
proposed research question would be: - 
 
3. If there is a possibility for the Thai upper class consumers to develop both 
cultural dimensions of individualistic and collectivistic cultures, who is 
complexly in one situation high on individualism and under another situation 
high on collectivism? (derived from research questions 1 and 2) 
 
4. In the literature, innovators are suggested to be less susceptible to 
interpersonal influence and pay less attention to social comparison 
information. However, is it possible for the collectivistic culturally embedded 
individuals (Thai innovators) to be considered innovators as they are highly 
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receptive to new conspicuous products, concepts and ideas, but yet susceptible 
to interpersonal influence and pay attention to social comparison information?   
 
5. Earlier literature explains collectivists are high in ethnocentrism. Nonetheless, 
for always, Thai people welcome foreigners and favor foreign products. For 
instance, the most favorable Thai silk is made by Jim Thompson and products 
positioned FCCP and GCCP are so successful. To the most surprise, in the 
recent years of Thai real estate market, the real estate companies which 
positioned their villages with FCCP (e.g. The British Mansion, The Grand 
Canal Home, and The Grande Monaco) and portray an image of high class, 
luxurious housing were able to sell out the whole projects so rapidly. 
Therefore, is it possible that Thai culture is an exceptional case for 
collectivistic culture that is low in ethnocentrism who preferably consumes the 
FCCP conspicuous products?  
 
And under each of the above research questions (theme of interests), the more 
theme-specific questions are further developed for each research question under the 
purpose of data collection facilitation. Then, the predefined open-ended questions are 
constructed for each main theme, subsequently, served as interview questions used in 
the interview as a means to ensure a thorough covering of research areas of interests.  
Please refer to Appendix 1 for the complete list of open-ended interviews questions 
based on the previously presented five research themes identified from the review of 




Primary Data Collection: Semi-Structured Interviews_____________________ 
 
According to the research questions proposed in the previous subsection, a 
primary data is expected to be obtained and further analyzed in the light of answering 
research questions. The primary information is then collected by the researcher 
specifically for the purpose of research study being undertaken (Hussey and Hussey, 
1997). Through the thorough analysis of qualitative primary data, it would provide 
‘thicker’ descriptions and meanings of societal procedures as an answer to research 
questions (Gephart, 2004). Correspondingly, the primary data is designed to be 
obtained through a conduction of in-depth and focus group interviews with the 
subjects of interest (please refer to the detail information on the research subjects, the 
key informants and sampling method in the next subsection).  
 
The structure of interviews are semi-structured and is most appropriate for this 
study where the researcher has some control over the area of research interests, 
although the respondent is allowed to respond freely, the researcher can maximize the 
collection of relevant data through the use of some basic predefined open-ended 
questions and employing the techniques of probing in the light of discovering answers 
to the research questions (Wilkinson and Birmingham, 2003).  
 
Focus group interview is also conducted to provide the knowledge in 
extension to an in-dept individual interview, by setting forth the respondents into 
social setting. The societal group setting allows the interaction amongst the 
respondents that can stimulate new ideas regarding the topic and the opportunity for 
the researcher to observe the effect of group process (Hussey and Hussey, 1997).  
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At the beginning of an interview, the researcher introduced oneself and 
explained the objectives of the research. During the interview, the researcher 
maintained the use of clearly phased questions, allowing participants complete 
freedom in answering questions and a great effort was emphasized to take extra care 
in phrasing sensitive questions in the interviews (Seidman, 1991; Saunders, Lewis and 
Thornhill, 2002) which is especially important in Thai collectivistic culture. The 
interviews lasted between 30 minutes to an hour during which the probing techniques 
were employed in order to obtain further insights into related area of research interest.  
 
In the end of an interview, the documentation sheet is distributed to all 
respondents inquiring them to fill in their personal information related to the areas of 
research interests useful for data interpretation and analysis. The documentation sheet 
is used to obtain respondents’ personal information as suggested in Flick (1996) has 
been adjusted in customization to obtain specific information regarding to the purpose 
of this research study by researcher (please refer to Appendix 2 for an adjusted format 
of documentation sheet used under this dissertation).  
 
All the interviews were tape-recorded according to Bernard’s (1940) 
suggestion of the use of tape-recording than relying on memory, unless respondents 
specify not to as of concerned in ethical issue. Tape recording is not a substitute for 
taking notes (ibid) but it is used for the purpose of transcriptions useful in the stage of 
data interpretation and a research write up, by avoiding memory-base exploitation 
(Wilkinson & Birmingham, 2003). 
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Being aware of respondents who may deliberately try to answer in the way to 
please researcher, concealment (Denzin, 1970) of truthful answers, or offering 
adjusted answer to present themselves more socially desirable (Bradburn, 1983) result 
in a reduction of reliability and accountability of data. Nonetheless, Cicourel (1964) 
suggests that interview still does provide an insightful social knowledge regardless of 
interviewer or interviewee error, since these errors conceived as evidence of normal 
interpersonal relationship, which does not represent a poor reliability.   
 
The Research Subjects, The Key Informants and Sampling Method___________ 
 
In order to find out how and why Thai consumers behave in a particular way, 
the research does not only focus on consumer interviews, but it also aims to 
investigate on multiple perspectives; managerial and marketing perspectives, 
professional perspectives and consumer perspectives. Complementarily, the multiple 
perspectives would help contributing to the fuller understanding and more precise 
interpretation in order to derive in insightful findings. Therefore, the choice of 
research subjects is based on purposeful sampling where the researcher judgmentally 
identifies the most suitable settings and individuals to address issues in the 
investigation (Seidman, 1991; Maxwell, 1996).   
 
The Respondents  
1. Managerial and Marketing perspectives:  
- 2 managing directors of the real estate companies 
- 2 management committees of the real estate companies 
- 2 marketing executives of the real estate companies 
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2. Professional perspective: 
- 3 architects 
3. Consumer perspective:  
- 8 respondents (all selected from luxury high class villages) 
 
Nevertheless, the first two perspectives (managerial and marketing 
perspectives; and professional perspective) were asked with more specific interview 
questions appropriated to whom currently working and experienced in the real estate 
industry. Whilst, the more general interview questions were developed to be used for 
consumer perspective investigation, given that the modifications would result in the 
most effective way of interviewing to explore perceptions, attitudes and behaviors of 
each of different perspectives. However, all questions were essentially based on the 
identical 5 main research themes identified earlier (please refer to Appendix 1A for 
managerial, marketing and professional perspectives interview questions, and 




The contact numbers, used to initiate phone calls for an appointment with 
managerial, marketing and professional respondents are searched from the Thai real 
estate trade directory which is publicly available. The researcher explained the 
objective of research study to the prospect respondents, and requested them for a 
contribution of their valuable consumer and industrial knowledge through a 
participation in research interview. As the prospect respondents accepted to 
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participate under the research, they were appointed interview to their convenient time 
and place.  
 
For the investigation on consumer perspective, the respondents’ contact 
numbers are available from friends who have personal connection with individuals 
living in luxurious high class villages. The phone calls were initiated and the 
respondents were explained the objective of research study as to find out the 
consumer consumption pattern on Thai real estate market, and requested them for 
their valuable contribution to the study. And as the respondents granted for 
interviews, they were appointed at their convenient time and place. The snowballing 
technique is also exercised as a method for recruiting more of the upper class 




After the data is collected through interviews, the data is transcribed for the 
purpose of data interpretation and analysis. Since the amount of the data is in 
manageable size, it is not necessary to ‘undertake the reductionist strategies of 
quantitative coding schemes or computer indexing’ (O’Guinn and Belk, 1989).  
 
The production of transcripts is deemed to be of high importance as it involves 
the researcher to repeat listening to the recordings which often reveal previously 
‘unnoted recurring features of the organization of talk’ (Silverman, 1993). Moreover, 
the effective data interpretation and analysis are achievable when the precise and 
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detailed transcripts are available to the researcher. Please refer to appendix 3 for the 
full transcriptions of all interviews conducted under this research study.  
 
Miles and Huberman (1984) have proposed a simple rigorous and interactive 
method to analyze qualitative data collected from the interviews. The interactive 




Source: Miles, N.B. and Huberman, A.M. (1984). Qualitative Data Analysis: A sourcebook of new 
methods. Sage: London. 
 
After the data collection and transcription where all respondents’ responses 
from the interviews were transcribed (please refer to appendix 3), the data can be 
further displayed in a more effective manner when the researcher used the software 
excel to generate a ‘matrix sheet’. Maxwell (1996) supports the use of matrix 
approach as it helps in data reduction, presentation and analysis in a form that 
facilitating the understanding of whole picture, furthermore, it ‘makes ideas and 









A matrix sheet generated by software excel comprises of columns where the 
research associated themes (derived from the research questions) are labeled at the top 
of each columns, and the respondents’ responses associated or disassociated to each 
themes are documented under each related theme columns accordingly. Hence, the 
matrix sheet allows the collected data to be displayed in an effective manner, most 
appropriate to be used in data interpretation and analysis, assisting the researcher to 
draw on findings and conclusions to the research study. Please refer to appendix 4 for 
the matrix sheet comprises of all respondents’ answers sorted respectively to each 
research questions/themes.   
                                             
Ethical Implications________________________________________________ 
 
 Ethical issues of confidentiality, informed consent and honest representation 
of findings are of great importance in the research conduction (Denzin & Lincoln, 
2000; Saunders et al., 2002). During the study, the ethical implications are 
emphasized by the researcher through a confirmation with all respondents for their 










Chapter 4: Analysis and Discussion 
 
After the data had been collected through interviews, the data was respectively 
transcribed as a means leading to a more precise data interpretation and analysis. 
Please refer to an appendix 3 for the full transcriptions of all responses derived from 
the 14 in-depth interviews and 1 focus group interview conducted under this research 
study.  
 
Besides the production of full transcriptions of all interviews, a thorough study 
of these materials has suggested that a more effective way of data presentation could 
be achieved through the use of ‘matrix sheet’ (Miles and Huberman, 1984). The data 
was then, transformed into a matrix form by the use of software excel. Whereas the 
interviewees’ responses are sorted in responding to each specific research associated 
themes (the themes are the theoretical concepts derived from a thorough review of 
previous literatures) in a light to answering each of the research questions. Hence, the 
matrix sheet allows the collected data to be displayed in an effective manner, most 
appropriate to be used in data interpretation and analysis, assisting the researcher to 
draw on findings and conclusions to the research study (Maxwell, 1996). Please refer 
to appendix 4 for the matrix sheet comprises of all respondents’ responses sorted 
respectively to each research questions/themes.   
 
Regarding to the outputs from the matrix sheet production, a thorough study of 
all respondents’ responses sorted in a matrix facilitate a better understanding of the 
whole picture where it makes ideas and analysis clearly visible to the researcher 
(Maxwell, 1996). And, since all these responses are sorted under various research 
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associated themes that were developed in an effort to find out an answer to each of the 
five main research questions/themes; this section of ‘analysis and discussion’ would 
then be appropriately divided into another five specific sub-sections in accordance to 
five main research questions/themes. Whereas, these five sub-sections of analysis and 
discussion will be based upon an interpretation of the interviewees’ responses of the 
entire matrix sheets produced as presented in appendix 4.  
 
Data Interpretation and Analysis of Research Associated Themes for Research 
Question 1 (A shift towards individualism in Thai culture reflected in an increase in 
Conspicuous Consumption in Thai real estate market) 
 
In Wong’s (1997) study, it was explained that the collectivistic countries are 
negatively related with materialism and conspicuous consumption. Whereas, Thailand 
is one of the collectivistic countries that scores high on collectivism (Hofstede, 1980). 
Then theoretically speaking of Wong (1997) and Hofstede (1980), Thailand is a 
country of collectivistic culture that is negatively related to materialism and 
conspicuous consumption.  
 
However, in the light of Wong (1997) and Hofstede (1980) studies which had 
been proposed decades ago, the pattern could be expected to alter. It is noticeable that 
nowadays, Thai consumers are more materialistic and engage in conspicuous 
consumption much more than ever. Therefore, in subsequence and additional to the 
prior studies, this dissertation proposes an investigation into the consumption pattern 
of Thai consumers on the real estate consumption. Given that the real estate 
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consumption, is one of the most overt type of consumptions that people publicly 
consume.  
 
Thereby, investigating into how and why Thai consumers engage in 
conspicuous real estate consumption would help the researcher to find out if the 
alteration in consumption pattern does really exist and to which extent. Furthermore, a 
thorough study of consumer behaviors under this research interests would enable a 
researcher to be able to identify what could be the major determinants contributing to 
such change in consumption pattern. A pattern of increasing overt, conspicuous real 
estate consumption, a rise of conspicuous consumption that is positively related to 
materialism reflected in an individualistic culture (Wong, 1997).  
 
Hence, the first research question of this dissertation study is “What are the 
major contributions leading the middle affluent (the newly rich) and the traditional 
upper class towards individualism who emphasize on achievement and competition 
among themselves expressed through an increase in overt, conspicuous real estate 
consumption in Thailand?”  
 
And in order to find out what could be the antecedents of such behavior, the 
review of previous literatures in chapter two help suggest twelve research associated 
themes (theoretical concepts) that are related to the consumer behaviors reflected in 
that of individualistic culture. The Ego-bolstering needs (Bayton, 1958); Self-
enhancement (Steenkamp et al, 1999); Individualistic and Masculine Society 
(Hofstede, 1980); Status Consumption and Conspicuous Consumption (O’Cass and 
McEwen, 2004); Material Accumulation (Wong, 1997); The Snob Effects 
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(Leibenstein, 1950); Social Comparison to Aspirational Level (Stafford, 1996; 
Cocanougher and Bruce, 1971); Materialists (Belk, 1985; Richin and Dawson, 1992; 
and Wong, 1997); Affluent (Hofstede, 1980; Triandis et al, 1990); Socioeconomic 
factors – Modernity (Roth, 1995); and The upper class with smaller size family 
(Triandis et al, 1988) concepts could be used to help in an interpretation and analysis 
of the interviewees’ responses if their behaviors are shifting towards behaviors of that 
reflected in materialistic culture of individualism.   
 
Referring to the matrix sheet in an appendix 4; all of the managerial, 
marketing, and professional interviewees (except one architect) had mentioned that 
the customers need to enhance their prestige, and gain social recognition through the 
engagement in conspicuous real estate consumption that falls into the theoretical 
concept of “ego-bolstering” in Bayton (1958). They explained that the house is the 
most obvious real asset that consumers do consume to represent themselves, 
therefore, they are looking forward to the housing project that is magnificent, classy 
and luxury to bolster their ego needs. Through conspicuous housing consumption, 
consumers would feel proud of themselves as they are recognizable by the others. In 
which this same concept was proved to be true in the consumers’ side, who admitted 
that where they live are their pride and prestige, which are socially recognizable by 
the others.   
 
“House is the most important real property of all in one person’s life time, it is the 
thing that would represent their whole life achievements. It is the most obvious real 
asset that conveys about the owner themselves and represents their pride. For instance; 
if someone asks you where do you live? And you say… I live in Lake Side Village… I 
live in Windmill… The others would perceive you as belonging to the high societal 
class!” said one marketing executive.  
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Consumers also engage in “self-enhancement” (Steenkamp et al, 1999) 
where their personal values of “power, success and achievement” are expressed 
through conspicuous real estate consumption. The managerial, marketing and 
professional perspectives have explained that the consumers acquire luxury housing to 
express their power, personal success and their life time achievements. As a house is 
the most important symbolic product that ones use to portray their life time 
achievements, therefore, it was explained by one of the management committee that 
the marketing communications and advertisements must ensure to communicate to the 
consumers all the aspects of wealth, success and life time achievements, whereas the 
same idea was confirmed in the consumers’ side. 
 
The characteristics of “individualistic and masculine society” (Hofstede, 
1980) are highly reflected in the interviewees’ responses. The consumers have 
explained that where they live; The Grande Monaco, The Grand Canal, The British 
Mansion (please refer to the pictorial presentation in appendix 5) are their material 
success that do speak of ones’ wealth and achievements. Besides, the managerial, 
marketing and professional perspectives have explained that there is an increasing 
demand for luxury housing where all the options must be superb; for instance, there 
must be a luxurious sport club within the village, an offer of high class built in 
kitchen, and the offers of other high class brands home decorations. Given that 
nowadays Thai people are more materialistic and pay more attention to vehicles and 
housing consumptions than before, therefore, through these conspicuous 
consumptions customers can fulfill their needs of personal achievement from such 
material success explained by one of the management committees. Also, through 
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conspicuous housing consumption the customers feel self-actualized with the 
accumulation of their material success further explained by the marketing executives.  
 
Following the precise definition of O’Cass and McEwen (2004), status 
consumption and conspicuous consumption are different terms. They argue that 
status consumption is affected by both intrinsic and external values “self-monitoring 
and interpersonal influences”, while conspicuous consumption is only affected by 
“interpersonal influences”. However, referring to the matrix sheet of column 4.Status 
Consumption and column 5.Conspicuous Consumption in appendix 4; it is noticeable 
that some of the time consumers explained their consumption behavior as only a 
result of interpersonal influences (conspicuous consumption), while some other time 
they have also mentioned that their behaviors were the results of both self-monitoring 
and interpersonal influences (status consumption).  
 
The managerial, marketing and professional perspectives have explained that 
not only do consumers engage in luxury housing consumption to represent their own 
selves, their faces and societal status, but they also want to communicate and be 
perceived by the others as belonging to high social class. And as the consumers have 
stated that Windmill, Lake Side, British Mansion and Grande Monaco (the top high 
class villages in Thailand; please refer to the pictorial presentation in appendix 5) are 
places that could represent themselves as high class individuals, given that their 
reputations are also well known to the others. Then Thai upper class consumers are 
undoubtedly engage in status consumption (O’Cass and MeEwen, 2004). 
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Astonishingly all managerial, marketing and professional perspectives have 
confirmed that consumers nowadays engage in conspicuous housing consumption in 
the way that they place high value on external, interpersonal influence with their 
housing consumption (O’Cass and McEwen, 2004). Their preferences were developed 
towards luxury housing and living style in the way that they want to show off to the 
others their wealth and high societal status. Especially in high end consumers; the 
housing must be superfluous, the materials and home decorations must be exclusive 
which are to be used to project an image of high class, authorizing them to show off 
their wealth. The consumers have also agreed that they were only looking for a highly 
exclusive place, a place that is magnificent and extraordinary to convey to the others 
their life of luxury.  
 
As one of the consumers addresses “For Grande Monaco… I would say it portrays a 
life of luxury. And I think the other people also see it as magnificent and extraordinary. 
Grande Monaco is a premium village and each house costs more than 15 million Baht. 
Others must of course, be able to tell that the people who live here are upper class and 
rich.”  
 
Moreover, Thai upper class consumers are now acquiring and accumulating 
more houses than before. They engage in “material accumulation” which is a 
characteristic reflected in that of individualistic culture (Wong, 1997). Evidently in 
the research, all the upper class consumers have acquired more than one house. They 
have many houses in the same city (Bangkok), some in the tourism city (Pattaya) and 
even some in another country (London, UK). They have many houses where they can 
enjoy different types of living atmospheres, as well as for the purpose of their assets 
accumulation.  
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The managerial, marketing and professional perspectives have further 
explained that the consumers’ motives for material accumulation are driven from their 
needs to show off their wealth. Thai consumers also believe that the more numbers of 
houses ones could have possessed, the higher the level of life time achievements ones 
could have had achieved. They explained that the consumers do concern more on 
material accumulation of vehicles and housing given that they are more materialistic 
than before. One of the architects stated that the consumers might have acquired many 
houses in different styles so that they could have enjoyed various types of living 
environments such as city living or quieter suburb living on their weekends. While, 
one marketing executive has explained that housing accumulation is comparable to 
collecting the gold given that their monetary values never fall.  
 
 Nowadays, the “snob effects” could be easily spotted in Thai real estate 
market where all classes of consumers are more willing to spend on luxury housing 
and pay an extra amount in exchange of uniqueness to increase the attention drawn 
towards themselves (Leibenstein, 1950). The managerial, marketing and professional 
perspectives have pointed out that it is especially true in high end consumers who are 
so willing to pay for something that is new, different and unique as to present their 
dwellings with looks of luxury and stylish overtly shown in their home architectures 
and decorations. The consumers have stressed that uniqueness is necessary, and they 
are willing to pay for something that is exclusive and special. For instance, two of the 
consumers who live in The British Mansion – Thong Lor have explained that in fact 
the Mansion is a lot smaller than a normal detached house; nonetheless, it costs more 
than 15 million Baht (the same amount could be spent to acquiring a bigger detached 
house). However, they are willing to pay for The British Mansion – Thong Lor given 
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that it is unique in design and highly renowned of being the first village that has 
successfully imitated the British Mansion in London, which had never appeared 
before in Thai real estate market. Conclusively, this place is unique, overpriced 
though consumers are willing to pay for; as it could enable the owners to increase 
attention drawn to themselves.   
 
Consumers also some times engage in conspicuous housing consumption in 
order to be perceived as part of a high social class. As one of the marketing executives 
has explained that when the newly rich consumers learn of who have already 
acquired the house in Magnolias (Magnolias is a high class village owned by CP 
group, please refer to appendix 5 for pictorial presentation) are those famous people 
the current members of high social class (traditional upper class), the newly rich 
would develop the preference towards acquiring the house in this village as they 
would have wanted to be perceived as part of the high class society.  
 
“Magnolias owners and most of the buyers are big people, and when the other 
customers that are newly rich… the middle affluent… learn of who are currently 
buying the Magnolias, they would buy one to get into this society and be part of it. So 
they would eventually be perceived as the actual traditional upper class and socially 
accepted by the others…” explained the marketing executive of Magnolias.  
 
Given that these consumers do engage in social comparison to their 
aspirational level (Stafford, 1996; Cocanougher and Bruce, 1971) whom in turn 
acquire the symbolic evidence in order to achieve an aspired-to status accordingly. 
For instance, one of the consumers has explained that most of the people who live in 
Windmill are well known, famous and socially respectable people. The big and high 
class families also live here, therefore, he would prefer to live here and be a part of 
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the upper class too. In addition, another remarkable example was obtained from one 
of the consumers who pronounced that ‘The British Mansion – Thong Lor’ does 
suggest the owner the status of being ‘Londoner’. He said by acquiring and living in 
The British Mansion, he would perceive himself and believe the others to perceive 
himself as fashionable, high class individual comparable to the ‘Londoner’ in Great 
Britain. According to the latter example, the consumer could have then achieved an 
aspired-to status, being comparable as ‘Londoner’ through an engagement in 
conspicuous housing consumption of ‘The British Mansion – Thong Lor’.  
 
“The British Mansion represents how fashionable I am… As you know it is the newest 
idea in the real estate market and The British Mansion here is the first place in 
Thailand! It does suggest the uniqueness, novelty, life of luxury and style. It is classy 
and others would probably have perceived me as Londoner” uttered one consumer.  
 
Belk (1985), Richins and Dawson (1992) and Wong (1997) argue that the 
materialists purposely engage in conspicuous consumption to arouse the envy of 
others was as well reflected in one of the managing directors’ statement. The 
managing director of the real estate company has suggested that the consumers do 
engage in conspicuous housing, living better off in a high class village which would 
results the others to envy their wealth. However, the research could not obtain any 
evident of consumers’ responses accounted for envy arousal of the others as their 
motives in conspicuous housing consumption. Though it is highly possible that in fact 
the envy arousal motive does exist as a contribution to conspicuous housing 
consumption, yet it would be quite hard for the Thai consumers to admit such motive 
since expressing a less positive statement is cultural taboo in Thai culture.  
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Turning an attention to socioeconomic factors of Thailand, all the managerial, 
marketing and professional perspectives have agreed that Thailand standard of living 
is increasing and so the purchasing power. Especially high end consumers are more 
affluent, they have high purchasing power and become the innovators for new and 
luxury housing in Thai real estate market. From the research, the consumers are 
willing to spend starting from 20 million to 100 million Baht in their home 
constructions and furnishings. As Hofstede (1980) argues that the level of 
individualism is positively related to the level of affluence, then it is more likely that 
Thai middle affluent and upper class are shifting towards individualism.  
 
Apart from an increasing affluence, consumers’ level of modernity (Roth, 
1995) is also increasing. The managerial, marketing and professional perspectives 
have explained that Thai consumers nowadays have better and higher educations. 
They might have traveled to, lived in or studied in the foreign countries before that 
they are more familiarized with foreign cultures and architectures. Most of the upper 
class consumers either once have had educational aboard or studied in an international 
school or university before, since then they have learnt to be more individualized. 
And as the sizing of Thai family is also decreasing, especially in the upper class 
evidently in the research where there is an average of two to three children per one  
upper class household. Subsequently, their children become more idocentric in the 
smaller size family (Triandis et al, 1988). Whereas, these socioeconomic factors 
could be accounted for a part of contributions to a shift towards individualism in Thai 
upper class consumers’ culture.  
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Data Interpretation and Analysis of Research Associated Themes for Research 
Question 2 (Upper class Thai culture – A tight culture of high conformity) 
 
Triandis (1989) has proposed that Thailand is considerable a prototypical 
country of loose culture. The loose culture is where deviations from norms are 
tolerable (Pelto, 1968). However, I would like to critically address that in Thai 
culture, though some groups are loose, some groups are yet tight in culture. For 
instance, the upper class members are highly comply with their high-society norms as 
they hardly deviate in their social behavior in order to be socially accepted and 
recognizable as the ingroup members of upper class.  
 
Therefore, the second research question of this dissertation study was 
proposed as “Deviation of norms is less tolerable in the high class group of 
individuals, in the way that all shall be able to engage in conspicuous consumption, or 
else the individuals fall short of belonging to such high social class. Then, is Thai 
culture really a prototypical loose culture?”  
 
From the literature review in chapter two, research associated themes 
(theoretical concepts) that are related to social behaviors in tight culture and the 
consumer behaviors of high conformity are identifiable as follow; Belongingness, 
socially desirable and accepted as part of a specific group (Engel, Kollat and 
Blackwell, 1968); The act to conform as technique to gain acceptance (Triandis et al, 
1988; Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999); Attention to social comparison information – 
ATSCI (Abe, Bagozzi and Sadarangani, 1996; Bearden and Rose, 1990); Normative 
influence: (Deutsch and Gerard, 1955) Utilitarian influence (Bearden and Etzel, 1982) 
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and Value-expressive influence (Park and Lessig, 1977); Social visibility of 
product/brand, High interdependency and High in interaction, Perceived 
conspicuousness of brand choices (Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999); and The common 
identity of interests (O’Cass and McEwen, 1999). Thereby, these concepts could be 
used to help in an interpretation and analysis of interviewees’ responses, in 
investigating whether Thai upper class consumers are highly conformed to group 
norms characterizing in that of tight culture.  
 
Engel, Kollat and Blackwell (1968) once argue that the newly rich would 
engage in conspicuous consumption in order to be accepted by traditional upper class 
as ingroup members. Their argument is also reflected in the research where the 
managerial, marketing and professional perspectives have explained that the 
consumers follow the traditional rich by engaging in conspicuous housing 
consumption so that they are socially desirable and acceptable as part of the upper 
class. Consumers act in accordance to the behaviors of upper class ingroup members, 
reflecting the high conformity in tight culture.   
 
Furthermore the upper class consumers would also acquire what the others 
have already acquired in order to be perceived as the same to the other ingroup 
members explained the managerial, marketing and professional interviewees. They 
want to be perceived as the ingroups who are even to one another, who are currently 
regardable as upper class. Then the consumers act to conform as technique to gain 
acceptance used by the individualists to get into and remain in specific group, by 
highly conform to the group norm (Triandis et al, 1988; Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999). 
For instance, one consumer has explained that he acquired the house in this particular 
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village in order to stay intact with his current high social class ingroups who have 
formerly moved in and currently lived in this village.  
 
Apart from an act to conform to gain an acceptance and remain in the group, 
the consumers also pay attention to social comparison information regarding to 
their anxiety of being unapproved or negatively evaluated by the others (Abe, Bagozzi 
and Sadarangani, 1996; Bearden and Rose, 1990). As the pressure is substantial when 
they were proposed or suggested to acquire something by their ingroups upper class, 
given that saying “no” to conspicuous products acquisition would result them to loose 
face. And as the managerial, marketing and professional interviewees have explained 
that the consumers do not want to be unapproved or feel that they are left out of the 
group. Thereby, saying “yes” to conspicuous consumption and conforming to the 
referent others would make them look better off in a tight culture of upper class 
society.  
 
“The pressure is huge when one asks each other a favor, or one asks someone to do or 
buy something. It is so difficult to say no… They look better off when they say yes to 
anything as if they can buy everything…” explained the marketing executive.  
 
Some of the times consumers are subjected to value-expressive influence 
when they look forward to improve their self-image by creating an impression of 
attachment to such referent group (Kelman, 1961). As one of the consumers explained 
how he wanted to live in the place that was full of high class people. Given that, by 
moving in to a high class village where someone whom he knew of upper class had 
been currently living in and was suggesting him to move in, he would also have 
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wanted to move in to that very same high class village regarding to his motive of 
improving self-image by creating an impression of attachment to such referent group. 
  
While some other times, the consumers listen to their ingroups’ persuasion and 
conform to their ingroup members given that the conformity indicates their regards 
towards the other members which would result in goodwill. The development of 
goodwill in relationships that has resulted from the respectful actions of conforming is 
identifiable in Thai culture explained by one management committee. Astonishingly, 
the marketing executive has conferred a case study of ‘Magnolias’, the first premium 
housing project owned by the CP group. CP family is one of the most famous upper 
class families in Thailand who has extensive business connections. CP group 
comprises of rich relatives and friends who do each other favors enormously for 
business purposes. Unquestionably, more than half of the project was sold to their 
ingroup members even before the actual grand opening of the project to the general 
market. By acquiring Magnolias, the buyers have achieved to develop goodwill 
towards CP family, consequently the healthier business relationships could be 
expected to establish (Utilitarian influence).  Hence, as one upper class member 
engages in business, they expect their friends and relatives to help acquiring what they 
sell. In view of the fact that sooner or later, they would take turn in returning one 






In addition to the abovementioned case study conferred by Magnolias 
marketing executive, another marketing executive also has validated the same concept 
and labeling this type of consumption pattern as “Watering the plant roots for a bigger 
tree”.   
 
“First, we have to look at - who is the owner of the project? …you know why? The 
name of the famous project owner sells the project itself!” explained the marketeer.  
 
 The Bandwagon effect (Leibenstein, 1950) and the social visibility of 
product/brand (Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999) are as well reflected in conspicuous housing 
consumption of Thai upper class consumers. The research has found out that as more 
people know about the offerings are being in trend and increasingly gained popularity 
among the ingroups upper class, their needs are triggered and they would like to have 
what the others already have acquired further more.  
 
“They want to have it too, they do… They get excited when they see it, and they get 
excited even more when more and more people talk about it and that’s what pushing 
them to want it further more!” declares the marketeer.  
 
 And as the offerings have become the common interests among the ingroups 
upper class, an acquisition of such offerings could symbolize and convey the image of 
being ingroup as form of common identity of interest eventually (O’Cass and 
McEwen, 1999). Moreover, not only the ingroups upper class are interdependent to 
each other in the business relationships, they also have high personal interactions and 
are close to each other. They frequently talk and share information, and so it can be 
expected that the interpersonal influences would affect their consumption behaviors 
promptly and to the greatest extent. For instance, one of the marketing executives 
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notified that more than one third of the high class housing project on Sukhumvit Road 
was sold to the same group of upper class consumers given that they had 
recommended the offerings to each other, whereas,  the common identity of  interests 
was generally developed.  
  
 Furthermore, the upper class consumers do conform to specific conspicuous 
consumption as they claimed what they deserve must be the best of the best to convey 
their high societal status and be able to signaling their aspirational reference group.  
Normally, the high class village is well known among the high class society and it has 
been the dwellings to many high class individuals. Thus, through the perceived 
conspicuousness of brand choices (Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999) in luxury housing, the 
consumers correspondingly follow the brand choices that have been previously 
selected by many other high class individuals, leading them to engage in the same 
brand and product acquisition. By means of following the same consumption patterns, 
engaging in specific conspicuous consumption and living among the high class 
neighborhoods would empower them to be able to convey and advertise their aspired 
high societal status respectively.  
 
One of the consumers utter “Windmill… as everybody knows… It is the most luxurious 
village in the country where most of the famous people live in. People who live here 
are mostly well known people from various expertise, they are socially recognizable… 
they are affluent, and occupy high social status. The CP family and other big and 





Data Interpretation and Analysis of Research Associated Themes for Research 
Question 3 (Thais upper class – High on Individualism and Collectivism) 
 
Considering the research results that have been obtained for research questions 
1 and 2, it is very interesting in the way that Thai upper class consumers are more 
idocentric than before (research question 1), yet pay attention to the referent others 
and highly conform to upper class ingroup norms characterizing that of tight 
collectivistic culture (research question 2).  
 
Thereby, the third research question of this dissertation study could be derived 
from the interests of research questions 1 and 2 which has been proposed as follow: 
“If there is a possibility for the Thai upper class consumers to develop both cultural 
dimensions of individualistic and collectivistic cultures, who is complexly in one 
situation high on individualism and under another situation high on collectivism?” 
 
Though, the data interpretation and analysis of research questions 1 and 2 
could be used to contribute to the understanding of research question 3, nonetheless, 
more theoretical concepts were derivable from supplementary literature review on 
“Individualism and Collectivism: The Self and Social Behavior” in Chapter 2. 
Whereas, the other eight identifiable research associated themes (theoretical concepts) 
could be further used to help in an interpretation and analysis of interviewees’ 
responses related to the research question 3 as the follow: - Perception of Self 
(Triandis, 1989); Self Improvement and Self Enhancement (Wood, 1989); 
Individualistic & Masculine Society and Power Distance National culture (Hofstede, 
1980); Sensory and Social Brand image (Roth, 1995); Informative Influence (Woods, 
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1960; Jones and Gerard, 1967; Myers and Robertson, 1972; Morchis, 1976; 
Westbrook and Fornell, 1979; Bearden and Etzel, 1982; and Midgley, 1983); High 
Public Self-consciousness and Development of Group Characteristics (Lascu and 
Zinkhan, 1999); and The Social Rewards (Triandis, 1989). 
 
From the research; the managerial, marketing and professional perspectives 
have explained that the consumers would define their private self through 
conspicuous housing consumption as being possessive of high class identity, special, 
one of a kind, extraordinary, well off and self-actualized through successive material 
accumulation. While, the others would also have perceived them as wealthy, smart, 
intelligent and belonging to the high class society (public self). As so is true and 
confirmed by consumers’ responses of self perception in regards of their ‘private 
self’ and ‘public self’. Equally, both main perspectives have not at all mentioned the 
‘collective self’. Thereby, it could be explainable that Thai culture is becoming more 
‘complex’ where the more frequent the sampling of the private self and public self 
and the less frequent the sampling of the collective self could be found (Triandis, 
1989).  
 
The research has also discovered that the consumers do engage in both upward 
and downward social comparison between themselves and the others. The consumers 
engage in self improvement (Wood, 1989) by looking upward to what the upper class 
consumers are currently possessing and compare to what they possess, which in turn 
lead to a competition for an excessive conspicuous housing consumption. Also, the 
consumers engage in self enhancement (Wood, 1989) by looking downward to what 
the other ordinary consumers possess and feel satisfied given that what they possess 
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of high class luxury housing are superior and that they are better off  than the ordinary 
others.  
 
The interview questions on consumers’ preference towards ‘brand image 
communication’ in marketing communications and advertisements were also posed to 
find out what kind of needs consumers are looking forward to fulfill from such 
advertisements consumption. Given that Ogilvy (1963) has once explained that the 
consumers’ needs can be satisfied through a correct brand image strategy employed in 
marketing communication and advertising. Therefore, the sensory needs of novelty, 
variety seeking and individual gratification (Roth, 1995) expressed in the research can 
reflect the idocentric psychological dimension of the consumers, whereas, the social 
needs of achieving group memberships, affiliation and social status recognition (Roth, 
1995) do reflect and suggest the allocentric psychological dimension of the 
consumers as well. 
 
“The advertisements should present how beautiful, magnificent, luxurious and high 
class the village is… How glorious and valuable it is worthy for someone who has 
come to achieve so much in life time would passionately decide on such village to be 
their dwellings. However, the house that is beautiful and magnificent will not be so 
beautiful without my wife and children. So it would be just lovely to see the picture of 
happy family living together in the advertisements also.” explained one of the 
consumers.  
 
Consequently from the research, almost all of the consumers explain that they 
are looking forward to an advertisement that comprises of both ostentatious 
presentations of luxury housing conveying their high social status, life time 
achievements and material success, and as the same time they would also like to see a 
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pictorial presentation of pleasure living of warm and happy family in nice and 
magnificent housing environment.  
 
Correspondingly, the qualitative research study has shown that not only should 
the advertisements project images of achievements, material success and luxury living 
reflected in individualistic and masculine society (Hofstede, 1980) to fulfill 
consumers’ sensory needs (Roth, 1995) but also should the advertisements project 
images of belongingness to the high social class, as well as, presenting an image of 
warmth of family living together to fulfill consumers’ social needs (Roth, 1995) 
reflected in the collectivistic culture.  
 
Though, a rise of material orientation and conspicuous consumption in 
housing is clearly visible in Thai real estate market reflecting the materialistic culture 
of individualism, Thai upper class consumers are not totally independent of the 
referent others whom they predominantly concern of regarding to what should be their 
appropriate choices of actions and behaviors also suggesting the connotation of 
collectivistic values. And given that housing acquisition requires high involvement 
and that it is a ‘symbolic consumption’ which involves social and psychological risks, 
hence the consumers are observable subjected to ‘informative influence’ evident in 
interpersonal search, ATSCI than objective or impersonal search (Woods, 1960; Jones 
and Gerard, 1967; Myers and Robertson, 1972; Morchis, 1976; Westbrook and 
Fornell, 1979; Bearden and Etzel, 1982; and Midgley, 1983). In the research family, 
relatives and friends’ recommendations, references plus word of mouth are confirmed 
to be working their best in Thai upper class consumers’ culture.  
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Furthermore, consumers are not only subjected to an informative influence 
given the risks involved. They also engage in ATSCI due to an increase in consumers’ 
public self-consciousness of others to form impression towards their conspicuous 
consumption in product choice and usage behavior (Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999). The 
consumers’ responses have shown that they do pay high attention on how the others 
would form impression towards them when they engage in conspicuous housing 
consumption in specific high class village.  
 
From the research, the high development of group characteristics was 
traceable given that the group members are similar and comparable, the group is 
highly attractive to be part of, and where there is a peer support among upper class 
consumers in their product and brand choices (Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999). The 
managerial, marketing and professional perspectives have explained that the upper 
class consumers personally bring their friends to the project site which they have 
acquired and from there, they would have started to advertise what they have acquired 
or in other words, they render a peer support of the same product and brand of their 
choices. And most of the time, the ingroups upper class engage in the same 
conspicuous consumption indicating the development of group characteristics in 
collectivistic culture. 
 
Interestingly, some time consumers comply with the upper class group norm in 
order to achieve some specific materialistic rewards in the business world 
(individualistic value). As some of the consumers explained that by moving into a 
specific high class village and living among the upper class individuals, the goodwill 
in relationship is expected to be developed and hopefully results in a better business 
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connection. However, in an addition to the fore mentioned rewards of individualistic 
value, the consumers have revealed that as living in the luxury village, they could 
have enjoyed the rewards of ‘social status, emotional security, and willingness to 
spend time with the ingroups’ highly valued in collectivistic culture also (Triandis, 
1989).  
 
As one of the consumers explains “The price of the house is the screening mechanism 
that it becomes the village of upper class… to those who have high purchasing power 
and are the same as us. It is nice to have people living in the same society who are 
capable of doing the same thing, those whom I can hang out with and engage in the 
same cool activities. In Grande Monaco, it is also a ‘Boat and Country Club’… I am 
looking for those neighbors who are interested in sailing as well.”   
 
 
Data Interpretation and Analysis of Research Associated Themes for Research 
Question 4 (Thais upper class are innovative and susceptible to interpersonal 
influence and pay ATSCI ) 
 
 In 1978, Midgley and Dowling explain that innovators make an innovation 
decisions independently to ‘communicated experience of others’ and rely on 
impersonal sources instead of interpersonal sources of information. Also, they are 
willing to take risk without obtaining information from referent others (Manning, 
Bearden and Madden, 1995).  
 
Nonetheless, the Thai innovators might be different and for this reason, the 
fourth research question of this dissertation study proposed: - “In the literature, 
innovators are suggested to be less susceptible to interpersonal influence and pay less 
attention to social comparison information. However, is it possible for the 
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collectivistic culturally embedded individuals (Thai innovators) to be considered 
innovators as they are highly receptive to new conspicuous products, concepts and 
ideas, but yet susceptible to interpersonal influence and pay attention to social 
comparison information?”   
 
From a thorough literature review in Chapter 2, the research associated themes 
(theoretical concepts) of: - Trickle round of tastes (Trigg, 2001); The two ways 
interpersonal influence (Myers and Robertson, 1972; Wood, 1989); New product 
information diffusion (Goldsmith et al, 1998); Concepts of Co-orientation (Morchis, 
1976); ATSCI and Public self-consciousness (Bearden and Rose, 1990); 
Susceptibility to group influence (Stafford, 1966); Inherent Novelty Seeking 
(Hirschman, 1980); and Social Validation (Clark and Goldsmith, 2006) concepts 
could be used to help in an interpretation and analysis of interviewees’ responses in 
the light of answering to research question 4.  
 
In respective to this research study, it was found out that all the participated 
upper class consumers under the qualitative investigation were highly reactive to the 
new product ideas/concepts and offerings in Thai housing market. The upper class 
consumers are looking forward to new product ideas and concepts that would excite 
them. And that they have expressed their high interest for more housing ideas to be 
offered in the market. 
 
The managerial, marketing and professional perspectives have explained that 
when the new and highly differentiated product offerings are introduced to market, 
their news would be spread really fast in Thai societies (it is the way Thai culture is) 
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and whereas the greatest amount of attentions could be anticipated to receive from the 
upper class consumers who have high purchasing power and are innovative.  
 
And since it is discernible in the research that the upper class consumers talk a 
lot among themselves and behave resembling to the news spreaders, as well as, they 
are highly open to the new information from friends equitable them to the up-to-date 
information recipients. In this regard, the upper class consumer engage in a trickle 
round of tastes (Trigg, 2001) and the two ways interpersonal influence (Myers and 
Robertson (1972); Wood, 1989) where they bring about the highest rate in new 
product information diffusion (Goldsmith et al, 1998).    
 
As one of the consumers explains “We often talk about things, the news about new 
offerings spread fast as usual… Some time I find out about the new offerings before 
others, some other time my friends are the ones who tell me the news; nonetheless, we 
take turn in sharing information really… We normally discuss a lot about things and 
we share our opinion heavily especially on the new, hot and interesting issues.”   
 
It was also found that the upper class consumers are similar in their value 
orientations; as it was distinguishable in the research that the new offerings generally 
gain popularity among the ingroup members exceptionally easily and rapidly. 
Besides, as more of the ingroup members talk about it, the more interesting the 
products have eventually become. The more people have seen to be having it, or the 
higher the visibility of new product adoptions would result in a social validation 
(Clark and Goldsmith, 2006) where the upper class consumers essentially follow the 
same new pattern of consumption comparable to ‘social interdependence of individual 
demand function’ of the bandwagon effect in Leibenstein (1950).   
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And to the most surprise, some time the new offerings would progressively be 
perceived as necessity which ones should also have acquired eventually. Thus, the 
high in co-orientation among the upper class ingroup members does result the new 
product concepts to be further diffused at the fastest rate (Morchis, 1976).  
 
Explained one consumer “Things that are fashionable always get a lot of attentions and 
popularity. You can see that most of the people sooner or later have at least the same 
popular thing. Somehow… it becomes something like necessity that smart people 
should have like an ipod you know… I always want to be the first one who have it, or 
at least among the first. So if sometime I learn of new offerings from referent others… 
I would make a decision pretty quick to acquire one too.”    
 
Though most of the upper class consumers are innovators that they are highly 
reactive to the new product ideas/concepts and offerings, one of the management 
committees notified that they are nevertheless susceptible to group influence given 
that they engage in consumption of conspicuous luxury housing, the product of which 
being perceived as ‘socially important’ (Stafford, 1966).  
 
According to one of the marketing executives, the upper class consumers are 
not totally independent of others’ opinion as they usually bring their referent others 
into the purchasing decision. They are high in public self-consciousness and pay 
attention to social comparison information (Bearden and Rose, 1990) that they 
need to make sure they are making the right choices, the choices that are socially 
desirable and acceptable.  
 
As marketing executive explains “…references spread at the fastest rate and play a 
significant role on consumer behavior. Though they are innovator and highly reactive 
to the new offerings, I would have to say that they are not totally independent of 
others’ opinion. I always see the customers bring their relatives, friends or associates 
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when they come close to the purchasing decisions. You know, they just need someone 
to confirm they are making the right choices and their choices are good in the public’s 
eyes… I always hear those peer support words like ‘yes, this is a really really nice 
place where everyone would love to live here…’ ” 
 
And finally, the research has found out that the innovative upper class 
consumers have desire to obtain information from the others and they are inherent 
novelty seeking individuals who seek out the new and different products (Hirschman, 
1980). As most of the consumers explained that they have desire to obtain the news 
about new products and offerings preferably from the personal sources that are 
creditable and comparable to them, and that they are always interested to see what are 
going to be the new and more differentiated offerings real estate developers are about 
to make available in the market.  
 
 
Data Interpretation and Analysis of Research Associated Themes for Research 
Question 5 (Thai culture is low in ethnocentrism and Thai people preferably consume 
FCCP conspicuous products as reflected in Thai real estate market) 
 
 In Steenkamp et al (1999), their findings have suggested that the collectivistic 
countries are high in ethnocentrism; therefore, the product should be positioned as 
LCCP. However, Appadurai (1990) states that in less advanced countries the FCCP 
and GCCP are preferably perceived as the means to convey products quality. And 
through critically analyzing Thailand, the developing and collectivist country where 
Thai people generally favor FCCP and GCCP especially in conspicuous consumption. 
For instance, the most favorable Thai silk is made by Jim Thompson and products 
positioned FCCP and GCCP have succeeded in the market. And to the most surprise, 
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in the recent years of Thai real estate market, the real estate companies that have 
positioned their villages through FCCP (e.g. The British Mansion, The Grand Canal, 
and The Grande Monaco) which portray an image of high class, luxurious housing 
were able to sell out their projects rapidly. 
 
Therefore, the last research question of this dissertation study was proposed as 
“Earlier literature explains collectivists are high in ethnocentrism. Nonetheless, for 
always Thai people welcome foreigners and favor foreign products. Therefore, is it 
possible that Thai culture is an exceptional case of collectivistic culture which is low 
in ethnocentrism who preferably consumes the FCCP conspicuous products? 
 
From the literature review in Chapter 2, four research associated themes 
(theoretical concepts) of: - Foreign Branding Strategy (Leclerc et al, 1994); COO 
effect (Katobe and Helsen, 1998); FCCP (Alden et al, 1999); and Brand Equity 
(Aaker, 1991) concepts could be used to help in an interpretation and analysis of 
interviewees’ responses in investigating whether the Thai upper class consumers are 
low in ethnocentrism who preferably consume the FCCP conspicuous housing in Thai 
real estate market.  
 
In research study, all the managerial, marketing and professional perspectives 
have confirmed that the application of foreign branding strategy (Leclerc et al, 
1994) works best in Thai real estate market. They explained that the high end targets 
which have high purchasing power and high educations prefer something being of 
international in the sense that it can portray high standard of housing and high class 
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of living. Therefore, an application of foreign branding strategy is equitable to 
premium branding and positioning in high end consumers’ perceptual minds.  
 
As one of the architects declares “Through using the other languages in branding, the 
offerings would become more special than being branded in Thai. As long as we do not 
use the Thai brand name, the offerings gain specialty automatically.” 
 
Furthermore, a foreign branding strategy does help the consumers to fulfill 
their psychological needs of perceived conspicuousness, high class, high standard, 
high quality, creditability and luxury sense of living given that the consumption of  
such experiential products, a name can make substantial contributions to the ‘brand 
equity’ (Aaker, 1991). Evidently, all of the consumers under investigation have 
confirmed their preference towards foreign branding in accordance to aforementioned 
psychological perceptions.  
 
“The foreign names convey high class and quality irrationally…but they do!” endorsed 
one consumer.  
 
And inevitably, the FCCP subjugates the hearts of Thai upper class consumers 
in conspicuous housing consumption appreciable in the few excerpts presented as 
below.  
 
“From the moment I drive through the imposing Chateau style entrance gates, I could 
see a grand classical pool and the Porte Cochere village club situated right at the front. 
This gives me a complete sense of entering to another world. There is a small touch of 
Riviera and authentic French style everywhere. I was truly impressed and can’t think of 




“For the Grand Canal, I really like the idea that my house is surrounded with Canal… 
and I can see the Gondola is being tied to the private pier that is projected from my 
own house. The touch of Venice is just so lovely…” addressed the resident of Grand 
Canal.    
 
As all of the consumers under research have pronounced their strong 
preference towards housing in foreign architectures and designs, it is unsurprisingly 
that all of the managerial, marketing and professional perspectives have confirmed 
and come to agree that FCCP is the most appropriate positioning strategy to be 
employed in Thai real estate market. As one of the marketing executives explains: - 
 
“Thais always favor the foreign cultures. Allow me to tell you one story… The owner 
of the Magnolias project is a one of the daughters of CP group. She used to study 
aboard and felt in love with foreign architecture where she studied. That’s why you can 
see the Magnolias’ houses are in South Californian Style. She likes it enough to buy 
and import the design from WhiteSale Company in the United States and bring in the 
design to Thailand… And nowadays, Thai people travel more to the foreign countries, 
have educations aboard where they have absorbed and developed preferences towards 
more of foreign housing styles, therefore, foreign concepts are of no doubts being 
popular among the high class society and sell really really well here.”   
 
It was also reflected in the research that the consumers are looking forwards to 
the best finishing materials from true source of origins. For instance, the Mosaic tiles 
from Italy, wrought iron from Germany or the best covered garage system from USA. 
The COO effect (Katobe and Helsen, 1998) is undoubtedly strong in luxury, publicly 
consumed products and conspicuous consumption (Piron, 2000) visibly demonstrated 
in Thai market. And prominently, Thai upper class consumers do perceive these 
foreign home decorations, luxury housing in foreign architectures and styles are 
signifiers of conspicuous consumption in which they engage to illustrate their 
supremacy.  
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 
 
 From a thorough review of earlier literatures and further conduction of 
qualitative research rigorously produced in a light of this dissertation interests; it has 
been discovered that the consumer behaviors and their consumption patterns are far 
more complicated than ones could have been anticipated.  
 
Although the previous literatures do provide extremely helpful and valuable 
frameworks in an attempt to understanding consumer cultures, behaviors and greatly 
contribute to an explanation of various types of sophisticated consumption patterns, 
some deviations from the former theories were recognizable as reflected in the 
research results obtained in clarification to the five proposed research questions of this 
study.  
 
As theoretically speaking of Wong (1997) and Hofstede (1980), Thailand is a 
country of collectivistic culture that is negatively related to materialism and 
conspicuous consumption. However, in the light of their studies which had been 
proposed decades ago, the pattern could be expected to alter as proposed in research 
question one. And from the research findings, it is noticeable that nowadays Thai 
consumers are more materialistic and tremendously engage in conspicuous 
consumption than ever, evidently reflected in Thai real estate consumption.  
 
The major determinants contributing to such change in consumption pattern, a 
pattern of increasing overt, conspicuous real estate consumption in Thailand, a rise of 
conspicuous consumption that is positively related to materialism reflected in an 
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individualistic culture according to Wong (1997) were revealed through this study, 
which could be concluded as follow.  
 
Thai consumers need to enhance their prestige, and gain social recognition 
through the engagement of conspicuous real estate consumption that falls into a 
theoretical concept of “ego-bolstering needs” in Bayton (1958). 
 
Thai consumers also engage in “self-enhancement” (Steenkamp et al, 1999) 
where their personal values of “power, success and achievement” are expressed 
through conspicuous real estate consumption. 
 
And not only do consumers engage in luxury housing consumption to 
represent their own selves, their faces and societal status, but they also want to 
communicate and be perceived by the others as belonging to high social class. Then 
Thai upper class consumers are undoubtedly engage in status consumption (O’Cass 
and McEwen, 2004). 
 
Moreover, Thai upper class consumers are now acquiring and accumulating 
more houses than before. They engage in “material accumulation” which is a 
characteristic reflected in that of individualistic culture (Wong, 1997). They have 
many houses in the same city, some in the tourism towns, and even some in another 
country. Ever since Thai consumers believe that the more numbers of houses ones 
could have possessed, the higher the level of life time achievements ones could have 
had achieved. 
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The “snob effects” could also be observable in Thai real estate market where 
all classes of consumers are more willing to spend on luxury housing and pay an extra 
amount in exchange of uniqueness to increase the attention drawn towards themselves 
(Leibenstein, 1950). 
 
Some times, consumers engage in conspicuous housing consumption in order 
to be perceived as part of a high social class. The newly rich (Engel, Kollat and 
Blackwell, 1968) acquire houses in the high class villages that are traditional 
dwellings of upper class members in order to be perceived as an aspired-to status of 
high class. The consumers do engage in social comparison to their aspirational 
level (Stafford, 1996; Cocanougher and Bruce, 1971) whom in turn acquire the 
symbolic evidence to achieve an aspired-to status explains and suggests that Thai 
consumers’ behaviors are inseparable results of the needs of social belongingness and 
the conformity to their aspired upper class group norms which are highly valued in 
collectivistic culture further complicated the matter.  
 
And as turning an attention towards socioeconomic factors of Thailand, the 
standard of living is increasing and also the consumers’ purchasing power. High end 
consumers are more affluent whereas Hofstede (1980) argues the level of 
individualism is positively related to the level of affluence, then it is more likely that 
Thai middle affluent and upper class are shifting towards individualism. Besides, the 
consumers’ level of modernity (Roth, 1995) is increasing. They have better and 
higher educations. Especially, most of the Thai upper class consumers either once 
have had educational aboard or studied in an international school or university, since 
then they have learnt to be more individualized. And as the sizing of Thai family is 
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also decreasing, especially in the upper class where there is an average of two to three 
children per one household. Subsequently, the next generations become more 
idocentric in the increasingly ‘small size family’ (Triandis et al, 1988).  
 
Conclusively to research question one, the characteristics of “individualistic 
and masculine society” (Hofstede, 1980) are highly reflected in the interviewees’ 
responses. However, as the research progressed towards to answering research 
question two, it was discovered that Thai upper class members are nevertheless highly 
comply with their high-society norms as they hardly deviate in their social behavior in 
order to be socially accepted and recognizable as the ingroup members of upper class 
portraying the characteristic of tight culture, which is in an apposition to Triandis 
(1989) who has proposed that Thailand is considerable a prototypical country of loose 
culture wherein the loose culture deviations from norms are tolerable (Pelto, 1968). 
 
Thereby, the results obtained for research question two contributing to the 
understanding of why Thai upper class consumers’ culture is considered to being 
‘tight’ could be concluded as follow.  
 
The upper class consumers acquire what the others have already acquired in 
order to be perceived as the same to the other ingroup members, as the ingroups who 
are even to one another, who are currently regardable as upper class. Thai upper class 
consumers act to conform in the same behaviors as technique to gain acceptance used 
by the individualists to get into and remain in specific group (Triandis et al, 1988; 
Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999). 
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Also, regarding to consumers’ anxiety of being unapproved or negatively 
evaluated by the others (Abe, Bagozzi and Sadarangani, 1996; Bearden and Rose, 
1990), they pay ATSCI as the pressure is substantial when they were proposed or 
suggested to acquire something by their ingroups upper class, given that saying “no” 
to conspicuous products acquisition would result them to loose face. Thereby, saying 
“yes” to conspicuous consumption and conforming to the referent others would make 
them look better off in a tight culture of upper class society.  
 
Some times consumers are subjected to value-expressive influence when they 
look forwards to improve their self-image by creating an impression of attachment to 
such referent group (Kelman, 1961) through conforming to living in the same high 
class villages of upper class ingroup members’ choices.  
 
Interestingly, consumers listen to their ingroups’ persuasion and conform to 
their ingroup members given that the conformity indicates their regards towards the 
other members which would result in goodwill. This action is interpretable as 
complying to receiving rewards and as the same time avoiding punishments from not 
contributing to relationships bonding reflecting an indication of ‘utilitarian influence’ 
(Bearden and Etzel, 1982).  Such development of goodwill in relationships which has 
resulted from the respectful actions of conforming is identifiable in Thai culture. 
Whereas most of the times through the development of goodwill, the healthier the 
business relationships could be expected to establish consequently. As one of the 
marketing executives explains the social technique of “Watering the plant roots for a 
bigger tree”.  
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As the Bandwagon effect (Leibenstein, 1950), the social visibility of 
product/brand and perceived conspicuousness of brand choices (Lascu and Zinkhan, 
1999) increase, the level of conformity in consumption behaviors among the ingroup 
upper class members also increases. Given that as they know about the conspicuous 
offerings are being in trend and increasingly gained popularity among the ingroups 
upper class, their needs are triggered and they would like to have what the others 
already have acquired further more. And as the offerings have become the common 
interests among the ingroups upper class, an acquisition of such offerings could 
symbolize and convey the image of being ingroup as form of ‘common identity of 
interest’ eventually (O’Cass and McEwen, 1999).  
 
Moreover, the research has revealed that Thai upper class consumers 
frequently talk and share information, and so it can be expected that the interpersonal 
influences would affect their consumption behaviors promptly and to the greatest 
extent given that they are highly interdependent and high in interpersonal interaction 
(Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999). 
 
 Conclusively to research question two, by means of following the same 
consumption patterns, engaging in specific conspicuous consumption and living 
among the high class neighborhoods of tight culture would empower them to be able 
to convey and advertise their aspired ‘high societal status’ respectively valued in 
collectivistic culture. Yet these consumption behaviors were previously explained in 
research question one that they can also enable the consumers to convey their 
‘achievements and material success’ that are highly valued in individualistic culture. 
Therefore, as the research moved towards to answering the third research question in 
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an interest of research questions one and two by proposing that Thai upper class 
consumers might be in reality sophisticatedly cultivating both cultural dimensions 
of individualism and collectivism.  
 
 Thereby, in addition to the findings of research questions one and two that 
have presented the sophisticated pattern of Thai consumers behaviors cultivating in 
both cultural dimensions, the supplementary findings were attained to fabricate a 
more precise answer towards research question three could be concluded as follow. 
 
In the research, consumers define their private self through conspicuous 
housing consumption as ‘being possessive of high class identity, special, one of a 
kind, extraordinary, well off and self-actualized through successive material 
accumulation’. Nonetheless, they also concern how the others would have perceived 
them and define their public self as wealthy, smart, intelligent and belonging to the 
high class society. Given that the frequent expressions of ‘private and public self’ in 
the research do suggest that Thai culture is increasingly being ‘complex’ (Triandis, 
1989).  
 
In addition to consumers’ perception of self, the engagements in upward and 
downward social comparison (Wood, 1989) suggest both idocentric and allocentric 
psychological dimension of the upper class consumers given that the consumers do 
not only place high value on their wealth, achievements and material success 




Housing acquisition requires high involvement and that it is a ‘symbolic 
consumption’ which involves social and psychological risks, hence the consumers are 
observable subjected to informative influence evident in interpersonal search, 
ATSCI than objective or impersonal search (Woods, 1960; Jones and Gerard, 1967; 
Myers and Robertson, 1972; Morchis, 1976; Westbrook and Fornell, 1979; Bearden 
and Etzel, 1982; and Midgley, 1983). 
 
And evidently most of the time, the ingroups upper class engage in the same 
conspicuous consumption indicating the development of group characteristics in 
collectivistic culture given that the group members are similar and comparable, the 
group is highly attractive to be part of, and where there is a peer support among upper 
class consumers in their product and brand choices (Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999). 
 
Interestingly, some time consumers comply with the upper class group norms 
in order to achieve some specific materialistic rewards in the business world. 
However, in an addition to the rewards of individualistic value, the consumers have 
revealed that as living in luxury village, they could have enjoyed the rewards of 
‘social status, emotional security, and willingness to spend time with the ingroups’ 
highly valued in collectivistic culture also (Triandis, 1989).  
 
For this instant, in complimentary to previous three research questions; the 
further review into earlier literatures of Midgley and Dowling (1978) who explain that 
innovators make an innovation decisions independently to ‘communicated experience 
of others’ and rely on impersonal sources instead of interpersonal sources of 
information and that they are also willing to take risk without obtaining information 
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from referent others (Manning, Bearden and Madden, 1995). Nevertheless, their 
proposition might not be universally hold true in all cultural contexts. Thereby, the 
research question four in this study has proposed that; though Thai innovators are 
highly receptive to new conspicuous products, concepts and ideas, they are 
susceptible to interpersonal influence and pay ATSCI as they are collectivistic 
culturally embedded individuals.  
 
Thai upper class innovators talk a lot among themselves and behave 
resembling to the news spreaders, as well as, they are highly open to the new 
information from friends equitable them to the up-to-date information recipients. In 
this regard, the upper class innovators engage in a trickle round of tastes (Trigg, 
2001) and the two ways interpersonal influence (Myers and Robertson (1972); 
Wood, 1989) where they bring about the highest rate in new product information 
diffusion (Goldsmith et al, 1998).    
 
Nevertheless, Thai upper class innovators are susceptible to group influence 
given that they engage in consumption of conspicuous luxury housing, the product of 
which being perceived as ‘socially important’ (Stafford, 1966). Therefore, they are 
not totally independent of referent others who are high in public self-consciousness 
and pay ATSCI.  
 
And to the last research area of interest, as critically analyzing Thailand, the 
developing and collectivist country where Thai people generally favor FCCP and 
GCCP especially in conspicuous consumption. Thereby, the last research question 
was proposed that Thai culture is an exceptional case of collectivistic culture which is 
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low in ethnocentrism who preferably consumes the FCCP conspicuous products in 
opposition to Steenkamp et al (1999) who have suggested that the collectivistic 
countries are high in ethnocentrism; therefore, the product should be positioned as 
LCCP. 
 
The research findings revealed that ‘languages’ play a magical role on 
consumer perceptions here; the consumers have developed preference towards foreign 
branding strategy in the way that it helps them to fulfill psychological needs of 
perceived conspicuousness, high class, high standard, high quality, creditability and 
luxury sense of living.  
 
And the COO effect (Katobe and Helsen, 1998) is strong in luxury, publicly 
consumed products and conspicuous consumption (Piron, 2000) where the consumers 
are looking forwards to the best materials from true sources of origins.   
 
While the FCCP conquers the hearts of Thai upper class consumers since they 
perceive foreign home decorations, housing in foreign architectures and styles are 
signifiers of conspicuous consumption in which they engage to illustrate their 
supremacy.  
 
This pattern of consumer behaviors is comprehensible given that most of the 
consumers have traveled to, lived in or studied in foreign countries before that they 
have become more familiarized with foreign cultures and architectures. For that 
reason, they are more open to the westernized ideas and have developed preference 
towards foreign tastes and styles. Especially in that of the upper class consumers who 
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have more opportunity to learn from various westernized media (e.g. imported home 
and decorations magazines, satellite channels).  
 
Convincingly the previous literatures have provided precious frameworks to 
an understanding of consumer behaviors, yet we shall not rigidly limit our way of 
thinking and draw a definite line to judging a complex nature of humans.  
 
Whereas the simplification of black and white are obliging but it might be as 
though too restrictive since the areas of two extremes could be overlapped and 
resulted in a blending of grey area that does realistically exist. The present research 
study reflects that the Thai consumers can not be classified as either collectivist or 
individualist in an extreme sense given that the fusion of both collectivistic and 
individualistic values was inseparably reflected in Thai consumer behaviors regarding 
to their conspicuous real estate consumption.   
 
Though, a rise of material orientation and conspicuous consumption in 
housing is clearly visible in Thai real estate market reflecting the materialistic culture 
of individualism, Thai upper class consumers are not totally independent of the 
referent others whom they predominantly concern of, regarding to what should be 
their appropriate choices of actions and behaviors suggesting the connotation of 
collectivistic values in tight culture.  
 
Besides, the theoretical definition of innovators who are defined as 
independent of referent others, this definition is not pragmatically applicable in 
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Thailand as Thai innovators are yet susceptible to interpersonal influence and pay 
ATSCI.  
 
 Finally, the previous proposition which argues that collectivistic culture is 
high in ethnocentrism, therefore, LCCP is the most appropriate positioning strategy is 
not proved to hold true in Thailand given that Thai consumers favor conspicuous 
products positioned through FCCP.  
 
Conclusively, taking into account the matter of consumer behaviors which is 
highly sensitive and complicated in nature. The subject actually becomes even more 
complex ever since the sophisticated reality of fusions of various culturally embedded 
values does exist and produce certain impacts upon consumer behaviors. The fusions, 
the grey areas can be anticipated to vary across different cultural contexts in which 
through further investigations, the perplexing cultural impacts on perceptions, 
attitudes and behaviors of consumers could be uncovered in contribution to an 











Managerial and Marketing Implications 
 
 As nowadays Thai consumers are more materialistic and pay more attention to 
housing consumptions than before. Especially, in the high end markets who have 
stressed that uniqueness is necessary, and they are willing to pay for products that are 
exclusive and special. With, an increasing demand for luxury housing where all the 
options must be superb; for instance, there must be a luxurious sport club within the 
village, an offer of high class built in kitchen, and the other offers of high class brands 
home decorations. The premium markets require their housing to be magnificent in 
designs; the materials and home decorations must be impressive whereas the 
consumers can consume them to project the images of being high class, authorizing 
them to show off their wealth and represent their social status. Therefore, the real 
estate developers must upgrade their offerings and present the consumers with 
superior choices.   
 
Furthermore, the upper class consumers prefer something of international in 
the sense that it can portray high standard of housing and high class of living. 
Therefore, an application of ‘foreign branding strategy’ is equitable to premium 
branding and positioning in high end consumers’ perceptual minds. And also, the high 
end consumers are looking forwards to the best finishing materials from true source of 
origins. For instance, the Mosaic tiles from Italy, wrought iron from Germany or the 
best covered garage system from USA. Therefore, by offering the consumers with 
imported options, the marketers can advertise them as their project USP.  
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Prominently, the high end consumers have developed strong preference 
towards housing in foreign architectures and designs, therefore, the FCCP is the most 
appropriate positioning strategy to be employed in Thai real estate market. 
 
Given that the consumers also acquire the symbolic products in order to 
achieve their ‘aspired-to status’. Then the marketers should attempt to identify who 
are their aspirational referents or what is their aspired-to status, in order to come up 
with the offerings that help satisfy consumers’ desire accordingly.  
 
It was also found out in the research that family, relatives and friends’ 
recommendations, references plus word of mouth are among the most effective selling 
tools in Thai upper class consumers’ culture. Therefore, the marketers must seek to 
identify who are the consumers’ influencers and aim to forming them positive 
attitudes towards company offerings in an attempt to create strong customer base and 
loyalty.  
 
In view of the fact that, ‘house’ is considerable to be the most important 
symbolic product Thai consumers acquire to portray their life time achievements. 
Therefore, the marketing communications and advertisements must ensure to 
communicate to the consumers all aspects of achievements, material success and 
luxury living reflected in individualistic and masculine society (Hofstede, 1980) to 
fulfill Thai consumers’ sensory needs (Roth, 1995). Nonetheless, the advertisements 
should present the images of belongingness to high social class, as well as, presenting 
images of warmth of family living together to fulfill their social needs (Roth, 1995) of 
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achieving group memberships, affiliation and social status recognition that are the 
collectivistic values culturally embedded in Thai culture also.  
 
 
Limitations and Further Research 
 
Due to a high cultural sensitivity and a large number of social cultural taboos 
in Thai culture, it is quite hard for the consumers to express their less positive 
thoughts. As in the research, none of the consumers have expressed an envy arousal of 
the others as their motive in conspicuous housing consumption. Although in the 
industrial point of views, it is believed that there is a high possibility that consumers 
also purposively engage in conspicuous housing consumption to arouse the envy of 
others. Yet, it would be quite hard for Thai consumers to admit such motive given that 
expressing a less positive contemplation is cultural taboo in Thai culture.  
 
 Also, the research was not be able to identify whether the consumers were 
‘newly rich’ or ‘traditional upper class’. Given that from the research findings, it has 
been suggested that the consumers would have wanted to be perceived as traditional 
upper class though in fact they are not. It would have been less socially desirable for 
the consumers to express themselves as ‘newly rich’, hence logically none of the 
consumers would have admitted that they were the newly rich though they were.  
 
 From the research study, it has been revealed that the consumers engage in 
symbolic conspicuous consumption to achieve an aspired-to status. Therefore, a 
further research could be conducted upon finding what could be the consumers’ 
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aspired-to status, permitting the researcher to distinguish Thai consumers’ aspirational 
level that would drive the Thai consumers towards particular type of consumptions. 
 
The same research could also be conducted on the other types of consumptions 
or/and in different societal setting in Thailand since the country comprises of various 
social classes and others sub cultures. For instance; the innovators might be 
susceptible to interpersonal influence and pay ATSCI for a particular type of product 
consumption but might not be in another type of product consumption.   
 
Spectacularly, further research investigations into other Asian cultures, 
whereas the exploration of cultures is fundamental to understanding consumer 
behaviors would be ideal. Beyond doubt, there would be much more fascinating 
patterns await to be uncovered in contrast to general simplification based upon solid 
classification of Asian cultures given that the impacts of cultures on consumer 
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Managerial, Marketing and Professional Perspectives Interview Questions 
 
Research Question 1 / Theme 1 (A shift towards individualism) 
! Please describe the pattern of Thai real estate consumption… (if the pattern 
shift towards more of an overt conspicuous consumption? Any changes from 
earlier time up till now?) 
! Do consumers concern more on vehicles and housing consumption nowadays? 
(if these properties represent anything to them at all? How?) 
!  Apart from acquiring housing as living places, what are others motives or 
reasons for buying? As when consumers already have adequate housing, why 
do they acquire more than necessary? 
! How important do you think the real estate developers have to present 
consumers with unique selling point (USP) in order to induce consumers for 
purchases? (How the USP mean to them? How important it is to consumers 
associated themselves with USP nowadays?) 
 
Research Question 2 / Theme 2 (Tight culture – high conformity) 
! Apart from general direct advertisement the real estate developers use to 
advertise their project, how well do word of mouth do compare to the prior 
method?  
! How does the word of mouth contribute to the project? Do they play role on 
consumers’ decision process? WOM results in purchases?  
! Do consumers engage in purchases given that they follow referent others? 
 
Research Question 3 / Theme 3 (High on both individualism and collectivism) 
! Which type of advertisement do consumers prefer nowadays? (sensory image 
- individualist? social image - collectivist? A mixture of both?) 
! How do the real estate developers use brand image and positioning to create a 
particular perception on consumers’ perceptual mind nowadays? How do 
these help to fulfill consumers’ needs? What kind of needs consumers are 
looking forwards to fulfill though real estate consumption nowadays?  
! How do consumers feel about themselves through mentioned consumption? 
(this question was asked to determine if consumers concern material success? 
achievement? ego-bolstering? Any others?)  
! And how do you think these consumers feel about the ways the others see 
them participating in real estate conspicuous consumption? (this questions 
was asked to determine if on the same time consumers concern on how the 
others form perceptions towards themselves) 
 
Research Question 4 / Theme 4 (being innovators though susceptible to others and 
pay ATSCI) 
! How do middle affluent and upper class consumers react to new real estate 
product ideas? (the question aimed to determine consumers level of 
innovativeness) 
! How do the middle affluent and upper class consumers perceive the necessity 
to having new real estate conspicuous products? (in order to receive any 
particular perceptions, attentions and attitudes formed towards themselves by 
the referent others at all? - the questions aimed to determine if the 
 
consumption of new real estate conspicuous products by Thai middle affluent 
and upper class innovators are also dependent on referent others) 
! How do the innovators get to know the new ideas/concepts available in the 
real estate market? From which sources? Impersonal/personal sources? How 
do consumers perceive these informational sources? How do these sources 
affect their perceptions, attitudes and behaviors? And if they spread the news 
and share information with the others? (these questions aimed to determine 
the association between  consumers’ level of innovativeness and the level to 
which they are  susceptible to others and pay ATSCI)   
 
Research Question 5 / Theme 5 (Thai culture is low in ethnocentrism and favors 
FCCP) 
! Are the Thai or English languages being used in branding and advertising 
produce any difference effects on how consumers perceive the real estate 
project? Which type of languages communication and positioning are more 
effective to be applied in Thai real estate market? Why?   
! How do foreign language in branding and marketing communications, foreign 
housing style and architecture with FCCP contribute to the consumption of 








 Appendix 1B  
 
Consumer Perspective Interview Questions 
 
Research Question 1 / Theme 1 (A shift towards individualism) 
! For the first time you had come to visit this village (the village respondents 
acquired), what is your first impression or attitudes formed towards this 
village? And as living here, how do you think this place say about you?  
! Apart from this house you are living in, are there any other houses you have 
acquired? How many? Where? Why?  
! Do you think if the place where you live is important in representing about 
yourself? What do you think other people think about you living in this 
village?  
! How important it is to you for the village to offer uniqueness in some way in 
order to become a place where you would live in? 
 
Research Question 2 / Theme 2 (Tight culture – high conformity) 
! How did you get to know this village?  
! Do you have any relatives or friends living in this village before you have 
moved in? Did they recommend you to come and live in here? How do the 
personal sources play role in your decision? Have you yourselves ever 
recommended any others to come to live here?  
! Concerning the village environment, is it important to you in deciding whether 
to live in any particular neighborhood surrounding?  
 
 
Research Question 3 / Theme 3 (High on both individualism and collectivism) 
! Concerning advertising of villages advertised by the real estate developers, 
which do you prefer between the reflections of family and warmth, or, the 
images projecting that of city living/ luxurious living/ class? Or combination 
of both? Or any others? Please suggest? 
(Remarks: the respondents’ answers towards all interview questions developed 
earlier in research questions 1 and 2 could also be used in understanding research 
question/theme 3) 
 
Research Question 4 / Theme 4 (being innovators though susceptible to others and 
pay ATSCI) 
! When there is a new offering in the market, how do you think about the new 
offering? (Are you interested in? Would you like to acquire them? – the 
questions aimed to measure respondents’ level of innovativeness) 
! How do you get to know the new offerings? (impersonal / personal sources?) 
How do these sources contribute to your decision? 
! How do the referent others effect your decision in acquiring new real estate 
conspicuous products, if there is any?  
! And when you get to know the new offerings, would you pass on the 
information or recommend others to acquire the new offering also?  
 
Research Question 5 / Theme 5 (Thai culture is low in ethnocentrism and favors 
FCCP) 
! What languages do you prefer to be the name of your villages, foreign or 
Thai? Why? How do the languages used in advertisements or marketing 
 
communications play part in your perception? So what is your preference and 
why? 
! Apart from the languages used in branding and communication, what do you 
think about foreign housing architecture? Which style of housing do you 





























Date of the interview : 
 
Place of the interview : 
 









Interviewee identifier !"#$%&'()*+,-+%./01234 ……………………………………………....... 
 
Age $15' …………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
Gender 678   ……….. Male !15 ……….. Female -9:; 
 
Marital status %<1=017%/>%  ………Single ?%@  ………Married ABC;;1= ….….Others 
 
Family size DE1=F=G'HH(,=H>$GH>.F ………... members H= 
 




Professional field $1!K7 …………………………………………………………………. 
 
Professional position BE1A-=C; …………………………………………………………… 
 
Working in this profession since >L5L6F(1&1>ME1;1=,=$%.;-1>:/M>.754 ……………………NO 
 
Residential area (if living in the village, please specify the name of the village) 6IBMK#7.&





Number of children DE1=F=G'B>P:@1 ………………………………………………………. 
 






Please mark X in the space provided in the case that any of your children have had an 
education aboard &>'31ME16H>"#$;-/15<*&,=!C$;FC1;,=&>3KMK#G'B>P:@1I$;MC1=R@+ME1&1>8J&21$5*C ->"$ 6H5
8J&21BC$BC1;N>L6M8 ……………   
 
 
Please mark X in the space provided below in the case that you have had spent some 
of your time aboard before (More than one selection allowed)  
&>'31ME16H>"#$;-/15&1&G1M(;,=!C$;FC1;,=&>3KMK#MC1=6H5R@+,!+6F(1$5*C,=BC1;N>L6M8/1&C$= (%1/1><B$G
R@+/1&&FC1-=J#;I+$) 
……….. Vacations 6MK#5FBC1;N>L6M8 
……….. Study aboard 8J&21BC$BC1;N>L6M8 
……….. Working aboard ME1;1=BC1;N>L6M8 
……….. Traveling on Business purpose 6@:=M1;BC1;N>L6M8@+F56-B')(M1;P'>&:D 
……….. Others $"#=S (Please specify ?N>@>LG') ………………………………………..... 
 
Estimated spending on your home construction and furnishing ;GN>L/13?@5N>L/13MK#


















Appendix 3 The Full Transcriptions of 14 In-dept Interviews and 1 Consumer 
Focus Group – A Total of 15 Transcripts 
 
 
1. Transcriptions of Managerial and Marketing Perspectives  
Total of 6 in-dept individual interviews  
 
Transcripts 1-2 : 2 Managing Directors of The Real Estate Companies 
Transcripts 3-4 : 2 Management Committees of The Real Estate Companies 
Transcripts 5-6 : 2 Marketing Executives of The Real Estate Companies 
 
 
2. Transcriptions of Professional Perspective 
Total of 3 in-dept individual interviews  
 
Transcripts 7-9 : 3 Architects 
 
 
3. Transcriptions of Consumer Perspective 
Total of 5 in-dept individual interviews and 1 focus group of 3 consumers 
 
Transcripts 10-14 : 5 Consumers 







Date of the interview : 12 July 2006 
 
Place of the interview : Interviewee’s office 
 
Duration of the interview : 45 minutes 
 





Interviewee identifier: Mr. Rungsan Vichaiyavilas  
 
Age: 60  
 
Gender: Male  
 
Marital status: Married 
 
Family size: 4 members 
 
Educational information: Higher education in The United States of America  
 
Professional field: Real Estate  
 
Professional position: Managing Director  
 
Working in this profession for: 30 years  
 
Residential area: Central Bangkok 
 
Number of children: 2 children  
 
Educational information of interviewee’s children: Both completed higher 
education from The United States of America 
 
Interviewee has traveled aboard before for: Vacations aboard, Study aboard, 
Working aboard and Traveling aboard on Business purpose  
 
Estimated spending on interviewee’s home construction and furnishing: 30 Million 






Interviews questions based on research question 1 / theme 1 (A shift towards 
individualism) 
 
! Please describe the pattern of Thai real estate consumption… (if the pattern shift 
towards more of an overt conspicuous consumption? Any changes from earlier 
time up till now?) 
Answer: As today, the standard of living is increasing… Country is more developed 
and people become more sophisticated than before. The demands on real estate 
consumption also have become more sophisticated. They want more, they are looking 
forwards to better offerings, the most luxurious housing to offer them a higher, a 
better living style.   
 
! Do consumers concern more on vehicles and housing consumption nowadays? (if 
these properties represent anything to them at all? How?) 
Answer: Absolutely, people these days are more materialistic. They concern more on 
what brand of the cars they drive, the house they live. Especially the house, it indeed 
represents their face and status.   
 
! Apart from acquiring housing as living places, what are others motives or reasons 
for buying? As when consumers already have adequate housing, why do they 
acquire more than necessary? 
Answer: Interestingly I would say, some time the rich buy more houses in order to 
transform their cash into property. Make it appears like they have more expenses and 
so conversely helps reduce the tax they need to pay. Some time, they even just buy it 
to show off that they have more houses than any other ordinary persons, as you may 
 
know the house is not a grocery product to shop everyday, it is one of a life time 
product for someone… 
 
! How important do you think the real estate developers have to present consumers 
with unique selling point (USP) in order to induce consumers for purchases? 
(How the USP mean to them? How important is it to consumers in associating 
themselves with USP nowadays?) 
Answer: It is definitely important to offer customers with USP nowadays. Customers 
do not only looking for a simple place to live in like before, they are looking for 
more. Therefore, at least... the real estate developers must be able to come up with 
something… the unique selling point that is interesting enough. Just as I explained, 
the house they live in represent themselves, so does the USP the house is being 
positioned. In other words, the house… the USP of the house… all say to others who 
the owners are,  help in portraying specific images the house owners wish to be 
perceived  in the others’ eyes.  
 
Interviews questions based on research question 2 / theme 2 (Tight culture – high 
conformity) 
 
! Apart from general direct advertisement the real estate developers use to advertise 
their project, how well do word of mouth do compare to the prior method?  
Answer: Extremely well I would say. It is always the best to have neighbors who are 
our relatives or friends. This would result in a pleasure living environment when you 
turn around and see all neighbors are whom you are acquainted with.   
 
! How does the word of mouth contribute to the project? Do they play role on 
consumers’ decision process? WOM results in purchases?  
Answer: It does effectively contribute to the sale of the project. The creditability of 
words from someone you know is always persuasive and does result customers to 
decide more quickly. As I mentioned, the living environment surrounded by someone 
you know is preferable. Then there is no wonder why WOM results in more 
recommendations and more sales. And… in the case of upper class consumers, there 
is an interesting pattern of conformity. You know, when one upper class consumer 
acquire the property… the news spreads really fast and triggers the others to acquire 
such property too. It’s just the way the higher social group act to show off, to express 
that at least they are capable to acquire the property as well, that they are somehow 
equal to (or even higher than) the other ingroup. They don’t want to be left out or feel 
they are not in, absolutely not.  
 
! Do consumers engage in purchases given that they follow referent others? 
Answer: Yes they do, in two cases. First case, they listen to their immediate family, 
relatives and friends whom persuade their acquaintances to come and live close 
together. Secondly they act to follow referent others just to be part of the specific 
group.  
 
Interviews questions based on research question 3 / theme 3 (High on both 
individualism and collectivism) 
 
! Which type of advertisement do consumers prefer nowadays? (sensory image - 
individualist? social image - collectivist? A mixture of both?) 
 
Answer: Allow me to explain that nowadays, the next generation normally move out 
and do not live in the nuclear family pattern like before anymore. Lifestyle has 
changed; the next generation prefers to live more with their immediate family than to 
live with their nuclear family. In other words, the big family gets smaller as their 
offspring get married and depart to live in their own house. Therefore, the 
advertisement is no longer portraying the image of big family consisting of grandma, 
grandpa, mother, father and children anymore… Instead they focus on the housing 
that is unique in style, portraying the owners with material achievement, representing 
the owners self accomplishments and actualizations.   
 
! How do the real estate developers use brand image and positioning to create a 
particular perception on consumers’ perceptual mind nowadays? How do these 
help to fulfill consumers’ needs? What kind of needs consumers are looking 
forwards to fulfill though real estate consumption nowadays?  
Answer: For the high end targets, those who have more money to spend whereas the 
upper limited spending I would say bounderiless… These people will strive to look 
for something that is really answering their ego needs. We have to offer them with 
something superior, luxurious enough to be able to help them fulfilling their classy 
needs and bringing them the happiness for meeting up with what they are looking for. 
Meaning, we would then have to offer and position our project in a magnificent, 
classy, and luxurious way. 
 
! How do consumers feel about themselves through mentioned consumption? 
Answer: They enjoy the superiority… to be someone who is socially desirable; 
they pay attention to materials accumulation in conspicuous housing consumption 
 
to express their achievements. And from this consumption, it helps 
communicating to both themselves and others that they are one of successful 
persons in the society. 
 
! And how do you think these consumers feel about the ways the others see them 
participating in real estate conspicuous consumption?  
Answer: Of course the high end targets are what I would label as the extreme 
socializeable people who would have lots and lots of quests invited to their house on 
regular basis. Then it is exceedingly important to engage in the conspicuous housing 
as to express how rich they are, how they are better off than the others. They do care 
very much on what others would think of them. The houses are their faces! 
 
Interviews questions based on research question 4 / theme 4 (being innovators though 
susceptible to others and pay ATSCI) 
 
! How do middle affluent and upper class consumers react to new real estate 
product ideas?  
Answer: Those who are interested of the new ideas or offering or being innovators in 
the housing market are mostly those who have high purchasing power. In other word 
these high end targets are mostly, in my opinion, have spent some of their time 
traveling to, or, living in the foreign countries before. And so they would absolutely 
get excited when they see the new ideas/offering the real estate developers offer of 
those housing styles they had once seen before when they were aboard.  
 
 
! How do the middle affluent and upper class consumers perceive the necessity to 
having new real estate conspicuous products?  
Answer: Not only that the house represent the owners’ faces. Let me give you another 
example, if one of the high class lady bought herself a new 10 karats diamond ring… 
on the next day, you can just expect the other high class ladies to put on at least the 
same or more than 10 karats ring on their fingers! Do you see the picture? It is 
something they do, to tell others that if you can have it, I can also definitely have it. 
And so when we are talking about housing, it is of course the more obvious form of 
conspicuous consumption, the luxury evident than any other form of conspicuous 
consumption which represent their faces. You can’t hind your house, can you? 
Everybody sees it and it shows who you are, what you have. 
 
! How do the innovators get to know the new ideas/concepts available in the real 
estate market? From which sources? Impersonal/personal sources? How do 
consumers perceive these informational sources? How do these sources affect 
their perceptions, attitudes and behaviors? And if they spread the news and share 
information with the others?  
Answer: Back to my high class lady example… They talk a lot among themselves! 
Today I have been shopping at this place… that place… I see these new product, new 
models, new offerings and etc… And soon you can expect what they talk of become 
what they later possess! The news spread fast and put their actions into effect to the 




Interviews questions based on research question 5 / theme 5 (Thai culture is low in 
ethnocentrism and favors FCCP) 
 
! Are the Thai or English languages being used in branding and advertising produce 
any difference effects on how consumers perceive the real estate project? Which 
type of languages communication and positioning are more effective to be applied 
in Thai real estate market? Why?   
Answer: Languages can play a magical role on consumers’ perceptions here! They 
really do! Not necessarily mentioning the housing, only the simple product like 
snack… if the snake is branded as “&IH” (the first 3 alphabets of Thai language) 
would not sell as well as the snack branded “ABC”. So there is no wonder why all the 
villages must contain at least some foreign languages in its name or advertisements.   
 
! How do foreign language in branding and marketing communications, foreign 
housing style and architecture with FCCP contribute to the consumption of Thai 
real estate market?  
Answer: We have to find nice words not only in English… The languages used can be 
Spanish, Italian or any other foreign languages to help create classy perceptions 
towards our offerings in branding and marketing communications. Also, the project 
can advertise something like… the tiles used in the house are imported from Italy… 
the metallic doors are from Spain so on and so forth… And for the housing style as I 
have mentioned earlier, the foreign ideas always excite them and induce them to 
purchase. Since they have seen these housing styles before when they went aboard 
and as now they see the current market is offering something like that… Hey now! 
There is the offering like that! I must have it! It is something I really want and I want 
 
it! Finally someone has such offer for me! Well… they are those who have high 
purchasing power anyway, so what they have seen is not far from what they could 































Date of the interview : 14 July 2006 
 
Place of the interview : Interviewee’s office 
 
Duration of the interview : 30 minutes 
 





Interviewee identifier: Mr. Nivate Tunchanapradit  
 
Age: 59  
 
Gender: Male  
 
Marital status: Married 
 
Family size: 5 members 
 
Educational information: College 
 
Professional field: Real Estate  
 
Professional position: Managing Director  
 
Working in this profession for: 27 years  
 
Residential area: Central Bangkok 
 
Number of children: 3 children  
 
Educational information of interviewee’s children: 2 completed Bachelor degree in 
Thailand and 1 is currently studying Master degree aboard 
 
Interviewee has traveled aboard before for: Vacations aboard 
 





Interviews questions based on research question 1 / theme 1 (A shift towards 
individualism) 
 
! Please describe the pattern of Thai real estate consumption… (if the pattern shift 
towards more of an overt conspicuous consumption? Any changes from earlier 
time up till now?) 
Answer: Customers are more demanding, they want more and so the offers must be 
better. They do not want only a simple place to live but a better and nicer place to 
live. The high end can go up to 30 million baht, the middles go for 7-8 million and 
the lower end is looking for 3 million baht housing. As you can see, all classes are 
willing to spend more on housing than prior time. And whichever classes they are in, 
they are picky and looking forward to the better choices than previous time anyway.  
 
! Do consumers concern more on vehicles and housing consumption nowadays? (if 
these properties represent anything to them at all? How?) 
Answer: Yes. In Thai society, vehicles and housing always act as important tools 
being used to convey how rich they are.  
 
! Apart from acquiring housing as living places, what are others motives or reasons 
for buying? As when consumers already have adequate housing, why do they 
acquire more than necessary? 
Answer: They acquire more houses given that Thai people always think the more 
houses they have the bigger faces they do achieve. By this way, it represents their 
high societal status and expresses their personal success to others.   
 
 
! How important do you think the real estate developers have to present consumers 
with unique selling point (USP) in order to induce consumers for purchases? 
(How the USP mean to them? How important is it to consumers in associating 
themselves with USP nowadays?) 
Answer: In my opinion, it is important. We have to be able to offer something 
different to get customers attention to our project in the first place. 
 
Interviews questions based on research question 2 / theme 2 (Tight culture – high 
conformity) 
 
! Apart from general direct advertisement the real estate developers use to advertise 
their project, how well do word of mouth do compare to the prior method?  
Answer: Customers’ recommendations to other customers play significant role. 
However, we still need the direct advertisements to get their attention in the first 
place. Both are important, they work complimentarily.  
 
! How does the word of mouth contribute to the project? Do they play role on 
consumers’ decision process? WOM results in purchases?  
Answer: WOM expedites customers’ decision, it is always better to have next doors 
that you know. It does indeed help expedite the selling process.  
 
! Do consumers engage in purchases given that they follow referent others? 
Answer: There are cases that people do move in to live closer to their relatives and 
friends, to live in the same village. Better living environment they expect… 
 
 
Interviews questions based on research question 3 / theme 3 (High on both 
individualism and collectivism) 
 
! Which type of advertisement do consumers prefer nowadays? (sensory image - 
individualist? social image - collectivist? A mixture of both?) 
Answer: The newer generation prefers something posh and classy. So the 
advertisements nowadays focus more on the style of the house itself and how 
luxurious living these housings can offer.  
 
! How do the real estate developers use brand image and positioning to create a 
particular perception on consumers’ perceptual mind nowadays? How do these 
help to fulfill consumers’ needs? What kind of needs consumers are looking 
forwards to fulfill though real estate consumption nowadays?  
Answer: Luxury living is what everyone is looking for. But I would have to say it also 
depends on what classes of customers are being in as well. The high end would prefer 
the best and the most luxurious, while, the lower ends who have limited budgets are 
limited to fewer choices even though they wish to experience luxurious living like the 
uppers.  
 
! How do consumers feel about themselves through mentioned consumption? 
Answer: They would feel good for belonging in the high societal class. Living in the 
village that has been positioned premium would make them proud of themselves and 
as the same time enabling them to be able to look good in other’s perceptions.  
 
 
! And how do you think these consumers feel about the ways the others see them 
participating in real estate conspicuous consumption?  
Answer: Yes yes… they think themselves are better off and the others might envy 
them of their richness. They are proud to present how superior they are comparing to 
ordinary others.  
 
Interviews questions based on research question 4 / theme 4 (being innovators though 
susceptible to others and pay ATSCI) 
 
! How do middle affluent and upper class consumers react to new real estate 
product ideas?  
Answer: I have to explain that those who get excited for new offerings and concepts 
which are mostly positioned premium and charging the higher price are only those 
who affluent enough. Then the high ends who have big pockets are innovators for 
new offering in the real estate market.  
 
! How do the middle affluent and upper class consumers perceive the necessity to 
having new real estate conspicuous products?  
Answer: Having something new when the others are not yet having it makes them 
look real good! Of course! They have money, they can spend so what’s the problem if 
they want to acquire more houses… as I explained Thai people believe the more 
houses they have the better off they are than the others. 
 
! How do the innovators get to know the new ideas/concepts available in the real 
estate market? From which sources? Impersonal/personal sources? How do 
 
consumers perceive these informational sources? How do these sources affect 
their perceptions, attitudes and behaviors? And if they spread the news and share 
information with the others?  
Answer: The customers learn about new offerings from our advertisements as well as 
from their friends. The news spread fast among Thai societies anyway… There is 
nothing to worry about when you get someone to know you, the more and more will 
come soon. They do lots of talking and as the same time listening to what other 
people have to say pretty much.  
 
Interviews questions based on research question 5 / theme 5 (Thai culture is low in 
ethnocentrism and favors FCCP) 
 
! Are the Thai or English languages being used in branding and advertising produce 
any difference effects on how consumers perceive the real estate project? Which 
type of languages communication and positioning are more effective to be applied 
in Thai real estate market? Why?   
Answer: Of course languages being used play a significant role on customers’ 
perceptions. The foreign brand names work well especially for higher end targets. It 
doesn’t sound so nice branding villages with Thai names, not for 30 million houses. 
The names should sound something like “The Emperor! The Grande Monaco! The 
Grand something and something…”   
 
! How do foreign language in branding and marketing communications, foreign 
housing style and architecture with FCCP contribute to the consumption of Thai 
real estate market?  
 
Answer: You have to understand that nowadays the new generations have better 
educations, complete the higher educations than before. Therefore, the brand names 
or marketing communications being used must be upgraded and follow the new 
generation, by presenting them with a more international look… a look in that of the 
higher class. And talking of housing style, somehow Thai people always have loved 
the look of international. If you notice, most of the villages have some international 



























Date of the interview : 19 July 2006 
 
Place of the interview : Interviewee’s office 
 
Duration of the interview : 42 minutes 
 





Interviewee identifier: Mr. Kittipon Phongpittaya 
 
Age: 47  
 
Gender: Male  
 
Marital status: Married 
 
Family size: 4 members 
 
Educational information: Graduated from Laws School (Ramkunhaeng University 
in Thailand) 
 
Professional field: Real Estate and Laws Consultant 
 
Professional position: Management Committee and Laws Consultant for Real 
Estate Company 
 
Working in this profession for: 20 years  
 
Residential area: Central Bangkok 
 
Number of children: 2 children  
 
Educational information of interviewee’s children: Both studying in International 
School at Grade 9 and Grade 12 
 
Interviewee has traveled aboard before for: Vacations aboard and Traveling aboard 
on Business purpose  
 





Interviews questions based on research question 1 / theme 1 (A shift towards 
individualism) 
 
! Please describe the pattern of Thai real estate consumption… (if the pattern shift 
towards more of an overt conspicuous consumption? Any changes from earlier 
time up till now?) 
Answer: Thai people are richer than before these days. They have more purchasing 
power. And it’s been a lot of changes in a premium market. Nowadays if you notice 
the billboard and all advertisements, you can see that they post the price of at least 10 
million baht and upwards… There are more demands for luxurious living place. 
 
! Do consumers concern more on vehicles and housing consumption nowadays? (if 
these properties represent anything to them at all? How?) 
Answer: Yes… Cars… Houses… all communicate to others how big their pockets 
are. How affluent they are has been shown off through these consumptions.  
 
! Apart from acquiring housing as living places, what are others motives or reasons 
for buying? As when consumers already have adequate housing, why do they 
acquire more than necessary? 
Answer: They can buy for investments. The interest rates earn from the bank is not so 
high nowadays, then letting the assets for rent makes the house owners/ the investors 
more money. Moreover, by acquiring more real estate properties and registered these 
properties under their private company name would increase their company’s 
expenses, which in turn reduce the gross profit. Meaning they pay less tax in the end 
by doing so… Also, who knows… some time the big business people buy real estate 
 
properties for some other special reasons, something to do with their money. Turning 
their money into properties by registering them under other’s name, using relative’s 
name for instance, so that they are not suspected for earning too much money than 
they should have earned.  
 
! How important do you think the real estate developers have to present consumers 
with unique selling point (USP) in order to induce consumers for purchases? 
(How the USP mean to them? How important is it to consumers in associating 
themselves with USP nowadays?) 
Answer: The market is full of choices today. Then to be able to gain some share, you 
have to be somehow different and show customers the point that your project is worth 
acquiring.  
 
Interviews questions based on research question 2 / theme 2 (Tight culture – high 
conformity) 
 
! Apart from general direct advertisement the real estate developers use to advertise 
their project, how well do word of mouth do compare to the prior method?  
Answer: WOM helps a lot! It plays a big role on customers. When customers whom 
know each other say something… it goes much more persuasive than our sale 
person’s persuasive speech.  
 
! How does the word of mouth contribute to the project? Do they play role on 
consumers’ decision process? WOM results in purchases?  
 
Answer: Customers who have formed positive attitudes towards our project, would 
help advertise us in a good way… and their words do have creditability and act as a 
real good agent towards other customers. They do help us sell!   
 
! Do consumers engage in purchases given that they follow referent others? 
Answer: Yes they do. When one customer buys the property, he/she tell the others… 
relatives… friends… They do not only tell the others that they have it, they normally 
do persuade the others to have the same thing too. As the new customers are 
recommended by the existing customers, there is a bit of a pressure works on the new 
customers’ decision process, since the act of following their relatives and friends’ 
recommendation shows their regards towards each other and results in goodwill in 
their relationship for such respectful actions of conforming.    
 
Interviews questions based on research question 3 / theme 3 (High on both 
individualism and collectivism) 
 
! Which type of advertisement do consumers prefer nowadays? (sensory image - 
individualist? social image - collectivist? A mixture of both?) 
Answer: The image of big family is missing in the advertisements these days. 
Recently, the advertisements focus more on showing the luxury living place, the 
architecture of the house itself, the style, the selling point…  
 
! How do the real estate developers use brand image and positioning to create a 
particular perception on consumers’ perceptual mind nowadays? How do these 
 
help to fulfill consumers’ needs? What kind of needs consumers are looking 
forwards to fulfill though real estate consumption nowadays?  
Answer: Given that the customers are looking forwards to something that is 
materialistically elegant and beautiful. We have to advertise and position our project 
to fulfill their higher needs accordingly. The communication must communicate 
customers’ life time achievement, success and wealth.  
 
! How do consumers feel about themselves through mentioned consumption? 
Answer: They would feel they are special. And that they have come to achieve what is 
right and proper for them.   
 
! And how do you think these consumers feel about the ways the others see them 
participating in real estate conspicuous consumption?  
Answer: Others would have seen them as lucky people! They are rich and live in 
luxury lifestyles. They must have been really smart who could earn so much money 
and come so far in life time that they are able to acquire such high class and 
expensive properties.   
 
Interviews questions based on research question 4 / theme 4 (being innovators though 
susceptible to others and pay ATSCI) 
 
! How do middle affluent and upper class consumers react to new real estate 
product ideas?  
Answer: In my opinion there are not really much new ideas in Thai real estate market, 
rather I would say we follow and copy the housing style from foreign countries like 
 
Italian, Spanish, or French housing style… These ideas come from those who traveled 
aboard, or might be those who have seen these housing styles from the magazines 
before, and later the real estate developers put these ideas into the real project.  
 
! How do the middle affluent and upper class consumers perceive the necessity to 
having new real estate conspicuous products?  
Answer: When the ideas are transformed into the real properties. Those who have 
purchasing power get excited for seeing what they have seen once before through 
visiting others countries or imported magazines. By acquiring these offerings, it is 
just like their dreams come true, and through these consumptions they can expect 
others would see them as stylish, smart and elegant.  
 
! How do the innovators get to know the new ideas/concepts available in the real 
estate market? From which sources? Impersonal/personal sources? How do 
consumers perceive these informational sources? How do these sources affect 
their perceptions, attitudes and behaviors? And if they spread the news and share 
information with the others?  
Answer: There are many sources that they can learn of the new offerings… from our 
direct advertisements or from words of mouth. The new offerings, especially the 
highly differentiated ones always get more attentions, and so the news spread fast 
among the societies. However the personal sources play an extra role than our direct 
advertisements in the ways that; people do normally attach their attitudes formed 
along the news they spread and when these attitudes are positive, they can trigger the 
demands for the new offerings pretty much. People want to have something the others 
also want.   
 
Interviews questions based on research question 5 / theme 5 (Thai culture is low in 
ethnocentrism and favors FCCP) 
 
! Are the Thai or English languages being used in branding and advertising produce 
any difference effects on how consumers perceive the real estate project? Which 
type of languages communication and positioning are more effective to be applied 
in Thai real estate market? Why?   
Answer: International languages are popular among Thai people. They see it to be 
more of standard and luxurious, they favor it and give it a credit. I don’t think 
nowadays any Thai real estate developers name their project with pure Thai language 
anymore; at least the brand name has to be a mixture of Thai and English words… by 
this way the international sounding brand name appears to earn more credit.  
 
! How do foreign language in branding and marketing communications, foreign 
housing style and architecture with FCCP contribute to the consumption of Thai 
real estate market?  
Answer: International sounding brand name is like a door leading in the customers’ 
interest generation… it grasps customers’ attention in the first place and brings them 
to come and have a look at the project. And when they arrive at the project and see 
the housing style of once again, being international … they are delighted with such 
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Interviews questions based on research question 1 / theme 1 (A shift towards 
individualism) 
 
! Please describe the pattern of Thai real estate consumption… (if the pattern shift 
towards more of an overt conspicuous consumption? Any changes from earlier 
time up till now?) 
Answer: Customers are more demanding; they want something better and more 
luxury than before.  
 
! Do consumers concern more on vehicles and housing consumption nowadays? (if 
these properties represent anything to them at all? How?) 
Answer: The new generations pay more attention to these consumptions more ever 
than before given that they have more and higher educations, the standard of living 
has improved, the society becomes more materialistic.  
 
! Apart from acquiring housing as living places, what are others motives or reasons 
for buying? As when consumers already have adequate housing, why do they 
acquire more than necessary? 
Answer: This is possible for the upper class consumers who have high purchasing 
power. They buy the second, the third, and the fourth and so on just to have different 
type of housing styles so that they can change the living environment when they get 
bored of one place… Also, the housing in different locations is acquired for vacation 
purpose, going off town, in the suburb area or heading to another city where there is 
less pollution to hide them from busy everyday life they experience in the central 
Bangkok for a while.   
 
! How important do you think the real estate developers have to present consumers 
with unique selling point (USP) in order to induce consumers for purchases? 
(How the USP mean to them? How important is it to consumers in associating 
themselves with USP nowadays?) 
Answer: USP is like the heart of business principle… We must offer something 
different; we won’t survive anymore if we are perceived to be the same as 
competitors. And with these differences, this uniqueness represents the people who 
live in there. The new generations do somehow associated their ego with the 
uniqueness one’s village is positioned.   
 
Interviews questions based on research question 2 / theme 2 (Tight culture – high 
conformity) 
 
! Apart from general direct advertisement the real estate developers use to advertise 
their project, how well do word of mouth do compare to the prior method?  
Answer: WOM plays the significant role above all. It produces a great impact towards 
customers’ decision. WOM works better than any other types of advertisement 
especially in the acquisition of something that is really expensive and involving 
sensitive issues. It is so true in the high involvement product like housing…   
 
! How does the word of mouth contribute to the project? Do they play role on 
consumers’ decision process? WOM results in purchases?  
Answer: WOM expedites customers’ purchasing decision to be faster. As customers 
listen to their friends and relatives, their words are so convincing and then help us sell 
with less effort.  
 
! Do consumers engage in purchases given that they follow referent others? 
Answer: Yes as they listen to their relatives and friends’ recommendations, customers 
would feel like having it because their referent others perceive it good and approve of 
it.  
 
Interviews questions based on research question 3 / theme 3 (High on both 
individualism and collectivism) 
 
! Which type of advertisement do consumers prefer nowadays? (sensory image - 
individualist? social image - collectivist? A mixture of both? 
Answer: Showing customers with physical look of the housing style would establish 
clear image and picture in customers’ mind, leading them to have an idea what we are 
offering. It is not so necessary to project an image of a warm family like before, 
however the project can yet attachs some of the social image to create some 
emotional attachment with their offer… but actually the emotional element can be 
created by the pure use of physical housing style anyway. 
 
! How do the real estate developers use brand image and positioning to create a 
particular perception on consumers’ perceptual mind nowadays? How do these 
help to fulfill consumers’ needs? What kind of needs consumers are looking 
forwards to fulfill though real estate consumption nowadays?  
Answer: For the premium housing, the real estate developers must advertise 
themselves a lot… enough to project a specific perception into customers’ minds. The 
classy, elegance lay in advertisements and marketing communication boost up the 
brand itself to become a high class brand.  
 
! How do consumers feel about themselves through mentioned consumption? 
Answer: As the company achieves to establish a high end position, the customers who 
consume the brand can fulfill themselves the way they want to, that is material 
success, personal achievement and perceived to be one of those who belong to high 
social class in the society.    
 
! And how do you think these consumers feel about the ways the others see them 
participating in real estate conspicuous consumption?  
Answer: Basically, they do care the others to see that they are well off than anyone! 
 
Interviews questions based on research question 4 / theme 4 (being innovators though 
susceptible to others and pay ATSCI) 
 
! How do middle affluent and upper class consumers react to new real estate 
product ideas?  
Answer: They would enjoy it! What about having the new house, new style for one of 
their children! What about a gift for their children marriage, or collect it as another 
assets! Having something new makes them look innovative and be in trend pretty 
much.  
 
! How do the middle affluent and upper class consumers perceive the necessity to 
having new real estate conspicuous products?  
Answer: Well, as the new offerings become popular and hit the market. To be up date 
and in trend, they are interested to have ones too.  
 
 
! How do the innovators get to know the new ideas/concepts available in the real 
estate market? From which sources? Impersonal/personal sources? How do 
consumers perceive these informational sources? How do these sources affect 
their perceptions, attitudes and behaviors? And if they spread the news and share 
information with the others?  
Answer: They might know it from newspaper, magazine or billboards. Billboards 
grasp a lot of attentions. Also, the news spread very fast in their ingroup, then as more 
people get excited and talk about it, the more interesting the new offerings have 
become in the market.   
 
Interviews questions based on research question 5 / theme 5 (Thai culture is low in 
ethnocentrism and favors FCCP) 
 
! Are the Thai or English languages being used in branding and advertising produce 
any difference effects on how consumers perceive the real estate project? Which 
type of languages communication and positioning are more effective to be applied 
in Thai real estate market? Why?   
Answer: Certainly, in the high class village, applying English brand name can elevate 
the project image in customer’s perception effectively. The English words represent 
standard, class and are favorable in our customer’s mind.  
  
! How do foreign language in branding and marketing communications, foreign 
housing style and architecture with FCCP contribute to the consumption of Thai 
real estate market?  
 
Answer: A bit of a foreign architecture mix in housing design has been normally sold 
well. Pure Thai style is rarely seen as people get bored of what we have for so long. 
Then offering something customers never had before would help increase our 
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Interviews questions based on research question 1 / theme 1 (A shift towards 
individualism) 
 
! Please describe the pattern of Thai real estate consumption… (if the pattern shift 
towards more of an overt conspicuous consumption? Any changes from earlier 
time up till now?) 
Answer: The patterns have shift towards more of fashionable housing, the options in 
the house we offer must be upgraded and provided them a more luxurious sense of 
living… The lighting in the house, the bathtub, the furniture and other home 
decorations must communicate to the customers that they can live in a better place. A 
living place that is full of luxury… respectively the price of housing nowadays goes 
up ever than before and customers are willing to pay for it.      
 
! Do consumers concern more on vehicles and housing consumption nowadays? (if 
these properties represent anything to them at all? How?) 
Answer: Certainly they do concern more. I would have to say much more! People are 
more socializeable these days, they have more quests invited to their house. 
Therefore, to them the house represents their status, power and their faces!  
 
! Apart from acquiring housing as living places, what are others motives or reasons 
for buying? As when consumers already have adequate housing, why do they 
acquire more than necessary? 
Answer: It is not unusual for people to buy more and more houses because I believe 
that the house, is a real asset that its value never falls. The price of this asset always 
goes up every year. You collect it, just comparable to you collect the gold.  
 
However, it is a more extraordinary case in premium market. As you can imagine, the 
upper class people, of course they do in fact currently live in an enormous, luxurious 
house at this very right moment. But do you now why they acquire more and more 
30-40 million Baht houses? They do this to please their business associates, who have 
become the real estate project owners themselves! The upper class people do 
normally have spider web business connections with the other big and rich family, 
therefore, when one of these big families invest in the real estate business, they will 
just have to buy at least a unit to please them! To keep them happy! They do need to 
keep their business connections healthy by buying what others are selling just like 
watering the plants’ roots for a bigger tree.   
 
! How important do you think the real estate developers have to present consumers 
with unique selling point (USP) in order to induce consumers for purchases? 
(How the USP mean to them? How important is it to consumers in associating 
themselves with USP nowadays?) 
Answer: House, is one of a life time asset ones would acquire. It means so much to 
them, the most expensive real asset investment they would ever make in my opinion. 
The house, then must be something that enabling the owner to say something about 
themselves. How it looks, also suggest who they are. The house is certainly the 






Interviews questions based on research question 2 / theme 2 (Tight culture – high 
conformity) 
 
! Apart from general direct advertisement the real estate developers use to advertise 
their project, how well do word of mouth do compare to the prior method?  
Answer: WOM works extremely well and is different to the other type of 
advertisements. It produces a significant impact on the customers, it helps increase a 
strong customer base. It works like a magic, as when our customers recommend the 
others, they physically bring in the potential customers to our project site. And they 
start to do all the talking and advertising the project for us! We don’t have to talk 
much to the new, potential customers after all. We only need to answer some specific 
inquiries and rendering them a support to what our existing customers are saying  and 
advertising about us.  
 
! How does the word of mouth contribute to the project? Do they play role on 
consumers’ decision process? WOM results in purchases?  
Answer: Yes yes yes… Last year we had one project on the Sukhumvit road, the 
expensive high class condominium in the heart of the capital city. We offer only 
limited number of units to the market because it is really expensive and believe it or 
not, more than one third of the units were sold through recommendations of our own 
customers! It works like chain reactions!  
 
! Do consumers engage in purchases given that they follow referent others? 
Answer: Absolutely! Just like chain reactions I talked about, one customer has it… 
another follow… They normally invite the others like… Hey! I bought it here, come 
 
and live together! By so doing, it significantly helps to close sale so quickly and 
effectively. Furthermore, in the premium villages where the price goes up to 30 
million Baht and beyond… There is a really fascinating pattern I would have to say! 
First, we have to look at - who is the owner of the project? …you know why? The 
name of the famous owner sells the project itself! Most of the times the premium 
villages are own by the famous, upper class people who have lots and lots of business 
connections, and so when they start to invest in their luxury housing project… they 
can just sell off their project even before the project starts its construction. Some time, 
some part of the project is sold even before the formal introduction to the rest of the 
markets! The reason it sells so quickly is because of business connections. It is all 
about businesses and businesses… As upper class people engage in one business, 
they expect their friends and relatives to help by acquiring what they are selling. And 
sooner or later each of them would take turn to returning one another the favor in 
businesses.  
 
Interviews questions based on research question 3 / theme 3 (High on both 
individualism and collectivism) 
 
! Which type of advertisement do consumers prefer nowadays? (sensory image - 
individualist? social image - collectivist? A mixture of both?) 
Answer: They want to see what we can offer them; the house, the clubhouse, the 
village security and all the other options. Therefore we have to advertise these 
luxurious options to get their attention in today marketing. However, in the brochure 
we can also add on the image of family to create some emotional attachment with the 
 
customers through the projection of warmth of the family living in the house we sell.  
However, it is not a big part in today advertisements and communications anymore.  
 
! How do the real estate developers use brand image and positioning to create a 
particular perception on consumers’ perceptual mind nowadays? How do these 
help to fulfill consumers’ needs? What kind of needs consumers are looking 
forwards to fulfill though real estate consumption nowadays?  
Answer: People want to be proud of the place they are living in, so in the 
advertisements and marketing communications… we have to make sure we present 
the look of the project, the housing style, the wordings and the brand name to be 
something that is elegant… magnificent… so customers would feel proud in 
acquiring such property.  
 
! How do consumers feel about themselves through mentioned consumption? 
Answer: They feel self-actualized, in the way that they can accumulate material 
success in their life and are able to build a warm and happy family.   
 
! And how do you think these consumers feel about the ways the others see them 
participating in real estate conspicuous consumption?  
Answer: Others would think how happy they are, to bring their family into a living 
place that is so nice and superfluous… eventually they end up spending their life in 
luxurious living style… How others might envy them of having such splendid life in 
this village!   
 
 
Interviews questions based on research question 4 / theme 4 (being innovators though 
susceptible to others and pay ATSCI) 
 
! How do middle affluent and upper class consumers react to new real estate 
product ideas?  
Answer: Apparently the new ideas are mostly housing in foreign styles. The premium 
market always pays high attention to it.  
 
! How do the middle affluent and upper class consumers perceive the necessity to 
having new real estate conspicuous products?  
Answer: They have to have it. First of all, as I explained… it’s about businesses, 
returning each other favors. Secondly, when the high end customers see the others 
have it, they must have it too because they would not want to be perceived as 
incapable of having such thing. So again, they buy it as to show off their power and 
their big pockets!  
 
! How do the innovators get to know the new ideas/concepts available in the real 
estate market? From which sources? Impersonal/personal sources? How do 
consumers perceive these informational sources? How do these sources affect 
their perceptions, attitudes and behaviors? And if they spread the news and share 
information with the others?  
Answer: For the premium market, a simple phone call from one of their high society 
friends is more than enough. The pressure is huge when one asks each other a favor, 
or one asks someone to do or to buy something. It is so difficult to say no… They 
look better off when they say yes to anything as if they can buy anything… And when 
 
they acquire such things, they can’t keep it quiet… they spread the news and tell the 
others that they have it. Therefore, when more people know about such new offerings 
are currently being in trend and gained popularity among their ingroup, their needs 
are triggered and they would like to have what the others have already acquired also. 
This is the way they show off, the way they tell the others that they can have the same 
thing too.  
 
Interviews questions based on research question 5 / theme 5 (Thai culture is low in 
ethnocentrism and favors FCCP) 
 
! Are the Thai or English languages being used in branding and advertising produce 
any difference effects on how consumers perceive the real estate project? Which 
type of languages communication and positioning are more effective to be applied 
in Thai real estate market? Why?   
Answer: Yes they do. The English sounding villages’ names sound nicer and look 
good in customers’ eyes than the Thai wordings. The international languages portray 
‘standard, class, and creditability’. And therefore, especially in the high end targets 
that have high purchasing power for premium housing, they do have high education 
and so by using the international language helps portray to them the high standard of 
housing is being offering, and results the selling process to close more easily.  
Through using international languages, I would have to say it help fulfills high end 
customers’ psychological needs of perceived high standard. 
 
 
! How do foreign language in branding and marketing communications, foreign 
housing style and architecture with FCCP contribute to the consumption of Thai 
real estate market?  
Answer: Foreign housing styles contribute greatly to Thai real estate market. 
Apparently more villages and new projects offer their house in foreign design. For 
instance, the house without fence… the bathtub in bedroom (normally Thai people 
are shy but now they are more open to westernized ideas)… the kitchen with island in 
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Interviews questions based on research question 1 / theme 1 (A shift towards 
individualism) 
 
! Please describe the pattern of Thai real estate consumption… (if the pattern shift 
towards more of an overt conspicuous consumption? Any changes from earlier 
time up till now?) 
Answer: It has changed a lot… Nowadays none of the customers want the same thing. 
They want something new, something that is different, and something that is unique. 
They pay more attention on the architecture and interior decorations in the way that 
they must present more of a luxury and stylish look. And this is so true especially in 
the high end market I am currently taking care of. At the moment, the project I’m 
working on is an extremely high end, premium village called Magnolias that sell the 
house starting from 24 million Baht.      
 
! Do consumers concern more on vehicles and housing consumption nowadays? (if 
these properties represent anything to them at all? How?) 
Answer: Especially housing… House is the most important property of all in one 
person’s life time, it is the thing that would represent their whole life achievements. It 
is the most obvious real asset that conveys about the owner themselves and represents 
their pride. For instance, if someone asks you… where do you live? And you 
answer… I live in Lake Side village… I live in Windmill… The others would perceive 
you as belonging to the high societal class!! (Note: Lake Side village and Windmill 
are high class villages in Thailand) 
 
 
! Apart from acquiring housing as living places, what are others motives or reasons 
for buying? As when consumers already have adequate housing, why do they 
acquire more than necessary? 
Answer: Taking Magnolias as a good example… The housing project is own by one 
of the most famous family in Thailand, The CP group (Chareon Pokkapan group). 
Magnolias is the first real estate project that CP invests in. It is not their main 
business line as you know. As CP being a big and famous family, they have 
enormous business connections, CP knows so much of other big people in Thailand, 
CP group comprises of rich relatives and friends who are all favoring each other for 
business purposes and connections. Then when CP invests in Magnolias, more than 
half of the project was sold to these inside people even before actual constructions, 
even before the actual formal project introduction to the general market. And all these 
upper class buyers I would say, they already have plenty of houses so far… The 
reason they buy it is just to express their friendships (actually business connections) 
and these acts of buying show that they have goodwill towards the owners of the 
Magnolias project which is the CP group. In other words, they buy the relationships! 
 
! How important do you think the real estate developers have to present consumers 
with unique selling point (USP) in order to induce consumers for purchases? 
(How the USP mean to them? How important is it to consumers in associating 
themselves with USP nowadays?) 
Answer: No doubts for that! USP is extremely important especially for the high end 
markets. You must offer something special, something extraordinary, something they 
deserve, that is the best of the best… the unique charm they are looking for! What 
 
you offer must be able to reflect and fulfill their status, power, achievements, pride 
and ego.   
 
Interviews questions based on research question 2 / theme 2 (Tight culture – high 
conformity) 
 
! Apart from general direct advertisement the real estate developers use to advertise 
their project, how well do word of mouth do compare to the prior method?  
Answer: Huh! More than anything you could imagine of is the power of WOM in 
high end market! Most of our customers come from references indeed… 
 
! How does the word of mouth contribute to the project? Do they play role on 
consumers’ decision process? WOM results in purchases?  
Answer: Most of the customers who come from references result in the most 
purchases. Essentially, those customers who go around and talk about us, 
recommending us to the others mostly have positives attitudes of us, so when they 
spread the news… they as the same time are indirectly advertising for us.    
 
! Do consumers engage in purchases given that they follow referent others? 
Answer: Yes they certainly do. When the rich people suggest another… ‘Come on, I 
bought it here already, buy one! Come live together! Let’s have another house here!’ 
This talk I would say does put an adequate amount of pressure on the ingroup upper 
class customers. They don’t want to feel they are left out or not a part of it. And some 
time, those new rich who are not yet really accepted as an upper class member does 
engage in the purchase of high class village in order to be perceived as part of the 
 
upper group. For instance, Magnolias owners and most of the buyers are big people, 
and when the other customers that are new rich… the middle affluent… learn of who 
are currently buying the Magnolias, they would buy one to get into this society and be 
part of it. So they would eventually be perceived as the actual traditional upper class 
and socially accepted by the others. And there is also a general case where, one lives 
here and invites their relatives and friends to live together to create a warmer and 
better living environment.  
 
Interviews questions based on research question 3 / theme 3 (High on both 
individualism and collectivism) 
 
! Which type of advertisement do consumers prefer nowadays?  
Answer: Physical presentation of the house is important in the advertisements. The 
advertisements must communicate and cover all the USP we are offering to get the 
full attention from audiences.  
 
! How do the real estate developers use brand image and positioning to create a 
particular perception on consumers’ perceptual mind nowadays? How do these 
help to fulfill consumers’ needs? What kind of needs consumers are looking 
forwards to fulfill though real estate consumption nowadays?  
Answer: Premium housing requires marketers to significantly project a magnificent 
image into consumers’ perceptual minds. They do not only buy the house, they buy 
their pride! The house must be able to convey how special they are comparing to any 
other ordinary person. The house must be able to express their power, their self-
actualization, their career achievements and their ability to accumulate expensive 
 
properties. Moreover, not only about the material achievements they are capable of, 
they also want the other to see they do belong to a specific societal class. That they 
live among high class people and they are one of them.   
 
! How do consumers feel about themselves through mentioned consumption? 
Answer: They are special. They are not an ordinary people since they live in this 
expensive, high class, luxury village that is full of VIP people living here. 
 
! And how do you think these consumers feel about the ways the others see them 
participating in real estate conspicuous consumption?  
Answer: They are none of ordinary. They are those who have come to achieve more 
than any others. They are so successful and able to live in a glorious life. They are 
those who belong to a high class as such they are upper class people.  
 
Interviews questions based on research question 4 / theme 4 (being innovators though 
susceptible to others and pay ATSCI) 
 
! How do middle affluent and upper class consumers react to new real estate 
product ideas?  
Answer: Overreact I would say! They get sooo excited and can’t stop talking about it!  
 
! How do the middle affluent and upper class consumers perceive the necessity to 
having new real estate conspicuous products?  
 
Answer: They want to have it, they do… They get excited when they see it, and they 
get excited even more when more and more people talk about it, and that’s what 
pushing them to want it further more!   
  
! How do the innovators get to know the new ideas/concepts available in the real 
estate market? From which sources? Impersonal/personal sources? How do 
consumers perceive these informational sources? How do these sources affect 
their perceptions, attitudes and behaviors? And if they spread the news and share 
information with the others?  
Answer: They learn from many sources… our direct advertisements… from 
references… Nonetheless, like I’ve said that references spread as the fastest rate and 
play a significant role on consumer behavior. Though they are innovator and highly 
reactive to the new offerings, I would have to say that they are not totally independent 
of others’ opinion. I always see the customers bring their relatives, friends or 
associates when they come close to the purchasing decisions. You know, they just 
need someone to confirm they are making the right choices and their choices are good 
in the public’s eyes… I always hear those peer support words like ‘yes, this is a really 
really nice place where everyone would love to live here…’  
 
Interviews questions based on research question 5 / theme 5 (Thai culture is low in 
ethnocentrism and favors FCCP) 
 
! Are the Thai or English languages being used in branding and advertising produce 
any difference effects on how consumers perceive the real estate project? Which 
 
type of languages communication and positioning are more effective to be applied 
in Thai real estate market? Why?   
Answer: In my opinion, the use of English brand name and marketing 
communications themselves are equitable to premium positioning in high end 
consumers’ perceptions. For instance, Magnolias as a village name… Susana, Estrella 
and Leonardo are named for different housing designs being offered to the customers. 
International soundings and wordings can create some particular perceptions like high 
quality, high standard, creditability and class.  
 
! How do foreign language in branding and marketing communications, foreign 
housing style and architecture with FCCP contribute to the consumption of Thai 
real estate market?  
Answer: Thais always favor the foreign cultures. Allow me to tell you one story… 
The owner of the Magnolias project is a one of the daughters of CP group. She used 
to study aboard and felt in love with foreign architecture where she studied. That’s 
why you can see the Magnolias’ houses are in South Californian Style. She likes it 
enough to buy and import the design from WhiteSale Company in the United States 
and bring in the design to Thailand. Most of the finishing materials are imported from 
the best source of origins. For instance, mosaic tiles from Italy… wrought iron from 
Germany… built in kitchen from SMEG Italy… covered garage system imported 
from USA… and many more! As nowadays, Thai people travel more to the foreign 
countries, have educations aboard where they have absorbed and developed 
preferences towards more of foreign housing styles, therefore, foreign concepts are of 






Date of the interview : 19 July 2006 
 
Place of the interview : Interviewee’s office 
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Interviewee identifier: Mr. Praphan Pronmongkonsuk  
 
Age: 32  
 
Gender: Male  
 
Marital status: Single 
 
Family size: 5 members 
 
Educational information: Bachelor Degree in Architecture from Rungsit 
University in Thailand 
 
Professional field: Architect  
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Working in this profession for: 8 years  
 
Residential area: Central Bangkok 
 
Number of children: -  
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Interviewee has traveled aboard before for: Vacations aboard and Traveling aboard 
on Business purpose  
 





Interviews questions based on research question 1 / theme 1 (A shift towards 
individualism) 
 
! Please describe the pattern of Thai real estate consumption… (if the pattern shift 
towards more of an overt conspicuous consumption? Any changes from earlier 
time up till now?) 
Answer: Yes yes… It has changed a lot that nowadays consumers have higher 
purchasing power and want to spend more on luxurious consumption, therefore, these 
days customers pay more attention on every detail of the house, the designs must be 
more sophisticated and look real good. Especially in the premium market, the housing 
pattern must reflect something that is really superfluous, something that it is really 
really difficult to be achievable by an ordinary man… the house that looks like a 
dream house, a palace, luxury and magnificent… Therefore the house owners who 
live there are those super special people who must have had highly accomplished in 
all aspects of their life.   
 
! Do consumers concern more on vehicles and housing consumption nowadays? (if 
these properties represent anything to them at all? How?) 
Answer: Absolutely, people these days are more materialistic. They consume these 
things in order to gain respect from others, to achieve social status, be socially 
recognizable… These consumptions help upgrading themselves in the society.  
 
! Apart from acquiring housing as living places, what are others motives or reasons 
for buying? As when consumers already have adequate housing, why do they 
acquire more than necessary? 
 
Answer: For business investment it can be, they bought it and let if for rents.  
 
! How important do you think the real estate developers have to present consumers 
with unique selling point (USP) in order to induce consumers for purchases? 
(How the USP mean to them? How important is it to consumers in associating 
themselves with USP nowadays?) 
Answer: The options offer to customers play role in customer acquisition. Some 
offering like an extra security system, the sophisticated built in kitchen with high 
class brand, luxurious sport club or spa available in the village and other options are 
all important. For those upper class consumers, nowadays the market offers them 
even 100 million Baht house in an extremely luxurious village environment! So in 
paying 100 million Baht, the house must has magnificent options and look 
international in design… like Italian… the Roman house for the Emperor! It has to be 
something really splendid that is worthy enough for them.  
 
Interviews questions based on research question 2 / theme 2 (Tight culture – high 
conformity) 
 
! Apart from general direct advertisement the real estate developers use to advertise 
their project, how well do word of mouth do compare to the prior method?  
Answer: It works well in specific group. It works well in the upper class society 
where people are so close together that the news spread fast among them than that of 
the other groups.  
 
 
! How does the word of mouth contribute to the project? Do they play role on 
consumers’ decision process? WOM results in purchases?  
Answer: I still insist. It works in specific group, and it works well enough to put 
customers into action.  
 
! Do consumers engage in purchases given that they follow referent others? 
Answer: Yes yes… some time the customers purchase a house following their 
family’s decisions, relatives and friends so that they could live together in the same 
environment, in the same village.  
 
Interviews questions based on research question 3 / theme 3 (High on both 
individualism and collectivism) 
 
! Which type of advertisement do consumers prefer nowadays?  
Answer: You can still see the image of warm family in the advertisements, but now 
that is being seen only in the lower and lower to medium markets advertisements 
given that the offering do not have so much USP to be presented and emphasized on. 
However, it is completely different in the premium market… the advertisements have 
to communicate how luxury and special the village is. 
 
! How do the real estate developers use brand image and positioning to create a 
particular perception on consumers’ perceptual mind nowadays? How do these 
help to fulfill consumers’ needs? What kind of needs consumers are looking 
forwards to fulfill though real estate consumption nowadays?  
 
Answer: The needs to be someone special, to be extraordinary in the premium market 
results the advertisements and other communications to be ostentatious. The 
architecture of the house, the environment and everything has to be luxury and 
magnificent, in the way that when customers consume it and they can feel they have 
achieved so much, that they have high power and that they are classy.  There is no 
more talking about ‘warm family’ but more talking about ‘special individual’. So the 
project emphasizes greatly on the housing architecture that represent high class and 
luxury. Also, the project now has set the pricing to be so high that it helps screening 
the buyers automatically. The premium village pushes their price up so great that it 
would work to ensure the neighborhoods environment become that of the exclusive 
upper class. Customers really pay attention to their societal environment. Customers 
want to make sure that the village they are living in comprises of people who are of 
same class. They want to turn around and see their neighbors are doctors… managing 
directors of this company or that company…  
 
! How do consumers feel about themselves through mentioned consumption? 
Answer: They are one of a kind! They are someone special… 
 
! And how do you think these consumers feel about the ways the others see them 
participating in real estate conspicuous consumption?  
Answer: Only a special individual is affordable to live here… They must have 




Interviews questions based on research question 4 / theme 4 (being innovators though 
susceptible to others and pay ATSCI) 
 
! How do middle affluent and upper class consumers react to new real estate 
product ideas?  
Answer: Specifically talking about these 2 groups… Yes they are reactive than any 
other groups in the market. They have purchasing power and they have high 
educations, these factors make them want more.  
 
! How do the middle affluent and upper class consumers perceive the necessity to 
having new real estate conspicuous products?  
Answer: The new generation of middle affluent and upper class consumers are now at 
the stage of departure from their rich father and mother who have earned so much in 
the family. They are lucky to spend their parents’ treasure! So you can see these new 
upper class generations are not hesitated when they come to the decision for new 
offerings in the luxurious housing market.  
 
! How do the innovators get to know the new ideas/concepts available in the real 
estate market? From which sources? Impersonal/personal sources? How do 
consumers perceive these informational sources? How do these sources affect 
their perceptions, attitudes and behaviors? And if they spread the news and share 
information with the others?  
Answer: Billboards, newspaper, magazines and references. And for whether or not 
they would spread the news depends on what I have mentioned earlier… which group 
the customers are in.  
 
Interviews questions based on research question 5 / theme 5 (Thai culture is low in 
ethnocentrism and favors FCCP) 
 
! Are the Thai or English languages being used in branding and advertising produce 
any difference effects on how consumers perceive the real estate project? Which 
type of languages communication and positioning are more effective to be applied 
in Thai real estate market? Why?   
Answer: I don’t think any company is going to name their projects in pure Thai 
anymore to be honest. Brand name suggests the taste of that particular village and 
those who would be living in there… For instance using the same wording in Thai 
‘Baan Rim Num’ VS ‘River Side’ is perceived sooo differently in consumers’ mind. 
The foreign wording suggests superior taste, quality and standard.  
 
! How do foreign language in branding and marketing communications, foreign 
housing style and architecture with FCCP contribute to the consumption of Thai 
real estate market?  
Answer: Not only the international language used in branding and communications, 
but also the foreign architecture helps the project to sell very well. The foreign 
positioning offers customers with high class image. The house in Thai architecture is 
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Interviews questions based on research question 1 / theme 1 (A shift towards 
individualism) 
 
! Please describe the pattern of Thai real estate consumption… (if the pattern shift 
towards more of an overt conspicuous consumption? Any changes from earlier 
time up till now?) 
Answer: People are looking for better living place. They wish their living to be better 
and more luxury than before. The housing must be better and upgraded in all aspects; 
functions, decorations and designs. 
 
! Do consumers concern more on vehicles and housing consumption nowadays? (if 
these properties represent anything to them at all? How?) 
Answer: Yes, absolutely. Which brand and models of car they are driving tell a lot of 
which social class they are in. And for the housing, the designs… the decorations tell 
all about the owners. The sizing of the house is much more important in the upper 
class consumers, they need space for lots of invited guests and business meetings. 
And so the size and the design of the house tell the others how rich the owner is, 
equally it is representing their social status and face. The house reflects the owner 
identity and also what materials are being used in decoration and displayed in the 
house are that of high class luxury materials to show off their wealth. Conclusively, 
the way the house looks, projects specific owner image to the others.   
 
! Apart from acquiring housing as living places, what are others motives or reasons 
for buying? As when consumers already have adequate housing, why do they 
acquire more than necessary? 
 
Answer: To keep them as collected assets, to invest in it by letting it and get some 
rents, or for the purpose of temporary, occasional stay for weekend… for vacations… 
And for those who are really really rich, they may just buy it because they like it, 
nothing to think much on such spending anyway.   
 
! How important do you think the real estate developers have to present consumers 
with unique selling point (USP) in order to induce consumers for purchases? 
(How the USP mean to them? How important is it to consumers in associating 
themselves with USP nowadays?) 
Answer: Communicating the unique point of your offering is really important. 
Especially in the case of high class customers who have big pockets, their decision is 
really fast. So if you are able to offer something that triggers their interests, they will 
just decide to buy it so quickly than you could imagine.  
 
Interviews questions based on research question 2 / theme 2 (Tight culture – high 
conformity) 
 
! Apart from general direct advertisement the real estate developers use to advertise 
their project, how well do word of mouth do compare to the prior method?  
Answer: WOM is also important and produces a great impact on people, especially 
true in Thai culture.  
 
! How does the word of mouth contribute to the project? Do they play role on 
consumers’ decision process? WOM results in purchases?  
 
Answer:  I think both the direct advertisements that advertise the pictorial images of 
the houses and WOM must work together. When customers hear of the offerings, 
they need to see the pictorial presentation of the house also in order to push their 
interests to the highest.   
 
! Do consumers engage in purchases given that they follow referent others? 
Answer: There can be many cases. First, in the case that family members, relatives or 
close friends recommend a good place to live together. Second, in the case of high 
class village that is really expensive and the brand is so well known, the upper class 
customers would invite one another to buy houses in the same villages. From this, the 
housing is used to represent who they are to the others, through a reflection of whom 
are their neighbors… my high class friend is next door… my high class friend lives in 
the house just opposite and so on so forth… (and so I also am a high class person) 
 
Interviews questions based on research question 3 / theme 3 (High on both 
individualism and collectivism) 
 
! Which type of advertisement do consumers prefer nowadays?  
Answer: The advertisements that project the image that is close to who they are. The 
colors, the icons, the languages and themes used in advertisements must match with 
their new lifestyle. The lifestyle of a smaller family, the more compact but of higher 
standard and that of luxury living. Small family and more individualized living 
images I would say.   
 
 
! How do the real estate developers use brand image and positioning to create a 
particular perception on consumers’ perceptual mind nowadays? How do these 
help to fulfill consumers’ needs? What kind of needs consumers are looking 
forwards to fulfill though real estate consumption nowadays?  
Answer: Real estate developers nowadays are intelligently project a clear image into 
consumers’ perceptual minds. They make it so clear in showing customers that when 
customers engage in acquiring their offerings, the customers’ needs and wants can be 
matched precisely. Their needs are mostly about better living place, the luxury life, 
self-actualization, classy self identity and their upper class living societal status.   
 
! How do consumers feel about themselves through mentioned consumption? 
Answer: Emotional satisfied. Proud of oneself. Feel that they are VIP and they are 
different.   
 
! And how do you think these consumers feel about the ways the others see them 
participating in real estate conspicuous consumption?  
Answer: Others would see them as extraordinary persons. They are not ordinary 
people of course as they live here… They belong to a special class… Customers 
expect others to see them and treat them differently since they are special.  
 
Interviews questions based on research question 4 / theme 4 (being innovators though 
susceptible to others and pay ATSCI) 
 
! How do middle affluent and upper class consumers react to new real estate 
product ideas?  
 
Answer: They are so reactive indeed. Actually I would say Thai culture always get 
excited for new things really easily.  
 
! How do the middle affluent and upper class consumers perceive the necessity to 
having new real estate conspicuous products?  
Answer: Yes, for those who have plenty of money to spend… When one gets it, they 
also want to have it too! The new offerings always gain popularity so quickly. And so 
what that is being popular becomes what they perceive a necessity to be bought for 
themselves too.  
 
! How do the innovators get to know the new ideas/concepts available in the real 
estate market? From which sources? Impersonal/personal sources? How do 
consumers perceive these informational sources? How do these sources affect 
their perceptions, attitudes and behaviors? And if they spread the news and share 
information with the others?  
Answer: When the customers learn of the availability of new products, they would 
talk about it so much that the news spread extremely fast. Thai people are the best 
news reporters above all I would say! They can’t keep quiet, when they know 
something, they have to talk about it, tell the others about it… 
 
Interviews questions based on research question 5 / theme 5 (Thai culture is low in 
ethnocentrism and favors FCCP) 
 
! Are the Thai or English languages being used in branding and advertising produce 
any difference effects on how consumers perceive the real estate project? Which 
 
type of languages communication and positioning are more effective to be applied 
in Thai real estate market? Why?   
Answer: Through using other languages would result the offering to look more 
special. As long as we don’t use the Thai brand name… the offerings gain specialty 
automatically.  
 
! How do foreign language in branding and marketing communications, foreign 
housing style and architecture with FCCP contribute to the consumption of Thai 
real estate market?  
Answer: It works best! That’s it! Thai people always fancy foreign positioning, 
foreign brand names, communications that communicate international standard and 
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Interviews questions based on research question 1 / theme 1 (A shift towards 
individualism) 
 
! Please describe the pattern of Thai real estate consumption… (if the pattern shift 
towards more of an overt conspicuous consumption? Any changes from earlier 
time up till now?) 
Answer: They have developed preferences towards more of luxury living. The 
standard of living goes up and so the real estate consumption pattern shifts its 
standard.  
 
! Do consumers concern more on vehicles and housing consumption nowadays? (if 
these properties represent anything to them at all? How?) 
Answer: They do concern of course they do. These things are their faces. They show 
who they are and what they want the others to see of them.    
 
! Apart from acquiring housing as living places, what are others motives or reasons 
for buying? As when consumers already have adequate housing, why do they 
acquire more than necessary? 
Answer: They might want to have different style of housing… As nowadays the real 
estate developers offer more and more new offerings. Then the customers may 
acquire more houses, perhaps in the different area of the town where the purpose of 
living can be different. For instance, the house in the heart of city for weekdays… the 
bigger house in the suburb for weekend and so on… 
 
 
! How important do you think the real estate developers have to present consumers 
with unique selling point (USP) in order to induce consumers for purchases? 
(How the USP mean to them? How important is it to consumers in associating 
themselves with USP nowadays?) 
Answer: House is an absolutely expensive product. Then acquiring one, it must have 
something special enough of value they pay.  
 
Interviews questions based on research question 2 / theme 2 (Tight culture – high 
conformity) 
 
! Apart from general direct advertisement the real estate developers use to advertise 
their project, how well do word of mouth do compare to the prior method?  
Answer: WOM is really important, it helps build the strong brand image of the village 
and generate customers’ brand loyalty to the Real Estate Company.  
 
! How does the word of mouth contribute to the project? Do they play role on 
consumers’ decision process? WOM results in purchases?  
Answer: When customers go around and tell about the company, it helps increase the 
business creditability and results in more sales. The weight of customers’ words is 
heavier than the company direct advertisements.  
 
! Do consumers engage in purchases given that they follow referent others? 
Answer:   Yes, it happens a lot that some of our customers recommend us and bring in 
the next customers who come and purchase.  
 
 
Interviews questions based on research question 3 / theme 3 (High on both 
individualism and collectivism) 
 
! Which type of advertisement do consumers prefer nowadays?  
Answer: Long before, Thai people live in the big family… but nowadays the family 
size is decreasing so the old strategy used in advertisements full of happy family 
image is no longer in use. The image projects more of compact life, small family or 
individual living.  
 
! How do the real estate developers use brand image and positioning to create a 
particular perception on consumers’ perceptual mind nowadays? How do these 
help to fulfill consumers’ needs? What kind of needs consumers are looking 
forwards to fulfill though real estate consumption nowadays?  
Answer: People are more individualized, the new generation is looking for a 
convenient and high standard living, the housing project that can offer them with 
luxury living.  
 
! How do consumers feel about themselves through mentioned consumption? 
Answer: They feel they are fashionable, they are new generations who are smart and 
intelligent. They are someone who picks what is best for their own living.  
 
! And how do you think these consumers feel about the ways the others see them 
participating in real estate conspicuous consumption?  
Answer: They are city people. They live a smart life.  
 
 
Interviews questions based on research question 4 / theme 4 (being innovators though 
susceptible to others and pay ATSCI) 
 
! How do middle affluent and upper class consumers react to new real estate 
product ideas?  
Answer: Normally when the new ideas in housing are introduced. The attentions are 
easily gained from customers.   
 
! How do the middle affluent and upper class consumers perceive the necessity to 
having new real estate conspicuous products?  
Answer: If they have money and they want it, they would buy it (if they want to).  
 
! How do the innovators get to know the new ideas/concepts available in the real 
estate market? From which sources? Impersonal/personal sources? How do 
consumers perceive these informational sources? How do these sources affect 
their perceptions, attitudes and behaviors? And if they spread the news and share 
information with the others?  
Answer: Customers might know the new offerings from general advertisements or 
from friends. And people talk a lot any way, they can pass on anything they know to 






Interviews questions based on research question 5 / theme 5 (Thai culture is low in 
ethnocentrism and favors FCCP) 
 
! Are the Thai or English languages being used in branding and advertising produce 
any different effects on how consumers perceive the real estate project? Which 
type of languages communication and positioning are more effective to be applied 
in Thai real estate market? Why?   
Answer: Yes, the different languages used effect differently. English wordings 
upgrade whatever things are branded. It makes the offerings sound more luxury and 
of high class.  
 
! How do foreign language in branding and marketing communications, foreign 
housing style and architecture with FCCP contribute to the consumption of Thai 
real estate market?  
Answer: They all do contribute to the Thai real estate market. The villages’ names are 
in English and also the architecture always has a foreign design in it, at least in some 
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Interviewee has traveled aboard before for: Vacations aboard and Traveling aboard 
on Business purpose  
 
Estimated spending on interviewee’s home construction and furnishing: 30 Million 





Interview questions based on research question 1 / theme 1 (A shift towards 
individualism) 
 
! For the first time you had come to visit this village (the village respondents 
acquired), what is your first impression or attitudes formed towards this village? 
And as living here, how do you think this place say about you?  
Answer: I feel really impressed. This village is just so elegant! The Roman style is 
what I always wanted… From the front entrance of the village, the big Roman Pillars 
gates entrance… I could say that this village does really suggest me that it would be a 
life of luxury living here. This ‘Chi Cha Roman Village’ represents the dwelling of 
high class indeed.  
 
! Apart from this house you are living in, are there any other houses you have 
acquired? How many? Where? Why?  
Answer: Yes… 4 more houses all in Bangkok. I like them and I think they are nice, so 
I just accumulated them as my assets. I also have a plan to give them to my children 
as a wedding present when they get married.  
 
! Do you think if the place where you live is important in representing about 
yourself? What do you think other people think about you living in this village?  
Answer: Yes, as it is a high class village… Who can come to acquire this place and 
live here are all rich, successful people… And for what other people would think 
about us? …We are rich! We live in a high social class environment, aren’t we?  
 
 
! How important it is to you for the village to offer uniqueness in some way in 
order to become a place where you would live in? 
Answer: I would only live in the place that is highly exclusive. I do the business, I do 
socialize, I have lots of associates and friends and I need my house, the place where I 
can proudly present to others as when I invite my guest to come… They must see 
what I have is extraordinary. The house represents owner’s face, isn’t it true?  My 
house must be undoubtedly luxury and of class!  
 
Interview questions based on research question 2 / theme 2 (Tight culture – high 
conformity) 
 
! How did you get to know this village?  
Answer: From my associates and friends…  
 
! Do you have any relatives or friends living in this village before you have moved 
in? Did they recommend you to come and live in here? How do the personal 
sources play role in your decision? Have you yourselves ever recommended any 
others to come to live here?  
Answer: Yes… We have friends and relatives living here… Their persuasion play 
great role on our decisions to live in this village. They recommended us and 
persuaded us to come and live close to them and I’m quite sure it must be a pleasure 
of living in this superb environment. I also did recommend one of my relatives to 
come to this village also, and finally she decided to come and live here as well.  
 
 
! Concerning the village environment, is it important to you in deciding whether to 
live in any particular neighborhood surrounding?  
Answer: Yes yes yes… Very much indeed… We know that this village is full of 
business people, such as the owner of Squid brand – fish sauce… They export their 
product to every part of the world… one of the board of Thai Farmer Bank also live 
here… the owner of major construction company… the owner of famous hotel chains 
in Thailand and many more… And it is always the best when someone we know live 
here, and so we live here too… and from there, the business connections can be 
further extended like a spider web. For now I would say, we know everyone in this 
village and we always participate in the village’s activities and events together like a 
big family.  
 
Interview questions based on research question 3 / theme 3 (High on both 
individualism and collectivism) Remarks: the respondents’ answers towards all 
interview questions developed earlier in research questions 1 and 2 could also be used 
in understanding research question/theme 3 
 
! Concerning advertising of villages advertised by the real estate developers, which 
do you prefer between the reflections of family and warmth, or, the images 
projecting that of city living/ luxurious living/ class? Or combination of both? Or 
any others? Please suggest? 
Answer: I would like to see the family living in a nice and luxury environment… The 
housing style… the village’s environment… the village’s sport club and other 
elements of this village are all presented magnificently.  
  
 
Interview questions based on research question 4 / theme 4 (being innovators though 
susceptible to others and pay ATSCI) 
 
! When there is a new offering in the market, how do you think about the new 
offering? (Are you interested in? Would you like to acquire them?) 
Answer: That’s interesting! If I like it, why would I not acquire it? It will be just great 
if the Real Estate Company can come up with more and more new ideas, I would like 
to see and consider them.  
 
! How do you get to know the new offerings? (impersonal / personal sources?) 
How do these sources contribute to your decision? 
Answer: Aging people like me do not pay so much attention on general 
advertisements anymore… There are just too much advertisements every where and I 
feel sick of them… But I do listen to my associates, family and friends… I believe 
what they speak of must be interesting and good enough. So I would rather buy what 
they suggest me than listening to advertisements from someone whom I know not.  
 
! How do the referent others effect your decision in acquiring new real estate 
conspicuous products if there is any?  
Answer: Yes… From the beginning I have come to live in this luxury village because 
many of my business associates live here… We were having good relationship in our 
business and so we expect to develop a closer relationship in our life whereas our 
children can get to know each others and be friends. When they invited me to come 
here and as I say yes and bought this place, it just like a goodwill showing to them I 
 
would want to be part of their neighborhoods and develop a closer and a more 
friendly relationship with them too.  
 
! And when you get to know the new offerings, would you pass on the information 
or recommend others to acquire the new offering also?  
Answer: Yes.. The new offerings are always interesting, and it will be great to share 
something new with my associates and friends. And if we are all get interested in the 
same thing, it will be good if more of us buy it… so we have friends to share the 
experience of new offerings together.  
 
Research Question 5 / Theme 5 (Thai culture is low in ethnocentrism and favors 
FCCP) 
 
! What languages do you prefer to be the name of your villages, foreign or Thai? 
Why? How do the languages used in advertisements or marketing 
communications play part in your perception? So what is your preference and 
why? 
Answer: I prefer foreign language to be used as village’s name. It sounds nicer in my 
opinion, it looks more elegant.  
 
! Apart from the languages used in branding and communication, what do you 
think about foreign housing architecture? Which style of housing do you prefer 
between foreign and traditional? Why?  
 
Answer: We love foreign housing architecture especially Roman Style. It looks 
classy, luxury, magnificent and glorious. The Roman Empire is that most delightful 
















































Date of the interview : 26 July 2006 
 
Place of the interview : Interviewee’s home 
 
Duration of the interview : 30 minutes 
 





Interviewee identifier: Mr. Pawit Pingwatana 
 
Age: 35  
 
Gender: Male  
 
Marital status: Married 
 
Family size: 4 members 
 
Educational information: Primary school, High school and Bachelor Degree 
competed in The United States of America and MBA Sasin International 
Program Chulalongkorn University of Thailand 
 
Professional field: Sport Club and Golfing Club businesses   
 
Professional position: Vice President   
 
Residential area: Bangna-Trad Village: Windmill 
 
Number of children: 2 children (1 and a half year old and 5 months babies)  
 
Educational information of interviewee’s children: - 
 
Interviewee has traveled aboard before for: Vacations aboard, Study aboard, 
Working aboard and Traveling aboard on Business purpose 
 
Estimated spending on interviewee’s home construction and furnishing: 70 Million 
Baht / approximately 1,000,000 Pounds (70 baht is approximately equal to 1 pound 




Interview questions based on research question 1 / theme 1 (A shift towards 
individualism) 
 
! For the first time you had come to visit this village (the village respondents 
acquired), what is your first impression or attitudes formed towards this village? 
And as living here, how do you think this place say about you?  
Answer: Windmill is not in the heart of the city… However it is in what I would call a 
high class residential zone. It is quiet and peaceful. The village has a nice living 
environment and full of good neighborhoods that they are socially respectable people.  
 
! Apart from this house you are living in, are there any other houses you have 
acquired? How many? Where? Why?  
Answer: A lot more… We have one in Grand Canal… One in The British Town – 
Thong Lor… and many more in and out of Bangkok… So we can have different type 
of living atmospheres… for weekday… for weekend… And mostly I bought them 
because I like that these housings are of new and different ideas… The new styles are 
not the same to what I used to have.  
 
! Do you think if the place where you live is important in representing about 
yourself? What do you think other people think about you living in this village?  
Answer: Certainly, house reflects the owner’s identity. And for Windmill… as 
everybody knows… it is the most luxurious village in the country where most of the 
famous people live in. People who live here are mostly well known people from 
various expertise, they are socially recognizable… they are affluent, and occupy high 
social status. The CP family and other big and famous families also live here as well!    
 
! How important it is to you for the village to offer uniqueness in some way in 
order to become a place where you would live in? 
Answer: Uniqueness is necessary. I wouldn’t buy something that is not exclusive. As 
I mentioned, the things we own do reflect our identity… Therefore, it has to be 
something that is really special. My house must be splendid in the way that it tells the 
others all aspects about my life achievements.   
 
Interview questions based on research question 2 / theme 2 (Tight culture – high 
conformity) 
 
! How did you get to know this village?  
Answer: My father lives in this village… And when I get married I just move to the 
new house however my new house is in the same village as my father, he wanted us 
to live close to the family and to our current ingroup…. 
 
! Do you have any relatives or friends living in this village before you have moved 
in? Did they recommend you to come and live in here? How do the personal 
sources play role in your decision? Have you yourselves ever recommended any 
others to come to live here?  
Answer: Yes… I know a lot of people who live here… We are in the same society… 
They are sometimes business associates, friends at school or friend’s friends… It 
seems to me that everyone is so happy living here and we have always talked a lot 
about Windmill and recommend more of others to come join with us… We have built 
a close and firm relationship among neighborhoods so far. 
 
 
! Concerning the village environment, is it important to you in deciding whether to 
live in any particular neighborhood surrounding?  
Answer: Extremely important! Windmill is the best place! It has the best environment 
of the same class neighborhoods. I want to live in the place that is full of those 
comparable to me and my family.    
 
Interview questions based on research question 3 / theme 3 (High on both 
individualism and collectivism) Remarks: the respondents’ answers towards all 
interview questions developed earlier in research questions 1 and 2 could also be used 
in understanding research question/theme 3 
 
! Concerning advertising of villages advertised by the real estate developers, which 
do you prefer between the reflections of family and warmth, or, the images 
projecting that of city living/ luxurious living/ class? Or combination of both? Or 
any others? Please suggest? 
Answer: I would like to see the mixture of both… It would be nice seeing a warm 
family in luxury living styles.  
 
Interview questions based on research question 4 / theme 4 (being innovators though 
susceptible to others and pay ATSCI) 
 
! When there is a new offering in the market, how do you think about the new 
offering? (Are you interested in? Would you like to acquire them?)  
Answer: They are quite interesting that nowadays the Real Estate Company comes up 
with so much more new ideas. The offerings are now more interesting than before 
 
indeed. However, if I would acquire it or not also depends highly on who are going to 
be my neighborhoods… but I believe the high class premium village is priced highly 
that it screens those who come to be part of luxury living here anyway… 
  
! How do you get to know the new offerings? (impersonal / personal sources?) 
How do these sources contribute to your decision? 
Answer: I saw lots of billboards while I was driving on the express way… and if the 
ideas are really differentiated, it normally becomes a new issue we talk about in our 
group of friends.  
 
! How do the referent others effect your decision in acquiring new real estate 
conspicuous products, if there is any?  
Answer: Just as I have said that if… some one whom I know also have acquired the 
new luxury real estate products and recommend it to me, I would have wanted to have 
something that match myself to be closer to them too.. 
 
! And when you get to know the new offerings, would you pass on the information 
or recommend others to acquire the new offering also?  
Answer: Yes, we often talk about things that are interesting and new to the markets. 






Research Question 5 / Theme 5 (Thai culture is low in ethnocentrism and favors 
FCCP) 
 
! What languages do you prefer to be the name of your villages, foreign or Thai? 
Why? How do the languages used in advertisements or marketing 
communications play part in your perception? So what is your preference and 
why? 
Answer: I prefer the use of international language. The village name must be of class 
and have an international sounding. The language can convey high class and quality 
irrationally but they do.  
 
! Apart from the languages used in branding and communication, what do you 
think about foreign housing architecture? Which style of housing do you prefer 
between foreign and traditional? Why?  
Answer: I prefer foreign housing design especially American housing style. Perhaps, 
I’ve spent so much of my life time living in the States and so I would really like 
housing to be more international in look, in design and in all communication it 
communicates about itself. For instance, the materials must be of the best… the 
















Date of the interview : 28 July 2006 
 
Place of the interview : Interviewee’s home 
 
Duration of the interview : 25 minutes 
 





Interviewee identifier: Mrs. Sununta Yawong  
 
Age: 54  
 
Gender: Female  
 
Marital status: Married 
 
Family size: 4 members 
 
Educational information: College 
 
Professional field: Commercial – Import and Export 
 
Professional position: Managing Director  
 
Working in this profession for: 25 years  
 
Residential area: Bangna-Trad Village: Lake Side Villa 
 
Number of children: 2 children  
 
Educational information of interviewee’s children: Elder son completed Master 
Degree in Business Management from Australia, the second daughter is 
currently studying her Bachelor Degree in Chulalongkorn University of 
Thailand 
 
Interviewee has traveled aboard before for: Vacations aboard and Traveling aboard 
on Business purpose  
 
Estimated spending on interviewee’s home construction and furnishing: 40 Million 





Interview questions based on research question 1 / theme 1 (A shift towards 
individualism) 
 
! For the first time you had come to visit this village (the village respondents 
acquired), what is your first impression or attitudes formed towards this village? 
And as living here, how do you think this place say about you?  
Answer: I feel delighted since I saw the front entrance. Almost dozen of enormous 
Roman Pillars really say this place is an Empire. It is like a dwelling of high class and 
the place of luxury living. It looks really nice and beautiful. It can tell the life of 
luxury.   
 
! Apart from this house you are living in, are there any other houses you have 
acquired? How many? Where? Why?  
Answer: Few more houses in the other premium villages, Chi Cha Country Club and 
Windmill for instance… They are valuable real assets that I believe I should have 
accumulated for myself and my children.  
 
! Do you think if the place where you live is important in representing about 
yourself? What do you think other people think about you living in this village?  
Answer: Yes. Life here must be splendid. 
 
! How important it is to you for the village to offer uniqueness in some way in 
order to become a place where you would live in? 
Answer: For example, this village is wonderful that is what I like about it.  
 
 
Interview questions based on research question 2 / theme 2 (Tight culture – high 
conformity) 
 
! How did you get to know this village?  
Answer: From my cousin who lives in this village.  
  
! Do you have any relatives or friends living in this village before you have moved 
in? Did they recommend you to come and live in here? How do the personal 
sources play role in your decision? Have you yourselves ever recommended any 
others to come to live here?   
Answer: Yes, my cousin lives here and was the one who brought me here. On the day 
I came to see this village, I also had invited my sister in law to come with me. And 
when both of us saw this place… plus the extra encouragement from my cousin who 
was currently living here as well, had leaded us to decide so quickly to be part of this 
lovely, luxurious Lake Side village too. Actually I did pay a deposit on another 
village already, but I just changed my mind and decided my house must rather be in 
this Lake Side Villa… 
 
! Concerning the village environment, is it important to you in deciding whether to 
live in any particular neighborhood surrounding?  
Answer: Yes yes it is really important… Most of the people living here know one 
another, and they are people of high social status… This village has already sorted the 
people who would live in here by its own high price. So when I have come to live 
here, the more people get connected, the better connections! And I must say my 
neighbors are real good! They have class and that they are nice and lovely people.  
 
Interview questions based on research question 3 / theme 3 (High on both 
individualism and collectivism) Remarks: the respondents’ answers towards all 
interview questions developed earlier in research questions 1 and 2 could also be used 
in understanding research question/theme 3 
 
! Concerning advertising of villages advertised by the real estate developers, which 
do you prefer between the reflections of family and warmth, or, the images 
projecting that of city living/ luxurious living/ class? Or combination of both? Or 
any others? Please suggest? 
Answer: It will be lovely if I could see the image of warm and happy family in nice 
living environment. Apart from the house being presented really beautiful and 
glorious, there should be a family spending luxury happy life in there also.  
 
Interview questions based on research question 4 / theme 4 (being innovators though 
susceptible to others and pay ATSCI) 
 
! When there is a new offering in the market, how do you think about the new 
offering? (Are you interested in? Would you like to acquire them?)  
Answer: We really love magnificent houses. We would like to have them. We are 
always interested in whatever the new offerings come into the real estate market and 
consider in having them. 
 
! How do you get to know the new offerings? (impersonal / personal sources?) 
How do these sources contribute to your decision? 
 
Answer: I hear most of news from my friends… We always chat about all the things 
and we help each other a lot in the decision.  
 
! How do the referent others effect your decision in acquiring new real estate 
conspicuous products, if there is any?  
Answer: Yes, as I always invite my friends to go around and shopping together. We 
mostly analyze and figure things out together… and especially in housing, we would 
love to have them agreed upon our decisions and come to live in the same place we 
live too.  
 
! And when you get to know the new offerings, would you pass on the information 
or recommend others to acquire the new offering also?  
Answer: Certainly, we always tell our friends about the good things. We do 
recommend each others the best things always.  
 
Research Question 5 / Theme 5 (Thai culture is low in ethnocentrism and favors 
FCCP) 
 
! What languages do you prefer to be the name of your villages, foreign or Thai? 
Why? How do the languages used in advertisements or marketing 
communications play part in your perception? So what is your preference and 
why? 
Answer: Ummm… I have no preference… 
 
 
! Apart from the languages used in branding and communication, what do you 
think about foreign housing architecture? Which style of housing do you prefer 
between foreign and traditional? Why?  
Answer: Oh! I wouldn’t want to live in traditional Thai housing style that is made of 
woods… I think it looks a bit scary and dark in color… I don’t see any villages that 






































Date of the interview : 28 July 2006 
 
Place of the interview : Interviewee’s home 
 
Duration of the interview : 35 minutes 
 





Interviewee identifier: Mrs. Juntima Ruttanawimol  
 
Age: 49  
 
Gender: Female  
 
Marital status: Married 
 
Family size: 4 members 
 
Educational information: Graduated from Law School  
 
Professional field: Early retire 
 
Professional position: Housewife  
 
Working in this profession for: -  
 
Residential area: Heart of Bangkok   
Village: The British Mansion in Thong Lor (Sukhumvit 55) 
 
Number of children: 2 children  
 
Educational information of interviewee’s children:  
First Child: Graduated from Law School, USA 
Second Child: Studying in School of Engineering, UK 
 
Interviewee has traveled aboard before for: Vacations  
 
Estimated spending on interviewee’s home construction and furnishing: 25 Million 





Interview questions based on research question 1 / theme 1 (A shift towards 
individualism) 
 
! For the first time you had come to visit this village (the village respondents 
acquired), what is your first impression or attitudes formed towards this village? 
And as living here, how do you think this place say about you?  
Answer: It’s nice! It looks just like the Mansion I’ve seen before in London… I like 
how it looks very much. And it is the first village ever in Thailand that offers this 
housing style I have once seen before when I went to England on my vacations. 
 
! Apart from this house you are living in, are there any other houses you have 
acquired? How many? Where? Why?  
Answer: I lived in a detached house on Sukhumvit Road before. The living space is 
actually bigger than this Mansion, however as my children get married and departed 
from the family… It is quite nice to move in and live here. I don’t want to feel lonely 
in my old big house.  
 
! Do you think if the place where you live is important in representing about 
yourself? What do you think other people think about you living in this village?  
Answer: As I live here, it is in the heart of the city… The mansion is not big but cost 
more than 15 million and as you know… when this British Mansion idea was 
introduced, it hit the market real hard… the British Mansion is so well known and 
become so famous and eventually became talk of the town among Thai society. The 
British Mansion certainly becomes my pride. And I think the others must have 
 
thought the same way I do that this very British mansion is magnificent, stylish and it 
is a dwelling of high class.  
 
! How important it is to you for the village to offer uniqueness in some way in 
order to become a place where you would live in? 
Answer: Certainly important! The British Mansion is so unique that you would never 
see the house like this ever before in Thailand!  
 
Interview questions based on research question 2 / theme 2 (Tight culture – high 
conformity) 
 
! How did you get to know this village?  
Answer:  From my husband’s associate who is one of the business partner of The 
British Mansion (AP properties group).  
 
! Do you have any relatives or friends living in this village before you have moved 
in? Did they recommend you to come and live in here? How do the personal 
sources play role in your decision? Have you yourselves ever recommended any 
others to come to live here?  
Answer: This project was sold out in a couple of days after the introduction to the 
market. I and my friends have to be in such hurry to settle down the down payments 
with the Real Estate Company, AP properties. On the second day of grand opening I 
remember. As my husband’s associate recommended us this place, me and many 
more of my friends have agreed that The British Mansion is truly a nice and luxury 
village that is worthy for acquiring.   
 
! Concerning the village environment, is it important to you in deciding whether to 
live in any particular neighborhood surrounding?  
Answer: The British Mansion is located in Thong Lor (Sukhumvit 55) which is the 
high class residential zone. The environment here is superb and is full of the high 
class people. They are my lovely neighborhoods… 
 
Interview questions based on research question 3 / theme 3 (High on both 
individualism and collectivism) Remarks: the respondents’ answers towards all 
interview questions developed earlier in research questions 1 and 2 could also be used 
in understanding research question/theme 3 
 
! Concerning advertising of villages advertised by the real estate developers, which 
do you prefer between the reflections of family and warmth, or, the images 
projecting that of city living/ luxurious living/ class? Or combination of both? Or 
any others? Please suggest? 
Answer: In order to grasp my attention, the advertisements must communicate that 
the village is an extremely luxury place. It must be an extraordinary place that is 
precious enough for me to live in. It must suggest not only to myself of this very 
meaning… but also to the other people who see the advertisements of The British 
Mansion. The public should have come to know how magnificent The British 





Interview questions based on research question 4 / theme 4 (being innovators though 
susceptible to others and pay ATSCI) 
 
! When there is a new offering in the market, how do you think about the new 
offering? (Are you interested in? Would you like to acquire them? ) 
Answer: Good! The newer the better! However, the British Mansion is one of the 
newest housing concepts in Thailand, isn’t it? If there are more, I must have to go and 
have a look! Especially if my friends come and tell me they have seen one, I should 
have seen one too! I need to be updated you know!  
 
! How do you get to know the new offerings? (impersonal / personal sources?) 
How do these sources contribute to your decision? 
Answer: I always update my knowledge with my friends… We talk everyday and see 
each other almost every other days for shopping too. We normally discuss a lot about 
what is new… what is in and what is out…  
 
! How do the referent others effect your decision in acquiring new real estate 
conspicuous products, if there is any?  
Answer: We engage in a joint critical analysis you know (laughing…). Especially for 
the product that is classy, expensive and high class… we always criticize about it a 
lot, and if it passes our standard, we do normally acquire them together.   
 
! And when you get to know the new offerings, would you pass on the information 
or recommend others to acquire the new offering also?  
 
Answer: As I think something is great, I have to tell the others how great it is that I 
have tried it before… And most of the time I see my friends believe in my taste and 
follow my recommendations.  
 
Research Question 5 / Theme 5 (Thai culture is low in ethnocentrism and favors 
FCCP) 
 
! What languages do you prefer to be the name of your villages, foreign or Thai? 
Why? How do the languages used in advertisements or marketing 
communications play part in your perception? So what is your preference and 
why? 
Answer: Foreign soundings of course… You see, the British Mansion sounds so 
beautiful and outstanding. It is easily to be recognized, it suggests class and quality.  
 
! Apart from the languages used in branding and communication, what do you 
think about foreign housing architecture? Which style of housing do you prefer 
between foreign and traditional? Why?  
Answer: That would be just lovely! I always fascinated to see the foreign designs 
appear in Thailand… It seems so nice when I look around and see different type of 
splendid architectures from Europe like French… Spanish… Italian… 
Mediterranean… Greece… and if they are many more introduced I will be so 










Date of the interview : 29 July 2006 
 
Place of the interview : Interviewee’s home 
 
Duration of the interview : 33 minutes 
 





Interviewee identifier: Dr. Suthipun Pringsulaka 
 
Age: 55  
 
Gender: Male  
 
Marital status: Married 
 
Family size: 5 members 
 
Educational information: Bmedscience and specialist in Dermatology  
 
Professional field: Doctor 
 
Professional position: The Owner of Skin Care Clinic  
 
Working in this profession for: 20 years  
 
Residential area: Central Bangkok  Village: Grand Monaco  
 
Number of children: 3 children  
 
Educational information of interviewee’s children:  
First child: Currently studying Medicine Degree in UK 
Second Child: Currently studying Medicine Degree in UK 
Third Child: Year 6 in British International School of Bangkok (BPS) 
 
Interviewee has traveled aboard before for: Vacations aboard and Traveling aboard 
on Business purpose  
 
Estimated spending on interviewee’s home construction and furnishing: 50 Million 





Interview questions based on research question 1 / theme 1 (A shift towards 
individualism) 
 
! For the first time you had come to visit this village (the village respondents 
acquired), what is your first impression or attitudes formed towards this village? 
And as living here, how do you think this place say about you?  
Answer: Grade Monaco presents me a real majestic image. The skyrocket entrance 
gate with enormous domes, and, the palace look of Grande Monaco Village Club 
surrounded with massive streaming landscape are so magnificent. It puts me into the 
feeling of being in France… that is really classic. I felt this should be the place I 
would be part of right in the very first place.  It says nothing but glory. I feel so 
content.   
 
! Apart from this house you are living in, are there any other houses you have 
acquired? How many? Where? Why?  
Answer: Prior to Grande Monaco, I have acquired 3 more houses in Bangkok and one 
detached house in London, UK. I travel a lot in my life, I always love to spend my 
vacations in many part of the world. For UK, I bought the house there because 2 of 
my daughters are currently studying in England. And so I would have a place to stay 
when I go and visit them which is quite often. I go to England every time I have spare 
times… like a couple of times per month.  
 
! Do you think if the place where you live is important in representing about 
yourself? What do you think other people think about you living in this village?  
 
Answer: Yes, Grande Monaco matches with the style of luxury living… It is the way 
I would like to spend my life after I have been working so hard for all of my life and 
that I have come so far to award myself with pleasure. For the others… they might 
think that we are so lucky to be able to achieve so much.  
 
! How important it is to you for the village to offer uniqueness in some way in 
order to become a place where you would live in? 
Answer: It must be unique. I have no intention for simple house. I would like to spend 
on something that is extraordinary that make me feel the great pleasure in living with 
my family. As I’m aging, I would like to spend more of my time with family, 
relatives, friends and associates who are often invited to my house, then I think it is 
quite necessary to have a nice and unique place where I could proudly present to my 
friends and enjoy our meeting together.  
 
Interview questions based on research question 2 / theme 2 (Tight culture – high 
conformity) 
 
! How did you get to know this village?  
Answer:  From my associate who is the business partner of Grande Monaco.  
 
! Do you have any relatives or friends living in this village before you have moved 
in? Did they recommend you to come and live in here? How do the personal 
sources play role in your decision? Have you yourselves ever recommended any 
others to come to live here?  
 
Answer: I do know some people who live here, though we are not so close but they 
are nice people. Having them as my neighbors would still be lovely. Initially, my 
associate who is the business partner of Grande Monaco, he was the one who 
introduced me Grande Monaco. However, as I know some people who live here, I 
gave them telephone calls and asked them about their opinion of Grande Monaco as 
well. They all said it has been such a pleasure living in this village. As for now, I 
would recommend you and your family to come and join us too!  
 
! Concerning the village environment, is it important to you in deciding whether to 
live in any particular neighborhood surrounding?  
Answer: Yes it is indeed important. Home, is a place that I could rest myself from the 
busy days… I would love to have a big house, a beautiful home that is surrounded 
with nice neighbors whom I can share my evening or dinner with.  
 
Interview questions based on research question 3 / theme 3 (High on both 
individualism and collectivism) Remarks: the respondents’ answers towards all 
interview questions developed earlier in research questions 1 and 2 could also be used 
in understanding research question/theme 3 
 
! Concerning advertising of villages advertised by the real estate developers, which 
do you prefer between the reflections of family and warmth, or, the images 
projecting that of city living/ luxurious living/ class? Or combination of both? Or 
any others? Please suggest? 
Answer: The advertisements should present how beautiful, magnificent, luxurious and 
high class the village is… How glorious and valuable it is worthy for someone who 
 
has come to achieve so much in life time would passionately decide on such village to 
be their dwellings. However, the house that is beautiful and magnificent will not be so 
beautiful without my wife and children. So it would be just lovely to see the picture 
of happy family living together in the advertisements also. 
 
Interview questions based on research question 4 / theme 4 (being innovators though 
susceptible to others and pay ATSCI) 
 
! When there is a new offering in the market, how do you think about the new 
offering? (Are you interested in? Would you like to acquire them?) 
Answer: Just tell me if there is! I would like to pay a visit to nice villages. The new 
ideas and offerings will be just great, that there are more choices I can buy and 
accumulate these real estate properties for my family.   
 
! How do you get to know the new offerings? (impersonal / personal sources?) 
How do these sources contribute to your decision? 
Answer: For Grande Monaco, I heard about it from my associate… I don’t pay much 
attention to the advertisements nowadays given that the company can advertise 
anything as the way they want to… I don’t know if that is really true. However the 
information from friends are different. It earns more creditability to me… What they 
tell me about, I believe it must be good enough that they would like to tell me about 
and the information shared with me are deemed trustable.  
 
! How do the referent others effect your decision in acquiring new real estate 
conspicuous products, if there is any?  
 
Answer: So far, I do pay respect to what others people say… Especially my wife and 
my children, I always wanted to know if they like it too. Also, if the others like it… 
there must be something good about it too, isn’t that correct?  
 
! And when you get to know the new offerings, would you pass on the information 
or recommend others to acquire the new offering also?  
Answer: When I see the new offerings are of high quality… when I see it as good 
enough for me and my family, I would recommend it to the others.  
 
Research Question 5 / Theme 5 (Thai culture is low in ethnocentrism and favors 
FCCP) 
 
! What languages do you prefer to be the name of your villages, foreign or Thai? 
Why? How do the languages used in advertisements or marketing 
communications play part in your perception? So what is your preference and 
why? 
Answer: Foreign names sound to be nicer for me. I always feel the language 
differences can be something of beauty. It suggests something that is unique and 
different. Something of class and quality…  
 
! Apart from the languages used in branding and communication, what do you 
think about foreign housing architecture? Which style of housing do you prefer 
between foreign and traditional? Why?  
Answer: I don’t dislike the traditional Thai housing style. But I think it is what we 
have seen too often already. I just want something that is different and nice. As I 
 
travel to many part of the world, I see that their architectures are so sophisticated and 
beautiful. I, myself therefore prefer the foreign designs that can put me into the 
feeling of being in foreign countries… The feeling like I’m on my vacations and feel 






























Transcript 15: Consumer Focus Group 
 
 
Date of the interview : 30 July 2006 
 
Place of the interview : Starbucks Coffee Thong Lor 
 
Duration of the interview : 1 hour and 15 minutes 
 





Interviewee identifier  
Interviewee 1: Mr. Panupong Rienkanogkul 
Interviewee 2: Mr. Kiattisak Sirimongkonkul 





Gender: Male, Male, Female  
 
Marital status: Single, Single, Single 
 




Interviewee 1: MBA Sasin International University, Thailand 
Interviewee 2: Master Degree in Brand Management, Australia 
Interviewee 3: M.S. in Human Nutrition/ Dietary Internship, Tufts University, 
USA 
 
Professional field and position 
Interviewee 1: Family Business: Printing Service Provider, Marketing Manager 
Interviewee 2: Family Business: Import Furnishings Materials, General Manager 








Interviewee 1: The British Mansion – Thong Lor  
(Sukhumvit 55, central Bangkok) 
Interviewee 2: Grande Monaco, The Boat and Country Club  
  (Bangna-Trad) 
Interviewee 3: Grand Canal – Don Muang  
(close to Don Muang airport) 
 
 
Interviewee has traveled aboard before for:  
Interviewee 1: Vacations aboard and Study aboard (Bachelor Degree in USA) 
Interviewee 2: Vacations aboard, Study aboard and Working aboard  
Interviewee 3: Vacations aboard, Study aboard and Working aboard  
 
 
Estimated spending on interviewee’s home construction and furnishing: (70 baht is 
approximately equal to 1 pound in year 2006) 
Interviewee 1: 30 Million Baht / approximately 428,000 Pounds 
Interviewee 2: 32 Million Baht / approximately 457,000 Pounds 















Interview questions based on research question 1 / theme 1 (A shift towards 
individualism) 
 
! For the first time you had come to visit this village (the village respondents 
acquired), what is your first impression or attitudes formed towards this village? 
And as living here, how do you think this place say about you?  
 
Interviewee 2: From the moment I drive through the imposing Chateau style entrance 
gates, I could see a grand classical pool and the Porte Cochere village club situated 
right at the front. This gives me a complete sense of entering to another world. There 
is a small touch of Riviera and authentic French style everywhere. I was truly 
impressed and can’t think of any other living place better than here. I could imagine 
spending my life in luxury here… I really did! I don’t think it’s only me who would 
see the Grande Monaco this way, everyone else must have agreed the same thing on 
my mind that it is truly magnificent and extraordinary… It is a life of luxury!   
 
Interviewee 1: It’s impressive! I have always liked The British Mansion in London 
when I went there to visit my friends. It presents a high class living and looks really 
classic in my opinion. Every time I wake up in the morning, and as I drive out from 
this village and look back to my house, I feel so proud of it… It’s almost making me 
feel like I’m back to London again. The British Mansion would suggest I am 
fashionable… like the Londoner you know…  
 
Interviewee 3: For the Grand Canal, I really like the idea that my house is surrounded 
with Canal… and I can see the Gondola is being tied to the private pier that is 
 
projected from my own house. The touch of Venice is just so lovely… For me, 
Venice is just so classic, it is sooo nice… It’s really romantic…  
 
! Apart from this house you are living in, are there any other houses you have 
acquired? How many? Where? Why?  
 
Interviewee 3: 3 other houses… one is next to Choa Pra Ya River, my dad loves this 
place, it is close to Pra-Jule pier and it is a lovely place to see the sunset, we normally 
stay there during the weekend. The other 2 houses are on the Sukhumvit Road, close 
to my dad’s company and they are good match for city life.  
 
Interviewee 2: I have another house in Chi Cha Country Club. I had lived there before 
I moved to Grande Monaco. Though it’s great pleasure living in Chi Cha where we 
have full of friends and close to our relatives, but it’s not so much different to move 
in here given that many of our friends also have acquired another houses in Grande 
Monaco too. We are still in touch.  
 
Interviewee 1: Yes, there are 2 more houses… one in Pattaya and another one in Chi 
Cha Country Club. For the Pattaya beach house, my family acquired it long time 
ago… 7 years ago I think… We love the sea and spend lots of our weekends there 
relaxing, enjoying see breeze. And for the one in Chi Cha, I lived there since I was a 
kid, however we have recently moved to The British Mansion that my 2 bigger 
brothers get married and moved out to their own house. Now I live with my parents, 
only 3 or us remain in the family.  
 
 
! Do you think if the place where you live is important in representing about 
yourself? What do you think other people think about you living in this village?  
 
Interviewee 2: Yes, I think where we live represent ourselves to the others. For 
Grande Monaco, I would say it portrays the life of luxury. And I think other people 
also see it as magnificent and extraordinary. Grande Monaco is a premium village and 
each house costs more than 15 million Baht. Others must of course be able to tell that 
people who live here are upper class and rich.  
 
Interviewee 1: Certainly it tells! The British mansion represents how fashionable I 
am… As you know it is the newest idea in the real estate market and The British 
Mansion here is the first place in Thailand! It does suggest the uniqueness, novelty, 
life of luxury and style. It is classy and others would probably have perceived me as 
Londoner.  
 
Interviewee 3: I would think the others, the public would see us as people of style and 
class, artistic and romantic living here in The Grand Canal.    
 
! How important it is to you for the village to offer uniqueness in some way in 
order to become a place where you would live in? 
 
Interviewee 1: Definitely important! The place I live have to be unique… See? The 
British Mansion is different to any offerings in Thailand, isn’t it? The price I paid for 
the uniqueness they are offering me is worthy.  
 
 
Interviewee 2: I agree with him (interviewee 1). We would like something new, 
different and unique. It is just too boring to have the same old simple housing designs 
we have seen a lot 10 years ago.  
 
Interviewee 3: Yes yes.. That is quite true… 10 years ago I’ve never seen so much 
varieties of new ideas and offerings like today before. It is better to have the new 
house that is extraordinary, unique… the one that has something out of ordinary like 
Grand Canal, the Gondola I have is really romantic! 
 
Interview questions based on research question 2 / theme 2 (Tight culture – high 
conformity) 
 
! How did you get to know this village?  
 
Interviewee 2: From my next door in Chi Cha village. She told me about acquiring 
another house in Grande Monaco. 
 
Interviewee 3: My father knows quite a lot of people in Real Estate business, I 
believed he knows this place from one of his friends.  
 
Interviewee 1: I drive pass Thong Lor (Sukhumvit 55) almost everyday. I had noticed 
they were constructing the village entrance gate. I really really wanted to know what 
they are constructing so I pulled down the car and asked one of the foreman. He told 
me they are constructing the British Mansion. I was shocked to here that, as the same 
time I was delighted.   
 
 
! Do you have any relatives or friends living in this village before you have moved 
in? Did they recommend you to come and live in here? How do the personal 
sources play role in your decision? Have you yourselves ever recommended any 
others to come to live here?  
 
Interviewee 3: None of those whom we know live here before us. However, one of 
the business partners of Grand Canal is my father’s close friend. He recommended us 
the Grand Canal, and as we saw the project… we liked it. Also, as the project is 
managed by my father’s friend, we have developed a trust towards Grand Canal.   
 
Interviewee 1: I found out about this place myself… However, I did tell a lot of 
people to come and see it. I just think it’s cool and interesting! The idea is new and 
it’s so stylish. My friends come to have a look at the British Mansion also. Some of 
them bought it and move in, and some bought it for investments.  
 
Interviewee 2: My Chi Cha Village neighbor also lives here. She recommended me 
this place and her encouragement and advertisements work really well on me 
(laughing). Given what she talked about it was so true, the feeling she felt when she 
first came to see the Grande Monaco was not far from what I felt the first time I paid 





! Concerning the village environment, is it important to you in deciding whether to 
live in any particular neighborhood surrounding?  
 
Interviewee 1: Yes. How the British Mansion is positioned and to what price it’s 
being sold, I believe, has helped screening those who would come to live here. They 
must be the same to me… belong to the same social class, well off… fashionable… 
and classy.   
 
Interviewee 2: No doubts for Grande Monaco, not only that someone I know have 
already moved in there… but also the rest of the neighbors must be socially 
respectable persons. The price of the house is the screening mechanism, that it 
becomes the village of upper class, those who have high purchasing power and are 
the same as us. It is nice to have people living in the same society who are capable of 
doing the same thing, those whom I can hang out with and engage in the same cool 
activities. In Grande Monaco, it is also a Boat and Country Club… I am looking for 
those neighbors who are interested in sailing as well.    
 
Interviewee 3: For me… I don’t really mind. I don’t spend most of my time living in 
the house in Thailand anyway. But being surrounded by the neighbors who are nice 
will be ideal.  
 
Interview questions based on research question 3 / theme 3 (High on both 
individualism and collectivism) Remarks: the respondents’ answers towards all 
interview questions developed earlier in research questions 1 and 2 could also be used 
in understanding research question/theme 3 
 
! Concerning advertising of villages advertised by the real estate developers, which 
do you prefer between the reflections of family and warmth, or, the images 
projecting that of city living/ luxurious living/ class? Or combination of both? Or 
any others? Please suggest? 
 
Interviewee 3: I would love to see more pictures on the housing style, the interior 
designs, the village’s environment and the unique point of the village.  
 
Interviewee 1: I also prefer the presentation of the village itself, especially the unique 
selling point of the village. The advertisements have to show off how it is different, 
how special it is to the other offerings in order to receive my attention. It has to be 
magnificent enough to portray the life that is full of luxury, the life that can only be 
experienced here.  
 
Interviewee 2: But I think the pictures without any images of family living in there at 
all would be so gloomy. At least… the images of family should be included in some 
part of the brochure somehow.  
 
Interview questions based on research question 4 / theme 4 (being innovators though 
susceptible to others and pay ATSCI) 
 
! When there is a new offering in the market, how do you think about the new 
offering? (Are you interested in? Would you like to acquire them?) 
 
 
Interviewee 1: Gorgeous! I’d love to see more new ideas… I eager to know what 
other new ideas the real estate developers can come up with and make an offer to the 
market.  
 
Interviewee 2: I agree. 
 
Interviewee 3: It is fascinating that nowadays the real estate developers come up with 
so much new ideas. I never thought that there will be The Grand Canal that imitates 
the landscape of the real Grand Canal in Venice before. The new ideas are lovely and 
I am looking forwards to see more. They are interesting.  
 
! How do you get to know the new offerings? (impersonal / personal sources?) 
How do these sources contribute to your decision? 
 
Interviewee 1: I mostly find out myself, as I always so eager to see more… 
 
Interviewee 3: I don’t stay much in Thailand… I mostly hear the news from my 
family and friends of what is new… what is in or out in Thailand. When I decide if I 
would acquire the new offerings or not, I would discuss a lot with my family and 
friends. And respect their opinion and trust in their judgments.  
 
Interviewee 2: Some time I find out about the new offerings before others, some other 
time my friends are the ones who tell me the news; nonetheless, we take turn in 
sharing information really… We normally discuss a lot about things and we share our 
opinion heavily especially on the new, hot and interesting issues.  
 
! How do the referent others effect your decision in acquiring new real estate 
conspicuous products if there is any?  
 
Interviewee 3: A lot… as it is costly, I have to make sure everyone is happy about it.  
 
Interviewee 2: We normally have a joint decision marking on the real estate 
properties. Others also play role on the decisions as well, for instance… as my family 
see that our neighbor also have moved here… and more of the other are coming to 
this village as well. We have thought that this place is indeed popular and worth 
having.  
 
Interviewee 1: Things that are fashionable always get a lot of attentions and 
popularity. You can see that most of the people sooner or later have at least the same 
popular thing. Somehow… it becomes something like necessity that smart people 
should have like an ipod you know… I always want to be the first one who have it, or 
at least among the first. So if sometime I learn of new offerings from referent 
others… I would make a decision pretty quickly to acquire one too.  
 
! And when you get to know the new offerings, would you pass on the information 
or recommend others to acquire the new offering also?  
 
Interviewee 1: Yes… I tell my friends about new thing I have acquired, I already have 
it mates! No wonder more of my friends know about the new offerings from me … 
and I soon see more people have what I already had! 
 
 
Interviewee 2: We often talk about things, the news about new offerings spread fast 
as usual.   
 
Interviewee 3: I am most of the time the one who receive the news from Thailand.  
 
Research Question 5 / Theme 5 (Thai culture is low in ethnocentrism and favors 
FCCP) 
 
! What languages do you prefer to be the name of your villages, foreign or Thai? 
Why? How do the languages used in advertisements or marketing 
communications play part in your perception? So what is your preference and 
why? 
 
Interviewee 1: The name has to be perfectly matched with how the village looks like. 
All Luxury villages should be named in foreign languages. It represents class, high 
quality and upper class standard of living.  
 
Interviewee 3: The soundings of foreign languages are beautiful. I think it sound 
much more lovely when I read the village name that is written in foreign language. 
French and Spanish pronunciations are charming. They suggest international looks 
and high standard of living.  
 
Interviewee 2: I agree with both of them.  
 
 
! Apart from the languages used in branding and communication, what do you 
think about foreign housing architecture? Which style of housing do you prefer 
between foreign and traditional? Why?  
 
Interviewee 2: I prefer the European style. It is certainly classic and luxurious.  
 
Interviewee 1: For me Thai style is too traditional. I would prefer something that is 
more fashionable. The housing designs and foreign architectures are fascinating and 
splendid. They look luxurious and elegant.  
 
Interviewee 3: I don’t see much Thai housing style these days… I don’t really know 
how it really looks like though… However, as I travel around in Europe… I was so 
impressed with their architectures and so I think their housing designs are charming 
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Research Associated Themes of Research Question 1 (A shift towards Individualism)
Interviewee 1. Ego-Bolstering needs 2. Self-enhancement 3. Individualistic and 4. Status Consumption
To enhance prestige Personal values of Masculine Society Intrinsic Value: Self-monitoring
Recognition power, success Ambition, achievement, External Value: Interpersonal Influence
Bayton, 1958 and achievement wealth, competition O'Cass and McEwen, 2004
Steenkamp et al 1999 pleasure and material success
Hofstede, 1980
1 The upper class looks for They engage in conspicuous They wish to communicate to Luxury housing represents
Managing the housing project that is housing consumption to themselves and others that  their face and status
Director magnificent, classy and express their power they are successful people and it suggests to the others
luxury to bolster and achievement
 their ego needs
2 Living in luxury village that Luxury housing to represent Vehicls and housing always act as Luxury housing to represent
Managing positioned premium would personal success tools to convey their wealth their own societal status
Director make them proud of as well as to the others
themselves as they are 
recognizable by others
3 Through conspicuous housing Marketing communication There are more demands of
Management consumption, customers feel and advertisements must luxurious living place
Committee it is something right and communicate customers'
proper for themselves life time achievement, success
and wealth
4 New generations bolster People are more materialistic
Management their ego by associating  and pay more attention to 
Committee themselves with the vehicles and housing 
 village's uniquness consumptions than before
Through conspicuous consumption
customers fulfill their needs of
personal achievement,
material success
Interviewee 5. Conspicuous Consumption 6. Material Accumulation 7. Snob Effects 8. Social Comparison to Aspiratonal Level
External Value: Characteristic of Willing to pay for  Acquire symbolic evidence to achieve an aspired-to 
Interpersonal Influence Individualistic Culture uniqueness to increase status by engage in 'material accumulation'
O'Cass and McEwen, 2004 Wong, 1997 attention drawn Stafford, 1966; Cocanougher and Bruce, 1971
Leibenstein, 1950
1 Preference towards Have many houses 
 luxury housing and living style to show off that they 
are not ordinary
2 Customers are more demanding More houses equal to All classes are willing to 
and want better offers bigger faces and spend more on housing
Everyone is looking for high achievements
luxury living especially
high ends consumers
3 Consumers show off more in
vehicles and housing 
as these consumptions represent 
their big pockets and affluence
4 Customers want the better and They buy more houses Customers acquire luxury housing 
more luxury housing than before the first, second, third, fourth to be perceived  as one of those who belong to 
and more… high social class in the society
Interviewee 9. Materialists 10. Affluent 11. Socioeconomic factors - 12. Upper class
Purposeively  engage in Hofstede, 1980 Modernity  with smaller size family
Conspicuous Consumption Triandis et al, 1990 Roth, 1995 Children become more
to arouse the envy of others idocentric
Belk, 1985 Triandis et al, 1988
Richin and Dawson, 1992
Wong, 1997
1 Higher standard of living Thailand is more developed 2 children, completed higher
education from USA
Higher purchasing power Upper class consumers might have
traveled to, lived in or studied in 
the foreign country before
2 Living better off in luxury High ends are affluent and New generations have better 3 children, 2 completed higher
village, others might envy become the innovators and higher educations education and 1 studying aboard
their wealth for new luxury housing
in Thai market
3 Thai people are richer Customers traveled aboard and 2 children, both studying
and have higher familiarised with foreign magazines in international school
purchasing power
4 Higher standard of living New generations have better
and higher educations 
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 2 ( Upper class Thai culture - Tight culture, High Conformity)
Interviewee 1. Belongingness, Socially 2. The act to conform as technique 3. ATSCI: Attention To Social 4. Normative Influence 
desirable & accpepted as part to gain acceptance used by Comparison Information Deutsch and Gerard, 1995
of a specific group individualists to get into and remain related to high conformity, Utilitarian influence: comply to avoid 
Newly-rich engage in in specific group by highly conform social anxiety of being punishment or to receive rewards
conspicuous consumption to the group norm to be perceived as unapproved by the others Bearden & Etzel, 1982
to be accpeted by traditional ingroup members Abe, Bagozzi and Value-expressive influence: improve
upper class as 'ingroup members' Triandis et al, 1988; Sadarangani, 1996; self image to create an impression
Engel, Kollat & Blackwell, 1968 Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 Bearden and Rose, 1990 of attachment to such referent group
Park and Lessig, 1977
1 Follow the traditional rich They acquire what the others They do not want to be left out When one upper class consumer 
to be accpeted and become part have already acquired too of the group so they pay acquire the property, the news spread
of an upper class in order to be perceived as the same attention to the others' bahavior fast and triggers the others to follow
as others, as the ingroups and conform 
Follow referent others to be attached
to as part of the upper group
2 They want to be part of a 
high societal class and 
become more socially desirable
3 Customers listen to their ingroup
persuasion, pressure also plays role
and the act to conform indicate
their regards towards the others and
results as goodwill in their relationship
due to respectful actions of conforming
(affect decision and result in purchase)
(Utilitarian influence)
4  They engage in purchases that
follow referent others because
their referent others perceive it
good and approve of such 
consumption 
Interviewee 5. Social visibility of product/brand 6. High interdependency and 7. Common identity of Interests 8. Perceived Conspicuousness
Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 High in interaction Conspicuous Consumption results of brand choices in luxury product
comparable to Bandwagon Effect Ingroup members are close from reference group interpersonal are consumed to advertise
Leibenstein, 1950 and they act to conform, the act of influence, typically convey image "social status" or signaling
The demands for good increase group characteristic to show that of group members as form of "aspirational reference group"
with the number of consumers  they belong to the same group common identity of interests they desire to belong to by 
seen buying/using it Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 O'Cass and McEwen, 2004 conforming with specific 
conspicuous consumption
Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999
1 When the high class consumers Ingroups members always see When one high class lady buys
see the others having it  what each others have acquired and 10 karat diamond ring, 
they would like to have it as well.  they conform to the same behavior it becomes the common
This is to show that, as the others High in interaction among identity of interests where
can acquire it, they can also ingroup members, they talk a lot and all the others soon would 
acquire it. the news spread fast, the actions acquire the same thing
put into effect after talks to the 
greatest extent in their society
2
3
4 As the others have it, they must As the new offerings become They engage in conspicuous
have ones too poplular and hit the market  housing consumption to 
To be up date and in trend communicate their 
with the group, customers high social status
acquire ones too
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 3 ( Thai upper class - High on Individualism ( I ) and Collectivism ( C ) )  
Interviewee 1. Perception of self 2. Self Improvement 3. National Culture ( I ) 4. National Culture ( C )
Private self, Public Self  An Upward Comparison Individualistic and Masculine Society: Power Distance: maintain and increase
and Collective Self that leads to competition ( I )  ambition, achievement, competition, power as source of satisfaction
Triandis, 1989 by comparing to having wealth and material success Collectivistic Society: to be
what others are having ( c ) Hofstede, 1980 socially desirable and accepted
and Self Enhancement Match to: Sensory brand image Hofstede, 1980
A downward comparison to those Novelty, variety seeking and Match to: Social brand image
who have less to protect and individual gratification to achieving group memberships
enhance their own self-esteem Roth, 1995 and affiliation Roth, 1995
Wood, 1989
1 They look at what the others upper Advertisements focus on the owners' As they are extremely socializeable people
class consumers have, and they material achievement it is exceedingly important to 
follow by engage in the same self accomplishments engage in real estate conspicuous
conspicuous consumption and self actualizations consumption to express their power,
(upward) to show that they are well off and
more socially desirable
2 Proud to be superior and better off Advertisements must be 
comparing to ordinary others classy and posh
(downward)
3 They feel they are special Advertisements focus more on luxury 
through conspicuous housing living through material success (luxury
consumption (private self) housing) since the customers 
The others think they are rich are looking forward to
and smart who could have housing that is materialistically
acquired high class housing elegant and beautiful
(Public self)
4 They think others see that Showing customers images of Also, the projection of some social images
they are well off than physical look of housing style of a warm family living environment 
another ordinary persons would establish clear image of the in advertisements can create some
when they engage in idea company is offering  emotional attachment
conspicuous housing Sense of class and elegance must
consumption (public self) be communicated to boost up the brand
itself to become a high class brand
Interviewee 5. Informative Influence 6. High public self-consciousness ( C ) 7. Development of 8. Rewards of "social status,
Symbolic Products ( I ) involve An increase in ATSCI, Group Characteristics ( C ) emotional security, information,
social and psychological risks increase in awareness of others Given that group members are willingness to spend time
results in interpersonal search ( C ) to form impression towards  similar (comparable), the group with the ingroups" from
ATSCI than impersonal or objective search their Conspicuous Consumption is attractive (to be part of), and complying to ingroup's norm
Woods, 1960; Jones & Gerard, 1967; "product choice and usage behavior" peer support for brand/product from being such 
Myers & Robertson, 1972; Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 (norm of behavior in ingroup members
Morchis, 1976; Westbrook & Fornell, 1979;  product and brand use) ( I ) and ( C )
 Bearden & Etzel, 1982; Midgley, 1983 Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 Triandis, 1989
1 They pay a lot of attention to what The ingroups engage in the 
their ingroups say especially in same conspicuous
product choice and behavior in  consumption  
conspicuous consumption
2
Recommendations from others pay significant
role in conspicuous housing consumption
3
4 WOM works better than any type of Customers want to be perceived  as
advertisement especially in the acquisition innovative and trendy through new
of high involvement product like housing, housing conspicuous consumption
that is really expensive and involving 
risks and sensitive issues
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 4 ( Innovativeness, Interpersonal Influence and ATSCI )  
Interviewee 1. Trickle round of Tastes 2. Concepts of Co-orientation 3. ATSCI and Public self-consciousness
Trigg, 2001 Consumers are similar in Bearden and Rose, 1990
The Two ways value orientations and high in and
 Interpersonal Influence co-orientation whereas the Susceptibility to group influence
Myers and Robertson, 1972; new products concepts can be Stafford, 1966
and Wood, 1989 diffused at the fastest rate increase in conspicuous or socially
Bring about the Highest rate Morchis, 1976 important products
of new product information diffusion
Goldsmith et al, 1998
1 Upper class consumers talk a lot They value the same things, what
among themselves about what is new are in and out are updated in
their talks 
2 News about new products spread fast Engage in new luxury housing consumption
in Thai societies. They do lots of makes them look better off than the others
talking and as the same time listening to 
new information
3 Especially highly differentiated By acquring new luxury housing, they can
new offerings receive more attentions and expect the others to see them as
the news spread real fast among the stylish, smart and elegant
socieities
4 News spread fast among ingroups
as they get excited and talk about it
results the new offerings to become
even more interesting in the market
Interviewee 4. Inherent Novelty Seeking 5. Social Validation
Desire of information from others Seeking social validation from  
who seek out new and different product many innovators who are using new products,
Hirschman, 1980 the visibility of many adoptions 
Clark and Goldsmith, 2006
as comparable to Bandwagon Effects of
Social Interdependence of individual demand function
Leibenstein, 1950
1 Upper class consumers looking at the other ingroups
and compare to the others' conspicuous possessions
2
3 People want to have something that 
the others also want
4 They enjoy the new offerings who seek 
to be innovative and trendy
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 5 ( Thai culture is low in ethnocentrism and preferably consumes FCCP conspicuous products )  
Interviewee 1. Foreign Branding Strategy 2. COO Effect 3. FCCP 4. Brand Equity
Brand names in foreign language Katobe and Helsen, 1998 Alden et al, 1999 Especially experiential products,
and pronunciation COO is stronger in luxury a name can make substantial
Leclerc et al, 1994 and publicly consumed products contributions to brand equity
and conspicuous consumption Aaker, 1991
Piron, 2000
1 Languages play a magical role For luxury housing, Customers get excited to the Foreign branding attaches the images
on consumers' perceptions here consumers are looking forwards offerings in FCCP as they have  of classy and luxury consumptions
to the best materials once seen the offerings before
Villages' names and advertisements Tiles from Italy… in foreign countries so they are
must at least contain some Matallic craft door from Spain…  delighted to see the market offerings
foreign languages  offer to them what they have wanted
2 Foreign brand names work well The new generations have better Branding and communications must
especially for higher end targets and higher education who prefer be upgraded and possess
something more international a more international look, equally 
Thai people always loved the perceived as a look of high class
 look of international and a look of luxury
3 International languages are Customers are delighted with 
popular among Thai people international housing concepts, 
They see it to be more of international housing styles
standard and a projection of luxury
International sounding brandname
appears to earn more credits
4 English wordings represent Foreign architecture housing design
standard, class and are favorable sell well in Thai market,
in customers' minds  also the offerings of something 
High class village apply English customers never had before 
brand name to elevate the image would help increase the 
projected to customer perceptual mind offerings attractiveness
Matrix Sheet
Research Associated Themes of Research Question 1 (A shift towards Individualism)
Interviewee 1. Ego-Bolstering needs 2. Self-enhancement 3. Individualistic and 4. Status Consumption
To enhance prestige Personal values of Masculine Society Intrinsic Value: Self-monitor
Recognition power, success Ambition, achievement, External Value: Interpersonal Inf
Bayton, 1958 and achievement wealth, competition O'Cass and McEwen, 200
Steenkamp et al 1999 pleasure and material success
Hofstede, 1980
5 The upper class looks for They engage in conspicuous Through conspicuous housing Luxury housing represents
Marketing the housing project that housing consumption to consumption the customers  their face and status
Executive represent their own self express their power feel self-actualized with and as the same time it als
and their prides and achievement the accumulation of these communicates their status t
materials success the others
6 House is the most obvious House is the most important Where people live indicate th
Marketing real asset that conveys property of all in one person's societal status and also,
Executive  about the owner, life time, that represents for instance; people who live
 represents their pride their whole life achievements the high class village will be per
and their ego as belonging to the high
societal class
Interviewee 5. Conspicuous Consumption 6. Material Accumulation 7. Snob Effects 8. Social Comparison to Aspiratonal Level
External Value: Characteristic of Willing to pay for  Acquire symbolic evidence to achieve an aspired-to 
Interpersonal Influence Individualistic Culture uniqueness to increase status by engage in 'material accumulation'
O'Cass and McEwen, 2004 Wong, 1997 attention drawn Stafford, 1966; Cocanougher and Bruce, 1971
Leibenstein, 1950
5 Preference towards Customers collect the houses Customers are willing to
 luxury housing and living style comparable to collecting  pay more on luxury housing
the gold given that to be more fashionable
their monetary value never fall
6 Customers engage in luxury High end customers are Customers acquires expensive, luxury housing
housing that they also willing to pay for something to achieve a status of VIP
want to show off their richness new, different and unique
that present luxury and 
stylish look in architecture
and interior decorations 
of their houses
Interviewee 9. Materialists 10. Affluent 11. Socioeconomic factors - 12. Upper class
Purposeively engage in Hofstede, 1980 Modernity  with smaller size family
Conspicuous Consumption Triandis et al, 1990 Roth, 1995 Children become more
to arouse the envy of others idocentric
Belk, 1985 Triandis et al, 1988
Richin and Dawson, 1992
Wong, 1997
5 Higher purchasing power Thailand is more developed 2 children, completed high
Thai people are more open school from international
and westernized school and is applying for
Thai people have better and international universities
higher educations
6 Thai people travel more
to the foreign countries,
and have better and more 
educations aboard
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 2 ( Upper class Thai culture - Tight culture, High Conformity)
Interviewee 1. Belongingness, Socially 2. The act to conform as technique 3. ATSCI: Attention To Social 4. Normative Influence 
desirable & accpepted as part to gain acceptance used by Comparison Information Deutsch and Gerard, 1995
of a specific group individualists to get into and remain related to high conformity, Utilitarian influence : comply to avoid 
Newly-rich engage in in specific group by highly conform social anxiety of being punishment or to receive rewards
conspicuous consumption to the group norm to be perceived as unapproved by the others Bearden & Etzel, 1982
to be accpeted by traditional ingroup members Abe, Bagozzi and Value-expressive influence : improve
upper class as 'ingroup members' Triandis et al, 1988; Sadarangani, 1996; self image to create an impression
Engel, Kollat & Blackwell, 1968 Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 Bearden and Rose, 1990 of attachment to such referent group
Park and Lessig, 1977
5 They acquire what the others The pressure is huge when they As one of the ingroup members of the
have already acquired too are asked to buy something by upper class invests in premium housing 
in order to be perceived as the same their ingroups upper class business, their friends will buy their 
as others, as the ingroups It is difficult to say no and offerings in order to please them and
They do not want to be perceived as loose face given that they look by so doing, it helps keep their 
incapable of having such thing better off when they say yes business connection healthy in turn
to everything as if they can  (to plant root a long term relationship)
buy anything
6 They want to be part of a The rich people always suggest They follow as they don't want As one of the ingroup members of the
high societal class and one another to buy the same things to feel they are left out upper class invests in premium housing 
become more socially desirable Most of the time, they follow the or that they are not part of business, their friends will buy their 
They follow the traditional rich suggestions the group offerings in order to please them and
to be accpeted and become part by so doing, it helps keep their 
of an upper class business connection healthy in turn
 (to plant root a long term relationship)
Example: CP group - Magnolias
Interviewee 5. Social visibility of product/brand 6. High interdependency and 7. Common identity of Interests 8. Perceived Conspicuousness
Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 High in interaction Conspicuous Consumption results of brand choices in luxury product
comparable to Bandwagon Effect Ingroup members are close from reference group interpersonal are consumed to advertise
Leibenstein, 1950 and they act to conform, the act of influence, typically convey image "social status" or signaling
The demands for good increase group characteristic to show that of group members as form of "aspirational reference group"
with the number of consumers  they belong to the same group common identity of interests they desire to belong to by 
seen buying/using it Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 O'Cass and McEwen, 2004 conforming with specific 
conspicuous consumption
Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999
5 As one customer has it… Customers are highly dependent The last year high class project on
the others follow… to each others in businesses. Sukhumvit Road, one third of 
Customers can't keep quiet, they They try to develop a good the units were sold through 
spread the news and tell the others and strong relationship that customer's recommendations.
Therefore, as the more people know would in turn result them in better (They all were friends)
about the offerings are being in trend  business connections consequently
and gained popularity among ingroups
their needs are triggered and they
would like to have what the others
already have acquired too
6 Customers are highly dependent High end targets want something
to each others in businesses. that is special, something that is
They try to develop a good extraordinary, something they
and strong relationship that deserve which is the best of the best
would in turn result them in better They have to consume these to 
 business connections consequently match themselves with high 
 social status
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 3 ( Thai upper class - High on Individualism ( I ) and Collectivism ( C ) )  
Interviewee 1. Perception of self 2. Self Improvement 3. National Culture ( I ) 4. National Culture ( C )
Private self, Public Self  An Upward Comparison Individualistic and Masculine Society: Power Distance: maintain and increase
and Collective Self that leads to competition ( I )  ambition, achievement, competition, power as source of satisfaction
Triandis, 1989 by comparing to having wealth and material success Collectivistic Society: to be
what others are having ( c ) Hofstede, 1980 socially desirable and accepted
and Self Enhancement Match to: Sensory brand image Hofstede, 1980
A downward comparison to those Novelty, variety seeking and Match to: Social brand image
who have less to protect and individual gratification to achieving group memberships
enhance their own self-esteem Roth, 1995 and affiliation Roth, 1995
Wood, 1989
5 They think they are Advertisements present the The image of warmth of the family living
self-actualised, they are luxurious options customers will in the luxury house can also be 
successful through receive from the project projected in the advertisements 
accumulating materials to create some emotional attachment
(private self) The marketing communications 
convey the magnificent, elegance 
of the project so the customers would
feel proud in acquiring the property
6 They see themselves as They think they have come to Through conspicuous housing 
special comparing to achieve more than any consumption, customers must be able
other ordinary persons ordinary others to fulfill their pride, ego
 through conspicuous (downward) show off their status, power and
housing consumption achievements
 (private self)
Also, the others would
see them as belonging
to high social class
(public self)
Interviewee 5. Informative Influence 6. High public self-consciousness ( C ) 7. Development of 8. Rewards of "social status,
Symbolic Products ( I ) involve An increase in ATSCI, Group Characteristics ( C ) emotional security, information,
social and psychological risks increase in awareness of others Given that group members are willingness to spend time
results in interpersonal search ( C ) to form impression towards  similar (comparable), the group with the ingroups" from
ATSCI than impersonal or objective search their Conspicuous Consumption is attractive (to be part of), and complying to ingroup's norm
Woods, 1960; Jones & Gerard, 1967; "product choice and usage behavior" peer support for brand/product from being such 
Myers & Robertson, 1972; Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 (norm of behavior in ingroup members
Morchis, 1976; Westbrook & Fornell, 1979;  product and brand use) ( I ) and ( C )
 Bearden & Etzel, 1982; Midgley, 1983 Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 Triandis, 1989
5 WOM works extremely well. It produces a How the others might have seen them They physically bring their
significant impact on the customers, create as living in such splendid life through friends to the project site and
strong customer base and develop trust their product choice and behavior in advertise for us, giving peer
conspicuous consumption support for choices
6 More than anything you could imagine of By living in luxury village, 
is the power of WOM in high end market they belong to specific societal
Most high class housing customers class, they enjoy 
come from references indeed the rewards of belongingness
to high social class
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 4 ( Innovativeness, Interpersonal Influence and ATSCI )  
Interviewee 1. Trickle round of Tastes 2. Concepts of Co-orientation 3. ATSCI and Public self-consciousness
Trigg, 2001 Consumers are similar in Bearden and Rose, 1990
The Two ways value orientations and high in and
Interpersonal Influence co-orientation whereas the Susceptibility to group influence
Myers and Robertson, 1972; new products concepts can be Stafford, 1966
and Wood, 1989 diffused at the fastest rate increase in conspicuous or socially
Bring about the Highest rate Morchis, 1976 important products
of new product information diffusion
Goldsmith et al, 1998
5 Customers are high in co-orientation
as when one third of the high class
project on Sukhumvit Road last year
was sold to the same group of friends
6 References spread as the fastest rate Though upper class are innovators and
and play a significant role on they are highly reactive to the new offerings,
consumer behavior in the upper class they are not totally independent of other's
opinion as they bring their referent
others into their purchasing decision to
confirm them making the right choices,
the choices that look good in the
public's eyes
Interviewee 4. Inherent Novelty Seeking 5. Social Validation
Desire of information from others Seeking social validation from  
who seek out new and different product many innovators who are using new products,
Hirschman, 1980 the visibility of many adoptions 
Clark and Goldsmith, 2006
as comparable to Bandwagon Effects of
Social Interdependence of individual demand function
Leibenstein, 1950
5 As they see the others having something new,
 something of popularity and something that is in trend, 
they would follow such consumption and acquire
 what the others have already acquired
6 As more and more people talk about it, 
this would push them to want it further more
As people want to have something that 
the others also want
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 5 ( Thai culture is low in ethnocentrism and preferably consumes FCCP conspicuous products )  
Interviewee 1. Foreign Branding Strategy 2. COO Effect 3. FCCP 4. Brand Equity
Brand names in foreign language Katobe and Helsen, 1998 Alden et al, 1999 Especially experiential products,
and pronunciation COO is stronger in luxury a name can make substantial
Leclerc et al, 1994 and publicly consumed products contributions to brand equity
and conspicuous consumption Aaker, 1991
Piron, 2000
5 Thai customers prefer foreign branding Apparently most of the new ideas Using international languages
International languages portray are mostly housing in foreign styles will help fulfill high end customers'
"standard, class, and creditability" The foreign designs always psychological need of perceived
Especially in high end targets that sell well to Thai market high standard in luxury living
have high purchasing power and high
education who prefer something of 
international that can portray
 the high standard of housing
and high class of living
6 English brand name and marketing In luxury housing, customers Thais always favor foreign cultures International soundings brand names 
communications themselves are are pleased with finishing As Thai people travel more and international wordings in 
equitable to premium positioning materials that are imported from to the foreign countries, marketing communications 
in high end consumers' perceptions the best country of origins. have educations aboard can create some particular
For instance; mosaic tiles they absorbed and developed perceptions such as
from Italy… Wrought iron from preferences towards more of "high quality, high standard,
Germany… Build in kitchen from foreign housing styles and so creditability and class"
SMEG Italy… Covered garage the foreign concepts are of no 
system from USA… doubt popular among the high
class society and sell really well
Matrix Sheet
Research Associated Themes of Research Question 1 (A shift towards Individualism)
Interviewee 1. Ego-Bolstering needs 2. Self-enhancement 3. Individualistic and 4. Status Consumption
To enhance prestige Personal values of Masculine Society Intrinsic Value: Self-monitoring
Recognition power, success Ambition, achievement, External Value: Interpersonal Influence
Bayton, 1958 and achievement wealth, competition O'Cass and McEwen, 2004
Steenkamp et al 1999 pleasure and material success
Hofstede, 1980
7 Through conspicuous They engage in conspicuous The options offering to customers Luxury housing consumption allows
Architect consumption consumer housing consumption to must be superb; high class brand them to achieve high 
upgrade themselves in express that they are super luxurious sport club, sophisticated social status
the society. They gain special people who must built in kitchen… and all others as the same time, be able to
social recognition, and are have had highly accomplished magnificent options convey their status quo to the others
socially respectable in all aspects of their life
8 Living in luxury village that Vehicles and houses convey The sizing of the house is more 
Architect positioned premium would which social class they are in important in the upper class 
make them proud of consumers that they need huge
themselves as they are space for invited guests. The size also
recognizable by others suggests how rich the owner is, 
that they are special equally to representing their 
social status and face
9 There are more demands of
Architect luxurious living place
Interviewee 5. Conspicuous Consumption 6. Material Accumulation 7. Snob Effects 8. Social Comparison to Aspiratonal Level
External Value: Characteristic of Willing to pay for  Acquire symbolic evidence to achieve an aspired-to 
Interpersonal Influence Individualistic Culture uniqueness to increase status by engage in 'material accumulation'
O'Cass and McEwen, 2004 Wong, 1997 attention drawn Stafford, 1966; Cocanougher and Bruce, 1971
Leibenstein, 1950
7 In the premium market, People concern more on
the housing must be sophisticated material accumulation  of
reflect something that is really vehicles and housing 
superfluous, something that is They are more materialistic
hard to be achieved by ordinary
8 Customers are more demanding Acquisition of more houses People are willing to 
and looking for a more luxury as collected assets. For spend more on housing
living especially high ends those who are really rich, 
consumers who see that the they may just acquire them
house reflects their identities as they would like to
then the the materials being used
or home decorations must display
image of high class to show off
their wealth to the others
9 Consumers show off more in They have many houses
vehicles and housing to enjoy different type of livings
as these consumptions represent For instance, city living style
their face. They have developred or a more quiet house in
preferences towards more of outskirt area for weekends
luxury living.
Interviewee 9. Materialists 10. Affluent 11. Socioeconomic factors - 12. Upper class
Purposeively engage in Hofstede, 1980 Modernity with smaller size family
Conspicuous Consumption Triandis et al, 1990 Roth, 1995 Children become more
to arouse the envy of others idocentric
Belk, 1985 Triandis et al, 1988
Richin and Dawson, 1992
Wong, 1997
7 Higher standard of living New generations have better
and higher educations 
Higher purchasing power
8 High ends are affluent and Architects travel to foreign The size of the family is smaller
become the innovators countries, they bring in more People are more individualised
for new luxury housing of the western architectures
in Thai market More people alos developed 
preferences towards foreign
designs that they have seen 
these architectures through
imported magazines
9 Thai people are richer Nowadays the family size 
and have higher is decreasing
purchasing power
The standard of living is
increasing
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 2 ( Upper class Thai culture - Tight culture, High Conformity)
Interviewee 1. Belongingness, Socially 2. The act to conform as technique 3. ATSCI: Attention To Social 4. Normative Influence 
desirable & accpepted as part to gain acceptance used by Comparison Information Deutsch and Gerard, 1995
of a specific group individualists to get into and remain related to high conformity, Utilitarian influence : comply to avoid 
Newly-rich engage in in specific group by highly conform social anxiety of being punishment or to receive rewards
conspicuous consumption to the group norm to be perceived as unapproved by the others Bearden & Etzel, 1982
to be accpeted by traditional ingroup members Abe, Bagozzi and Value-expressive influence : improve
upper class as 'ingroup members' Triandis et al, 1988; Sadarangani, 1996; self image to create an impression
Engel, Kollat & Blackwell, 1968 Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 Bearden and Rose, 1990 of attachment to such referent group
Park and Lessig, 1977
7 When one upper class consumer 
acquire the property, the news spread
fast and triggers the others to follow
8 They want to be part of a They acquire what the others 
high societal class and have already acquired too 
become more socially desirable in order to be perceived as the same 
as others, as the ingroups 
9
Interviewee 5. Social visibility of product/brand 6. High interdependency and 7. Common identity of Interests 8. Perceived Conspicuousness
Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 High in interaction Conspicuous Consumption results of brand choices in luxury product
comparable to Bandwagon Effect Ingroup members are close from reference group interpersonal are consumed to advertise
Leibenstein, 1950 and they act to conform, the act of influence, typically convey image "social status" or signaling
The demands for good increase group characteristic to show that of group members as form of "aspirational reference group"
with the number of consumers  they belong to the same group common identity of interests they desire to belong to by 
seen buying/using it Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 O'Cass and McEwen, 2004 conforming with specific 
conspicuous consumption
Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999
7 In Upper class society, the people 
are so close together that the news
spread fast among them than
that of any other groups
And result in customers' actions
8 So true in Thai upper class culture The high class village that is
that when something is bought really expensive becomes well
by one ingroup, soon it known among the high class
becomes the common interests members, where mostly the 
for the whole group neighbors are those of high class
Then acquiring the house in this
village and being among high
class neighbors convey to the others
high social status consequently
9 When the high class consumers
see the others having it
they would like to have it as well.  
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 3 ( Thai upper class - High on Individualism ( I ) and Collectivism ( C ) )  
Interviewee 1. Perception of self 2. Self Improvement 3. National Culture ( I ) 4. National Culture ( C )
Private self, Public Self  An Upward Comparison Individualistic and Masculine Society: Power Distance: maintain and increase
and Collective Self that leads to competition ( I )  ambition, achievement, competition, power as source of satisfaction
Triandis, 1989 by comparing to having wealth and material success Collectivistic Society: to be
what others are having ( c ) Hofstede, 1980 socially desirable and accepted
and Self Enhancement Match to: Sensory brand image Hofstede, 1980
A downward comparison to those Novelty, variety seeking and Match to: Social brand image
who have less to protect and individual gratification to achieving group memberships
enhance their own self-esteem Roth, 1995 and affiliation Roth, 1995
Wood, 1989
7 They see themselves as Advertisements focus on As they are extremely socializeable people
one of a kind, the special how luxury and special the it is exceedingly important to 
one through conspicuous village is to specific group engage in real estate conspicuous
luxury housing of customers consumption to express their power,
(private self) Customers' needs to be someone to show that they are well off and
special, to be extraordinary in the more socially desirable
premium market results the 
advertisements and communications 
to be ostentatious
8 They think that they are Proud to be superior and better off Advertisements must reflect the new
self-actualised. They have a  comparing to ordinary others individualised lifestyle, the more
classy identity and live in (downward) compact small size family and
luxury lifestyle a higher standard and more luxury
They are VIP and different
than the others type of living
(private self)
9 They think the others would Advertisements projects the image of
see them as smart and compact life, small family
intelligent. That they are and more individual living style
someone who chooses what
is the best for their own living
(Public self)
Interviewee 5. Informative Influence 6. High public self-consciousness ( C ) 7. Development of 8. Rewards of "social status,
Symbolic Products ( I ) involve An increase in ATSCI, Group Characteristics ( C ) emotional security, information,
social and psychological risks increase in awareness of others Given that group members are willingness to spend time
results in interpersonal search ( C ) to form impression towards  similar (comparable), the group with the ingroups" from
ATSCI than impersonal or objective search their Conspicuous Consumption is attractive (to be part of), and complying to ingroup's norm
Woods, 1960; Jones & Gerard, 1967; "product choice and usage behavior" peer support for brand/product from being such 
Myers & Robertson, 1972; Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 (norm of behavior in ingroup members
Morchis, 1976; Westbrook & Fornell, 1979;  product and brand use) ( I ) and ( C )
 Bearden & Etzel, 1982; Midgley, 1983 Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 Triandis, 1989
7 Recommendations from others pay significant
role in conspicuous housing consumption
8 Through conspicuous housing They wish to belong to a 
consumption, they expect the others to special class. That they belong
perceive them differently and also to upper class living 
treat them differently since societal status
they are  special
9
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 4 ( Innovativeness, Interpersonal Influence and ATSCI )  
Interviewee 1. Trickle round of Tastes 2. Concepts of Co-orientation 3. ATSCI and Public self-consciousness
Trigg, 2001 Consumers are similar in Bearden and Rose, 1990
The Two ways value orientations and high in and
Interpersonal Influence co-orientation whereas the Susceptibility to group influence
Myers and Robertson, 1972; new products concepts can be Stafford, 1966
and Wood, 1989 diffused at the fastest rate increase in conspicuous or socially
Bring about the Highest rate Morchis, 1976 important products
of new product information diffusion
Goldsmith et al, 1998
7 Engage in new luxury housing consumption
makes them look better off than the others
8 News about new products spread fastest The new offerings gain popularity
in Thai societies. When the customers among the same ingroups really
learn of the availability of new products easily and quickly, and as when
they would talk about it so much the offerings become popular, they
that the news spread extremely fast are soon perceived to be necessity
that ones must have 
for themselves too
9 People talk a lot among themselves, By acquiring new luxury housing, they can
they pass on anything they know to expect the others to see them as
the others… the way Thai culture that is  smart and intelligent
Interviewee 4. Inherent Novelty Seeking 5. Social Validation
Desire of information from others Seeking social validation from  
who seek out new and different product many innovators who are using new products,
Hirschman, 1980 the visibility of many adoptions 
Clark and Goldsmith, 2006
as comparable to Bandwagon Effects of
Social Interdependence of individual demand function
Leibenstein, 1950
7 High class customers seek for
new and more luxury products
from many sources including 
referent others 
8 Upper class consumers looking at the other ingroups
and compare to what the others' have in possessions
As high class customers see the others have
acquired it, they would also like to have it too
9
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 5 ( Thai culture is low in ethnocentrism and preferably consumes FCCP conspicuous products )  
Interviewee 1. Foreign Branding Strategy 2. COO Effect 3. FCCP 4. Brand Equity
Brand names in foreign language Katobe and Helsen, 1998 Alden et al, 1999 Especially experiential products,
and pronunciation COO is stronger in luxury a name can make substantial
Leclerc et al, 1994 and publicly consumed products contributions to brand equity
and conspicuous consumption Aaker, 1991
Piron, 2000
7 Brand name suggest the taste Must offer the customers of When it conveys something of
of that particular village and international design… like Italian.. international, it will gain a
those who would be living in there the Roman house for the Emperor! perception of class and style
The foreign wording suggest
superior taste, quality Foreign positioning offers
and standard customers with high class image
8 Through using other languages FCCP works best
in branding, the offerings would Thai people always fancy foreign
 become more special than being positioning, forign brand name,
named in Thai language. As long as communications that communicate
we don't use the Thai brand name, international standard and foreign 
the offerings gain specialty designs 
 automatically
9 English wordings upgrade The architecture of the housing Foreign brand name makes
whatever things that are branded. always has foreign design in it  the offerings sound more 
or else the customers may not luxury and of high class
really feel satisfy and acquire
the offerings
Matrix Sheet
Research Associated Themes of Research Question 1 (A shift towards Individualism)
Interviewee 1. Ego-Bolstering needs 2. Self-enhancement 3. Individualistic and 4. Status Consumption
To enhance prestige Personal values of Masculine Society Intrinsic Value: Self-monitoring
Recognition power, success Ambition, achievement, External Value: Interpersonal Influence
Bayton, 1958 and achievement wealth, competition O'Cass and McEwen, 2004
Steenkamp et al 1999 pleasure and material success
Hofstede, 1980
10 The house must be Living here We belong to high class and also
Customer magnificent, classy and  I am rich and succesful the others to see that 
luxury to represent we live in high class environment
the house owner
11 The house must be spendid Windmill village, is a place I would
Customer that it tells all the call a high class residential zone
aspects about my life and so it tells the others
achievements
12 Life here is prestige and Lake Side Village is a place of
Customer plendid high social class where I belong
The village is also well known by
the others 
13 The British Mansion is British Mansion is a place
Customer so well known that it of high class
hit the market real hard. And everyone is well aware of that
It is famous and become
talk of the town in Thai
society. The British Mansion
becomes my pride.
Interviewee 5. Conspicuous Consumption 6. Material Accumulation 7. Snob Effects 8. Social Comparison to Aspiratonal Level
External Value: Characteristic of Willing to pay for  Acquire symbolic evidence to achieve an aspired-to 
Interpersonal Influence Individualistic Culture uniqueness to increase status by engage in 'material accumulation'
O'Cass and McEwen, 2004 Wong, 1997 attention drawn Stafford, 1966; Cocanougher and Bruce, 1971
Leibenstein, 1950
10 I would only live in the place that 4 more houses in Bangkok
is highly exclusive. What I Accumulated as personal
have must be extraordinary and assets
represent my face
it must represents class and 
luxury living
11 Many more; Grand Canal Uniqueness is necessary Most of the famous people also live here
The British Town, and many I will buy something that CP group also live here
more in and out of Bangkok is exclusive and special When someone I know acquire something
So I can have different types that reflect my identity I would like to acquire the same thing to 
of living atmosphere match with them too
12 The village is the dwelling of 2 more hoses in the other
high class and the place of premium villages
luxury living. It tells the others Chi Cha and Windmill
the life of luxury Collectable for myself and
children
13 Living in The British Mansion Have another detached house The mansion is not big
the others see it as bigger than the British but is really expensive
magnificent stylish and it is Mansion currently living in cost 15 million, the price
a dwelling of high class that u can buy detach house.
Though it is unique that you
would never see the house
like this in Thailand before
Interviewee 9. Materialists 10. Affluent 11. Socioeconomic factors - 12. Upper class
Purposeively engage in Hofstede, 1980 Modernity with smaller size family
Conspicuous Consumption Triandis et al, 1990 Roth, 1995 Children become more
to arouse the envy of others idocentric
Belk, 1985 Triandis et al, 1988
Richin and Dawson, 1992
Wong, 1997
10 Spent 30 million Bht Vocations aboard 2 children, completed higher
in housing Travelling aboard for Business education in foreign countries
purpose
11 Spent 70 million Bht Vocations aboard Family size of 4
in housing Study aboard
Working aboard
Travelling aboard for Business
purpose
12 Spent 40 million Bht Vocations aboard 2 children, 1 completed higher
in housing Travelling aboard for Business education in foreign country
purpose 1 in Thailand
13 Spent 25 million Bht Vocations aboard 2 children, completed higher
in housing Have seen the British Mansion in education in foreign countries
London and developed liking 
towards it
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 2 ( Upper class Thai culture - Tight culture, High Conformity)
Interviewee 1. Belongingness, Socially 2. The act to conform as technique 3. ATSCI: Attention To Social 4. Normative Influence 
desirable & accpepted as part to gain acceptance used by Comparison Information Deutsch and Gerard, 1995
of a specific group individualists to get into and remain related to high conformity, Utilitarian influence : comply to avoid 
Newly-rich engage in in specific group by highly conform social anxiety of being punishment or to receive rewards
conspicuous consumption to the group norm to be perceived as unapproved by the others Bearden & Etzel, 1982
to be accpeted by traditional ingroup members Abe, Bagozzi and Value-expressive influence : improve
upper class as 'ingroup members' Triandis et al, 1988; Sadarangani, 1996; self image to create an impression
Engel, Kollat & Blackwell, 1968 Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 Bearden and Rose, 1990 of attachment to such referent group
Park and Lessig, 1977
10 My business associates live here Their persuasion plays great role
they invited me to live here on the decisions to live in this
I also invited more to come luxury village of superb environment
and they came
11 My parents live here, after I get I want to live in the place that is full of 
married my father suggested me to those comparable to me and my family
have my house in this village as well
 to be close with the family and stay As someone whom I know have 
intact with our current ingroup acquired the new luxury housing and
recommended it to me, I would have 
wanted to have something that match
myself to be closer to them too
12 Listened a lot to her cousins Extra encouragements from my cousin 
and her sister in law who leaded me to decide so quickly
went with her to be part of this lovely, luxury
Lake Side village also
13
Interviewee 5. Social visibility of product/brand 6. High interdependency and 7. Common identity of Interests 8. Perceived Conspicuousness
Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 High in interaction Conspicuous Consumption results of brand choices in luxury product
comparable to Bandwagon Effect Ingroup members are close from reference group interpersonal are consumed to advertise
Leibenstein, 1950 and they act to conform, the act of influence, typically convey image "social status" or signaling
The demands for good increase group characteristic to show that of group members as form of "aspirational reference group"
with the number of consumers  they belong to the same group common identity of interests they desire to belong to by 
seen buying/using it Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 O'Cass and McEwen, 2004 conforming with specific 
conspicuous consumption
Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999
10 I know that this village is full of Being part of the neighborhoods
business people and the business here, result in a belongingness
connections can be further extended to the high social class
like a spider web by being and can develop a closer 
part of the neighborhoods relationship that would result
in goodwill in business connections
11 Lots of the people I know live here I would acquire the house depends
business associates and friends on the neghborhoods environment
that are in same high class must be of same class. I believe
society. We have built a close the high class premium village
and firm relationship among is priced highly that it screens
the same class neighborhoods those who can be part of luxury
living here anyway
12 Most of the people living in the
village know one another, they
are people of same high social
class. People get more connected 
leading to better connections
13 Especially if my friend come and For the product that is classy Living in British Mansion -
tell me they have ones, I should expensive and high class, Thong lor
have ones too we criticize about it a lot, communicate 
and if it passes our standard, high social status
we do normally acquire
  them together
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 3 ( Thai upper class - High on Individualism ( I ) and Collectivism ( C ) )  
Interviewee 1. Perception of self 2. Self Improvement 3. National Culture ( I ) 4. National Culture ( C )
Private self, Public Self  An Upward Comparison Individualistic and Masculine Society: Power Distance: maintain and increase
and Collective Self that leads to competition ( I )  ambition, achievement, competition, power as source of satisfaction
Triandis, 1989 by comparing to having wealth and material success Collectivistic Society: to be
what others are having ( c ) Hofstede, 1980 socially desirable and accepted
and Self Enhancement Match to: Sensory brand image Hofstede, 1980
A downward comparison to those Novelty, variety seeking and Match to: Social brand image
who have less to protect and individual gratification to achieving group memberships
enhance their own self-esteem Roth, 1995 and affiliation Roth, 1995
Wood, 1989
10 Rich ad successful The Village's sport club I would like to see the advertisements
(private self) and other elements of the village that have images of family living
Other people would think must be preseted magnificently in a nice and luxury environment
we are in high social class
(public self)
11 Everybody knows the people As another high class people I would like to see the mixture of I would like to see the mixture of
who live here are famous, whom I know live here, luxury living and warmth of family luxury living and warmth of family
socially recognizable, affluent I also would like to match
and occupy high social status myself with them
(public self) (upward comparison)
12 The advertisements present the house Should also be the image of warm and
beautifully and glorious happy family spending luxury
happy life in magnificent house too
13 High class In order to grasp my attention, the
(private self) advertisements must communicate
High class, stylish a village that is extremely luxurious.
(public self) A place of extraordinary and precious
enough for me to live in. It must
be magnificent 
Interviewee 5. Informative Influence 6. High public self-consciousness ( C ) 7. Development of 8. Rewards of "social status,
Symbolic Products ( I ) involve An increase in ATSCI, Group Characteristics ( C ) emotional security, information,
social and psychological risks increase in awareness of others Given that group members are willingness to spend time
results in interpersonal search ( C ) to form impression towards  similar (comparable), the group with the ingroups" from
ATSCI than impersonal or objective search their Conspicuous Consumption is attractive (to be part of), and complying to ingroup's norm
Woods, 1960; Jones & Gerard, 1967; "product choice and usage behavior" peer support for brand/product from being such 
Myers & Robertson, 1972; Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 (norm of behavior in ingroup members
Morchis, 1976; Westbrook & Fornell, 1979;  product and brand use) ( I ) and ( C )
 Bearden & Etzel, 1982; Midgley, 1983 Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 Triandis, 1989
10 I learn of this place from my Living here becomes
associates and friends part of my business
associates' neighborhoods
and there is a goodwill
in relationships and business
connections
11 As everyone knows Windmill is the My father wanted me to Living in luxury village
most luxurious village in the country live close to the family achieve high social status
People live here are famous people and be part of and close to friends
and socially recognizable the current ingroup of same class
The CP family and other big family
also live here
12 Know this village from cousin who lives here
and they play significant role in decision
to be living here
13 Know the place from my husband's The British Mansion is in Thong Lor As my husband's associate Living there gives me
associate who is one of the business Sukhumvit 55 as everyone knows recommended us this place, a superb environment
partner of the British Mansion it a high class residential zone. me and many more of my and it is full of high class
friends agreed that it is truly people who become my lovely
We engage in a joint critical anlysis… nice and luxury village that neighborhoods
Especially for the product that is classy is worthy for acquiring
expensive and high class. 
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 4 ( Innovativeness, Interpersonal Influence and ATSCI )  
Interviewee 1. Trickle round of Tastes 2. Concepts of Co-orientation 3. ATSCI and Public self-consciousness
Trigg, 2001 Consumers are similar in Bearden and Rose, 1990
The Two ways value orientations and high in and
Interpersonal Influence co-orientation whereas the Susceptibility to group influence
Myers and Robertson, 1972; new products concepts can be Stafford, 1966
and Wood, 1989 diffused at the fastest rate increase in conspicuous or socially
Bring about the Highest rate Morchis, 1976 important products
of new product information diffusion
Goldsmith et al, 1998
10 Both listening to the news I do listen to my associates, family and
and also spread the news friends.. I believe what they speak of 
about this village are more interesting and good enough
in the housing offerings
11 We always tell each others about When the new ideas or new offerings
things that are interesting and new are really differentiated, it normally
to the markets becomes a new issue we talk about
in our group of friends
12 Certainly, we always tell our friends We always talk a lot about the
about the good things. We do new offerings and help each other
recommend each others the a lot in decision
best things always
13 I always update my knowledge with my We normally discuss
friends as we talk everyday and see a lot about what is new, what is in
each other almost every other days or what is out
for shopping, 
Interviewee 4. Inherent Novelty Seeking 5. Social Validation
Desire of information from others Seeking social validation from  
 Seek out new and different product many innovators who are using new products,
Hirschman, 1980 the visibility of many adoptions 
Clark and Goldsmith, 2006
as comparable to Bandwagon Effects of
Social Interdependence of individual demand function
Leibenstein, 1950
10 Intersting to the new offerings
I would like to know about it
see it and consider about it
11 Interested in new products As someone whom I know have it, I would like
Tell the others of the news to have same things that match myself
and also listen to the news from others of them too
12 We are always interested in whatever
the new offerings come to the market
that I hear most of the news from my 
friends. We always chat about all things
13 I need to be updated When my friends come to tell me that they have seen
I have to go and see the new offerings too the new offerings, I must have gone to see for
myself as well. 
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 5 ( Thai culture is low in ethnocentrism and preferably consumes FCCP conspicuous products )  
Interviewee 1. Foreign Branding Strategy 2. COO Effect 3. FCCP 4. Brand Equity
Brand names in foreign language Katobe and Helsen, 1998 Alden et al, 1999 Especially experiential products,
and pronunciation COO is stronger in luxury a name can make substantial
Leclerc et al, 1994 and publicly consumed products contributions to brand equity
and conspicuous consumption Aaker, 1991
Piron, 2000
10 Prefer the foreign brand names Roman style is what  I always wanted Foreign name sounds nicer and
It represents the dwelling of high class more elegant
We love foreign housing architecture
 It looks classy, luxury, magnificent
and glorious. Roman Empire is the
most delightful and proper place
 for us to live in
11 Prefer the use of international language Materials must be of the best I prefer foriegn housing style The foreign names convey
The village name must be of class decorations must be of especially American style high class and quality
and have international sounding high class and come from true Given that I've spent much of my irrationally but they do
sources of origins life in USA.
12 Have no preference I wouldn't live in traditional Thai housing
style and I don't see any villages that
present the Thai style so far.
I prefer the European style, it looks
charming and outstanding
13 Prefer foreign soundings brand name I will be delighted and facinated to see Given that it is easily to be
For instance, The British Mansion  the foreign designs appear in Thailand. recognized and suggests sense of
suggests class, it sounds beautiful It is nice to look around and see class and quality 
and outstanding different type of splendid architectures 
from Eurpoe like Frence, Spanish,
Italiand, Maditerranean, Greece
Matrix Sheet
Research Associated Themes of Research Question 1 (A shift towards Individualism)
Interviewee 1. Ego-Bolstering needs 2. Self-enhancement 3. Individualistic and 4. Status Consumption
To enhance prestige Personal values of Masculine Society Intrinsic Value: Self-monitoring
Recognition power, success Ambition, achievement, External Value: Interpersonal Influence
Bayton, 1958 and achievement wealth, competition O'Cass and McEwen, 2004
Steenkamp et al 1999 pleasure and material success
Hofstede, 1980
14 Living here is the way I would Grande Monaco matches with the 
Customer  like to spend my life after I style of luxury living, the way
have been working so hard I want to live my life
 all of  my life and that I have 
come so far to award myself 
with pleasure
15 I feel proud living in the The British Mansion is
Customer British Mansion that material success
Focus Group situated in the heart of
the city - Thong Lor
Grande Monaco represents my
social status and
the others can also see that 
we live in high class environment
Having the Gondola tied to the 
private pier that is projected from
my own house is lovely
Interviewee 5. Conspicuous Consumption 6. Material Accumulation 7. Snob Effects 8. Social Comparison to Aspiratonal Level
External Value: Characteristic of Willing to pay for  Acquire symbolic evidence to achieve an aspired-to 
Interpersonal Influence Individualistic Culture uniqueness to increase status by engage in 'material accumulation'
O'Cass and McEwen, 2004 Wong, 1997 attention drawn Stafford, 1966; Cocanougher and Bruce, 1971
Leibenstein, 1950
14 It must be unique. I have no 3 more houses in Bangkok
intention for simple house. and 1 in London, UK
If there are more interesting
offerings, it's good to be
more choices I can buy and
accumulate housing properties
15 Living in The British Mansion 1 in Pataya for weekends The place where I live have The British Mansion suggests I am the Londoner.
the others see it as 1 in Chi Cha Country Club to be unique. The British It is classy and stylish that the others would
magnificent, stylish and it is Mansion is different and the probably have perceived me as the Londoner.
high class and fashionable price I paid for the 
uniqueness they are offering
to me is worthy
Everyone else must have agreed Another house in Chi Cha We would like something new
the same thing on my mind that Country Club different and unique.
Grande Monaco is truly And the price I paid for the 
magnificent and extraordinary… uniqueness they are offering
It is a life of luxury! to me is worthy
3 other houses It is better to have the new
1 next to Choa Pra Ya River house that is unique and
2 on Sukhumvit Road that extraordinary, it is worthy
close to her father's company
Interviewee 9. Materialists 10. Affluent 11. Socioeconomic factors - 12. Upper class
Purposeively engage in Hofstede, 1980 Modernity  with smaller size family
Conspicuous Consumption Triandis et al, 1990 Roth, 1995 Children become more
to arouse the envy of others idocentric
Belk, 1985 Triandis et al, 1988
Richin and Dawson, 1992
Wong, 1997
14 Spent 50 million Bht Vocations aboard 3 children, 2 studying higher
in housing Travelling aboard for Business educations in UK and 1
purpose studying in British International
School of Bangkok
Love to travel to 
many part of the world
15 Spent 30 million Bht Vocations aboard Family size of 5
in housing and Study aboard
Have seen the British Mansion in
London and developed liking 
towards it
Spent 32 million Bht Vocations aboard Family size of 4
in housing Study aboard
Working aboard
Spent 18 million Bht Vocations aboard Family size of 3
in housing Study aboard
Working aboard
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 2 ( Upper class Thai culture - Tight culture, High Conformity)
Interviewee 1. Belongingness, Socially 2. The act to conform as technique 3. ATSCI: Attention To Social 4. Normative Influence 
desirable & accpepted as part to gain acceptance used by Comparison Information Deutsch and Gerard, 1995
of a specific group individualists to get into and remain related to high conformity, Utilitarian influence: comply to avoid 
Newly-rich engage in in specific group by highly conform social anxiety of being punishment or to receive rewards
conspicuous consumption to the group norm to be perceived as unapproved by the others Bearden & Etzel, 1982
to be accpeted by traditional ingroup members Abe, Bagozzi and Value-expressive influence: improve
upper class as 'ingroup members' Triandis et al, 1988; Sadarangani, 1996; self image to create an impression
Engel, Kollat & Blackwell, 1968 Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 Bearden and Rose, 1990 of attachment to such referent group





work well on me. I agreed
 with my friends.
I respect my family and friends' opinion When I decide if I would acquire My father knows quite a lot of people
 and trust their judgments the new offerings or not, I would  in Real Estate business
discuss a lot with my family and he listened to their 
and friends for their approval. recommendations a lot
Interviewee 5. Social visibility of product/brand 6. High interdependency and 7. Common identity of Interests 8. Perceived Conspicuousness
Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 High in interaction Conspicuous Consumption results of brand choices in luxury product
comparable to Bandwagon Effect Ingroup members are close from reference group interpersonal are consumed to advertise
Leibenstein, 1950 and they act to conform, the act of influence, typically convey image "social status" or signaling
The demands for good increase group characteristic to show that of group members as form of "aspirational reference group"
with the number of consumers  they belong to the same group common identity of interests they desire to belong to by 
seen buying/using it Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 O'Cass and McEwen, 2004 conforming with specific 
conspicuous consumption
Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999
14 I would like to be surrounded with If the others like it… there must
nice neighbors whom I can be something good about it too,
share my evening or dinner with isn't that correct?
15 British Mansion is positioned and
to what price it's being sold helped
screening those who could live here
They must be the same to me,
belong to high social class, well off
fashionable and classy
Many of our friends also have It is nice to have people living in the The neighbors in here must be
acquired another houses same society who are capable of socially respectable persons as the
in Grande Monaco too doing the same thing, those whom I price of the house is the screening
can hang out with and engage in the mechanism; people here
same cool activities. are of upper class 
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 3 ( Thai upper class - High on Individualism ( I ) and Collectivism ( C ) )  
Interviewee 1. Perception of self 2. Self Improvement 3. National Culture ( I ) 4. National Culture ( C )
Private self, Public Self  An Upward Comparison Individualistic and Masculine Society: Power Distance: maintain and increase
and Collective Self that leads to competition ( I )  ambition, achievement, competition, power as source of satisfaction
Triandis, 1989 by comparing to having wealth and material success Collectivistic Society: to be
what others are having ( c ) Hofstede, 1980 socially desirable and accepted
and Self Enhancement Match to: Sensory brand image Hofstede, 1980
A downward comparison to those Novelty, variety seeking and Match to: Social brand image
who have less to protect and individual gratification to achieving group memberships
enhance their own self-esteem Roth, 1995 and affiliation Roth, 1995
Wood, 1989
14 Other people would think Grade Monaco presents me a real I would like to spend on something
we are so lucky to be able to majestic image, the palace look of that is extraordinary that make
achieve so much village club, massive streaming me feel the great pleasure living
(public self) landscape are magnificent. These with my family. It is lovely to see 
are classic and glorious the picture of happy family living together
 in magnificent, elegant house
15 The British Mansion suggests Living here, is better off The advertisements have to show off its
I am fashionable and I am like than the ordinary others unique selling point, how it is different,
the Londoner (private self) (downward comparison) how special it is to other offerings
in order to receive my attention. It has
to be magnificent enough to portray
the life of luxury, the life that can only
be experienced here
Life of luxury, magnificent At least… the images of family should
and extraordinary (private self) be included in some part of the
Others must of course be able brochure also, or else the pictures without
to tell that people who live here any images of family living in there 
are upper class and rich at all would be so gloomy. 
(public self)
The others would see us I would love to see more pictures on
as people of style, class, the housing styles, 
artistic and romantic living in the interior designs, 
the Grand Canal the village's environment and
(public self) the unique selling point of the village
Interviewee 5. Informative Influence 6. High public self-consciousness ( C ) 7. Development of 8. Rewards of "social status,
Symbolic Products ( I ) involve An increase in ATSCI, Group Characteristics ( C ) emotional security, information,
social and psychological risks increase in awareness of others Given that group members are willingness to spend time
results in interpersonal search ( C ) to form impression towards  similar (comparable), the group with the ingroups" from
ATSCI than impersonal or objective search their Conspicuous Consumption is attractive (to be part of), and complying to ingroup's norm
Woods, 1960; Jones & Gerard, 1967; "product choice and usage behavior" peer support for brand/product from being such 
Myers & Robertson, 1972; Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 (norm of behavior in ingroup members
Morchis, 1976; Westbrook & Fornell, 1979;  product and brand use) ( I ) and ( C )
 Bearden & Etzel, 1982; Midgley, 1983 Lascu and Zinkhan, 1999 Triandis, 1989
14 I knew this village from my associate I know some people who live 
who is the business partner of here though we are not so 
Grande Monaco close but I believe they can
be my lovely neignborhoods
whom I did call to ask for
opinion about this village
15 Others know that the British Mansion
is different, it is the first British Mansion
in Thailand! The others would see
me as fashionable, stylish, of high class
and being like the Londoner
We normally have a joint decision making Given that my next door in Living in luxury village
in real estate properties. Others play role on Chi Cha also moved in here achieve high social status
the decisions as well, for instance… as my Her recommendations, and close to friends
family see that our neighbor also have moved encouragement, advertisements of same class
here, and more of the others are coming to work well on me. I agreed with 
this village as well. We thought that this her and eventually felt Grande
place is indeed popular and worth acquiring. Monaco is a good place to live
My father knows quite a lot of people in
Real Estate business, he knew about
Grand Canal from his friends
As, the project is managed by
my father's friend, we have developed
a trust toward Grand Canal
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 4 ( Innovativeness, Interpersonal Influence and ATSCI )  
Interviewee 1. Trickle round of Tastes 2. Concepts of Co-orientation 3. ATSCI and Public self-consciousness
Trigg, 2001 Consumers are similar in Bearden and Rose, 1990
The Two ways value orientations and high in and
 Interpersonal Influence co-orientation whereas the Susceptibility to group influence
Myers and Robertson, 1972; new products concepts can be Stafford, 1966
and Wood, 1989 diffused at the fastest rate increase in conspicuous or socially
Bring about the Highest rate Morchis, 1976 important products
of new product information diffusion
Goldsmith et al, 1998
14 Listened to many others about Information from friends are different I do pay respect to what others people say
the place, and also recommended It earns more credits and I believe it Especially my wife and my children,
the others to come and live here as well. must be interesting enough for us I always wanted to know if they like it too.
When I see the new offerings are of to share information deemed trustable And if the others like it… there must
high quality, when I see it's good enough be something good about it too,
for me and my family, I would recommend isn't that correct?
it to the others also.
15 I learn most of the new offerings myself I tell my friend about new thing I have
as I always eager to know. acquired, I already have it mates!
Sometime, I learn of new offerings from No wonder more of my friends know
referent others, I would make a decision about the new offerings from me and
pretty quick to acquire one too as I want soon I see more people have what I
to be among the first already had!
Some time I find out about the new
offerings first, some other time my
friends are the one who told me the news
Nonetheless, we take turn in sharing
information that we discuss a lot
and share our opinion on new and 
interesting issues regularly, the news
spread fast as usual.
Referent others effect decision in acquiring
new real estate conspicuous products a lot
as it is costly, I have to make sure
everyone is happy about it
Interviewee 4. Inherent Novelty Seeking 5. Social Validation
Desire of information from others Seeking social validation from  
 Seek out new and different product many innovators who are using new products,
Hirschman, 1980 the visibility of many adoptions 
Clark and Goldsmith, 2006
as comparable to Bandwagon Effects of
Social Interdependence of individual demand function
Leibenstein, 1950
14 Initially, my associate who is the business
partner of Grande Monaco introduced to
me the place. However, as I know some
people who live here as well, I gave them
 telephone calls to ask about 
their opinion living here.
15 I eager to know what other new ideas Things that are fashionable always get lots of
are being offered by the real estate attention and popularity. You can see that most of
developers. I'd love to see more the people sooner or later have at least the same
new ideas… popular thing. I would want to be the first one who
have it, or at least among the first. 
I would love to see more new ideas
It's fascinating that nowadays the real
estate developers come up with so
much new ideas. The new ideas are lovely
and I am looking forwards to see more.
They are interesting
Matrix Sheet
                        Research Associated Themes of Research Question 5 ( Thai culture is low in ethnocentrism and preferably consumes FCCP conspicuous products )  
Interviewee 1. Foreign Branding Strategy 2. COO Effect 3. FCCP 4. Brand Equity
Brand names in foreign language Katobe and Helsen, 1998 Alden et al, 1999 Especially experiential products,
and pronunciation COO is stronger in luxury a name can make substantial
Leclerc et al, 1994 and publicly consumed products contributions to brand equity
and conspicuous consumption Aaker, 1991
Piron, 2000
14 Foreign names soud to be Grande Monaco puts me into a feeling of I always feel the language differences
nicer for me being in France. I felt this should be the can be something of beauty. 
place I would be part of right in the It suggests something that is
very first place. I feel so content. unique and different. Something
of class and quality…
I prefer the foreign designs that put
me into the feeling of being on vacations 
where I feel relax and spend time in
 luxury and full of contentment
15 The name has to be perfectly matched For me Thai style is too traditional, The foreign names convey
with how the village looks like. I prefer something that is more  class and high quality
All luxury villages should be named fashionable. The housing designs in and upper class standard of living
in foreign languages. foreign architectures are fascinating
and splendid. They look
luxurious and elegant.
The sounding of foreign languages I prefer the European style. French and Spanish pronunciations
are beautiful. I think it sound more It is certainly classic and luxurious are charming. They suggest 
lovely when I read the village name that international looks and 
is written in foreign language. high standard of living
Agreed with the other 2 respondents I don't see much Thai housing style Agreed with the other 2 respondents
these days, I don't really know how it 
looks like… However, I travel a lot and I
was impressed with foreign architectures
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